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PREFACE.
THE fourEssayswhichfollowareconnectedwith
studies to which, during muchof my life, I have
devoted such leisure as I have been able to command.
Manyyearsago I made the attempt, in a work on
(‘Ancient Law,” to apply the so-calledHistorical
Method of inquiry to the private laws and institutions
ofMankind.
But, at the outset of this undertaking,
I found the path obstructed by a number of b pyiori
theorieswhich, in allminds
but a few,satisfied
curiosity as to the Past and paralysed speculation as
to the Future. Theyhadfortheirbasis
the hypothesis of aLawand State of Nature antecedent to
all positive institutions, and a hypothetical system of
Rights andDutiesappropriate
to the natural conof the natural condidition.Thegradualrecovery
tion wasassumed to be the same thing as the progressiveimprovement of humaninstitutions.Upon
the examination, which was indispensable, of the true

origin and xal history pfthese theories,
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to reit upon a w r y slender philosophical foundatiori,.
but at the same time. they might be shown to have
been extremely powerful both for good and for evil.
One of the characteristics most definitely associated
with Nature. and her Law was simplicity, and thus
the theories of which I am speaking brought about
(though less in Englandthan in othercountries)
=any valuable reforms of private law, by simplifying
it and clearing it from barbarous technicalities. They
had, further, a large share in the parentage of International Law, and they thus helped to mitigatein
some small degree thesanguinary quarrelsomeness
which has accompanied the human race through the
whole course of its history. But, on the other hand,
they in my judgment unnerved the human intellect,
and thus made it capable of the extravagances into
which it fell at the closeof the eighteenth century.
And they certainly gave a false bias to all historical
inquiry into the growth of society and the development of law.
It had always been my desire and hope to apply
the Historical Method to the political institutions of
men. But, here again, the inquiry into the history of
these institutions, and the attempt
to estimate their true
value by the results of such an inquiry, are seriously
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e&&&a&&i
by a mass of ideas mXbeIi& 6cl&jive
groyn'up in our day on the subject of one part$ul&
.': fdrm ofgovernmen+, t ~ &
extreme form 'of popular
government t$bicb is chlledDemocracy. A. portion
of the notions wbich prevail in Europe concerning
Popular Government are derived (and these-areworthy
of all respect) from observation of its practical working ; a larger portion merelyreproducetechnical
rules of the British or American Constitutions in
an altered or disguisedform ; but a multitude of
ideas on this subject, ideas which are steadily absorbing or displacing all others, appear to me, like the
theories of jurisprudence of which I have spoken, to
havebeenconceived
2c priori. They are, in fact,
another set of deductions from the assumption of a
State of Nature. Theirtrue source has neverbeen
forgotten on the Continent of Europe, where they are
well known to have sprung fiom theteaching of JeanJacques Rousseau, whobelieved that menemerged
from the primitive natural condition by a process
which made every form of government, except Democracy,illegitimate.
In this countrythey are not
often explicitly, or even consciously, referred to their
real origin, which is, nevertheless, constantly betrayed
by the language in which they are expressed. Democracy is commonlydescribed as having an inherent
A
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superiority over every other form of government. It
i g supposed to advance with an irresistible and preordainedmovement. I t is thought to be full of the
promiseofblessings to mankind ; yet if it fails to
bring with it theseblessings, or evenproves to be
prolific of the heaviestcalamities, it is not held to
deserve condemnation. These are
the familiar marks
of atheorywhichclaims
to be independent of experienceandobservationon
the plea that it bears
the credentials of agoldenage,non-historical
and
unverifiable.
During the half-century in whichan h priori
political theory has been making way among all
the
civilised societies of the West, a set of political facts
havedisclosedthemselves
by its sidewhichappear
to me to deserve much more consideration than they
it was
havereceived.
Sixty or seventyyearsago,
inevitable that an inquirer into political science should
mainly employ the deductive method of investigation.
Jeremy Bentham, who was carelessof remote history,
had little beforehimbeyond the phenomena of the
British Constitution, which he saw in the special light
of his own philosophy and from the point of view of
areformerof privatelaw.Besidesthesehehad
a
few facts suppliedby the short AmericanConstitutionalexperience,andhehad
the briefandmost
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unsuccessful experiments of the French in democratic
government.

But since 1815, andespeciallysince

1830, Popular Government has been introduced into
nearly

all Continental

Europe and into

all

Spanish

America, North, Central, and South ; and the working
of these new institutions has furnishedus with a number of facts of the highest interest. Meantime, the
ancient British Constitution has been modifying itself
with a rapidity which could not be foreseen in Bentham's day. I suspect that there were few observant
Englishmen who, in presence of the agitation which
filled the summer andautumn of 1884, were not astonished to discover the extent to which the Constitution

of their country had
altered, undercover of oldlanguage
and old forms. And, all the while, the great strength
of some of the securities which the American Federal
Constitution has provided against the infirmities of
popular government has been proving itself in a
most
remarkable
way.
Thus,
in
nearly all the
civilised world, a large body of new facts has been
formed by which I endeavour, in theseEssays, to
testthe value of the opinionswhich are gaining
currency in our day concerning Popular Government
as it verges on Democracy.
It would argue ignorance or bad faith to deny the
benefits for which, ,amid some calamities, mankind is
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indebted to Popular Government.Nevertheless, if
there be even an approximation to truth in the conclusions which I have reachedin the three pa’pers first
. printed in this volume,someassumptionscommonly
made on the subject must be discarded. In the
Essay on the Prospects of Popular Government ”
I haveshown that, as a matter of fact, Popular
Government, since its reintroduction into the world,
has proveditself to be extremelyfragile. In the
Essay on the (‘Nature of Democracy” I have given
some reasons for thinking that, in the extreme form
to which it tends, it is, of all kinds of government, by
farthemostdifficult.
In the “Age of Progress ” I
have, argued that the perpetualchangewhich,
as
understood in modern times, it appears to demand, is
not in harmony with the normal forces ruling human
nature, and isapt therefore to lead to cruel disappointment or serious disaster. If I am in any degree right,,
Popular Government, especially as it approaches the
tax to the utmost all the
democraticform,will
political sagacity and statesmanship of the world to
keep it from misfortune. Happily; if there are some
facts .which ‘aagur ill for its duration and success,
there are othere which suggest that it is not beyond
the powers of human reason to discover remedies for
its infirmities. Forthe purpose of bringing out a
((
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certah number of these latter facts, and at the same
time of indicating the quarter in which the political
student (once set free from dprw?*iassumptions) may
seek materials for a reconstruction of his science,
I have examined and analysed the Constitution of the
United States, B topic on which much misconception
seems to be abroad. There are some who appear to
suppose that it sprang at once from the brain like the
Goddess of Wisdom, an idea very much in haxmony
with modern Continental fancies respectingthe @
o,;r
ofDemocracy.
Ikave tried to show thatits birth
was in reality natural, from ordinary historical antecedents ; and that its connection with wisdom lay
in the skillwith whichsagaciousmen,
conscious
that certain weaknesses which it had inherited would
be aggravated by the new circumstances in which it
wouldbeplaced,provided
it with appliancescalculated to minimise them or to n3utralise them altogether. Its success, and the success of such American
institutions as have succeeded, appears to me to have
arisen rather from skilfully applying thecurbto
popular impulses than from giving them the rein.
While the BritishConstitution has been insensibly
transforming itself into a popular government surrounded on all sides bydificulties,the
American
Federal Constitution has proved that, nearly a
I
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century ago, several expedients werediscovered by
which some of these difficulties may be greatly mitigated and some altogether overcome.
The publication of the substance of these Essays
in the ‘(Quarterly Review,” besidesgiving me a larger
audience than could be expected for a dissertation on
’abstract and general Politics which had little direct
bearing on the eager controversies of Party, has
gained for me the further advantage of a number of
criticisms which reached me before this volume took
its final shape. At the head of these I must place a
series of observations with which LordActonhas
favoured me. I havefreelyavailedmyself
of these
results of his great learning and profound thought.

H. S. MAINE.
h m o :~1886.
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ESSAY I.
THE PROSPECTS
..
OF POpC'LR% GOVERNMENT.

THEblindness of the privileged classes in France to
the Revolution which was about to overwhelm them
furnishes'some of the'best-morn commonplnces of
modernhistory.There
mas nododbt much init
to surprise us. What King, Noble, and Priest could
not see, had been easily visible to theforeign observer.
'(I n short," runs the famous passage in Chesterfield's
letter of December 25,1753,<'all the symptoms which
I ever met with in history previous to great changes
and revolutions in government now exist and daily
increase in France." A largenumber of writers of
our day, manifesting the wisdomwhichcomes after
the event, have pointed out that thes i p s of a terrible
time ought not to have been mistaken. The Court,
the Aristocracy, and the Clergy should have understood that, in a c e of the irreligion which was daily
becomingmore fashionable, the belief in privilege
conferred bybirth could not be long maintained.
They shouldhave noted the portents of imminent
B
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political disturbance inthe intense jealousy of classes
a tremendoz.,
Theyshouldhave'beenpreparedfor
socialupheaval by the squalor and misery of tht
peasants. They should have observed the immediat.
causes of revolution in the disorder of the finances ana
in the gross inequality of taxation.They
should
have been mise enough to know that the entire structure, of which the keystone was a stately and scandalous Court, was undermined,on all sides. '' Beautiful
ArmidaPalace,where
tbe inmates live enchanted
Jives ; lapped in soft music of adulation ; waited oxj
by the splendours of the world ; which nevertheless
hangs wondrously as by a single hair ,"
But although Chesterfield appeals to history, the
careful modern student of history will perhaps think
the blindness of the French nobility andclergy
eminentIypardonable. The Monarchy, under whose
broad shelter dl privilege grew and seemed to thrive,
appeared to have its rootsdeeper in the pastthan
any existing European institution.The
countries
up France had enjoyed no ex\vhichnowmade
perience of popular government since the
rude
Gaulishfreedom. From this, they had passed into
the condition of 8 strictly administered, strongly
governed, highly taxed, Romanprovince.
The invLstigations of the young an3 learned school of

'
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whether the Germans, who are sometimes supposed
tohave redeemed their o m barbarism by reviving
liberty,bronght
anything like freedom to Gaul.
There was little more than 8 succession of German to
Roman privileged classes. German captainsshared
the great estates, and assumed the rank, of the half"
official, half-hereditary nobility, who abounded in the
province. A German King, who was in reality only a
Roman general bearing a barbarous title, reigned Over
much of Gaul and much of Central Europe. When his
racewas supplanted by another in its kingship, the
new pover got itself decorated Tvith,the old Roman
Imperial style ; and when at length a third dynasty
arose, the monarchy associated with it gradually
developedmore vigour and vitality than any other
political institutionin,Europe.Fromthe
accession
of Hugh Capet, to the French Revolution, there had
been as nearlyas possible 800 years. During all
this time, theFrench Royal House hadsteadily
gained in power. It had wearied outand beaten
back the victorious armies of England: .It had
emerged stronger than ever from the wars of religion
which humbled English kingship in the dust, dealing
it a blow from which it never thoroughly recovered.
It had grown- in strength, authority, and splendour,
till it dazzled all eyes. It had become the model for
all princes. Nor had its government and its relation
6o its subjects struck all men as they seem to have
,
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the present, will ,ask themselves whether it is really
true that the expectation of virtual permanence for
governments of the modern typerestsupon
did
grounds of historical experience as regards
the
past,
andof rational probability as regards the time to come.
I endeavour in these pages to examinethequestion
in a spirit differen&, fromthat which animates most of
those who vievthe advent of democracy eitherwith
enthusiasm or with despair.
Out of the many n a m e commonlyapplied to the
political system prevailing or tending to prevail in
all the civilised portions of the world, I have chosen
‘’ popular government”’8 ,as the name which, on the
whole, is least open to objection. But what we are
witnessing in T e s t European politics is not so much
the establishment of a definite system, as the continuance, at varying rates, of s process. The truth
is that,within two hundred years, the view taken of
government, or (as thejurists say) of the relation of
sovereign to subject, of political superior to political
inferior, has been changing, sometimes partially and
slowly, sometimes generally and rapidly. The chaof this
change
has
been
described
by John
Stuart Mill in the early pagges of his (‘Essqr on
Liberty,” and more recently by Mr. JusticeStephen,
It will be seen that I endeavour to use t h e term “ d e m o cracy,’’ throughoutthievolume,in
its properand orlly consistent
beme ;that is, for E particular form of govenunellt.
J
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who in his ‘ I History of the Criminal Law of England”

very strikingly uses the contrast between the old and
the new view of government to illustrate the difference between two vieas of the law of seditious libel.
I will quote the latter passage as less coloured than,
the language of Nil1 by the special preferences of the
writer :Two different views maybetaken
(says Sir Jamea
Stephen) of the relation between rulers and their subjects.
If theruler is regarded as the superior of the subject,
as being by the nature of his position presumably wise and
good, the rightful ruler and guideof the whole population, it
must necessarily follow that it is wrongtocensurehim
openly, and, even if he is mistaken, his mistakes should be
pointedoutwiththeutmost
respect, andthat, whet’her
mistaken or not, no censure shculd be cast on him likely or
designed to diminish his authority. If, on theotherhand,
theruler is regarded as theagentandservant,andthe
subject as the wise and good master, who is obliged to delegatehis
power tothe
so-called ruler because, being a
multitude, he cannot use it himself, it must be evident that
thissentimentmustbe
reversed. Every member of the
public who censures the ruler for the time being exercises
in his own person the right which belongs to the whole of
which he forms a part. H e is findingfault with his own
~ervant.~

The States of Europe are nom regulated by political institutions mswering to the various stages of

‘Stephen’s History of the Cvinlinal Law of Englum?, ii. 299.
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the transition from the old view, that rulers are presumably wise and good, the rightful rulers andguides
of the whole population,’’ tothenewer
view, that
“the ruler is the agent and servant, and the mbject
the wise and good master, mho is obliged to delegate
his power to the so-called ruler because, being ct
multitude, hecannot use it himself.” Russiaand
Turkey are the onlyEuropeanStateswhich
completely reject the theory that governments hold their
powers by delegation from the community, the word
‘i community ” being somewhat vaguely understood,
but tending more and more to mean at least the whole
-of the males of full age living within certain territorial limits. This theory, which isknown onthe
Continent as the theory of national sovereignty, has
been fully accepted in France, Italy, Spain, Portugal,
Holland, Belgium,
Greece,
and the Scandinavia11
States. In Germany it has been repeatedly repudiated bytheEmperorandhispowerful
Minister,
but it is to a very great extent acted upon. England,
as is not unusual with her, standa by herself. There
is no country in which the newer viewof government is more thoroughly applied to practice, but
a1moCt all the language of the law and constitution is
still accolnmodated to the older idem concerning the
relation of ruler and subject.
But, although no such inference could be d r a m
from En&h 1egdphraseology, there is no doubt
,si
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that
the
modern
popular
government
of our day
is
of purely English origin. When
it came into existence, there were Republics inEurope,butthey
exercised nomoralandlittle
political influence.
Although in point of fact they were most
of them
strict oligarchies, they were regarded as somewhat
plebeian governments,overwhichmonarchiestook
.
rightful precedence. ‘‘ The Republics in Europe,’’
writes Hume in 1742, “ are at present noted for want
of politeness. The good manners of a Swiss civilised
in Holland is an expression for rusticity among the
French. The English in
some degree fall under the
same censure, notwithstandingtheirlearningand
genius. And if the Venetians be an exception, they
owe it perhaps to theircommunication withother
Italialls.” If a man then called himself a Republican,
he was thinking of the Athenian or Roman Republic,
one for a while in B certain sense EL democracy, the
other from first to last an aristocracy, but both ruling
a dependentempirewiththeutmost
severity. In
reality, the new principle of government wassole!y
established in England, which Hume always classes
with Republics ratherthanwith Monarchies. After
tremendous civil struggles, the doctrine that governments serve the community
was,in spirit if not in
words, affirmed in 1689. But it was long before
thisdoctrine was either fully carried out by the,
nation or fully accepted by its rulers. William IIL
-‘;;v.F4
I
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was merely a foreign politician and generd, who submittedtothe
eccentricities of his subjects for the
sake of usingtheirwealthandarms
in foreign
war, On this point the admissions
of Macaulay are
curiously in harmony with the view of William tnken
in the instructions of Louis XIV. to his diplomatists
whichhavelately
been published. Annecertainly
believed in her own quasi-divine right ; and George I.
and George 11. were humbler kings of the same type
as William, who thought that the proper and legitimate form of government was to be found, not in
England, but in Hanover. As soon as England had
in George 111. a king who cared more for English
politics than for foreign war,herepudiatedthe
doctrine altogether ; nor can it be said that it was
really admittedby
anyEnglish
sovereign until,
possibly, the preaent reign. But evenwhen
the
horror of the French Revolution was at its highest,
the politician, who’would ha,ve beenin much dangerof
prosecution if he had toasted the People a8 the L L sole
legitimate source of power,” could always save himself by drinking to “ the principles which placed the
House of Hanover on the throne.” These principles
in the meantime were more and more becoming the
actual rule of government, andbefore George 111. died
they had begun theirvictorious march over Europe.
popular
government,
as
first
known tothe
English, began to command the interest of the Con-

. ,
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’ tinent through the admiration with which it inspired
a certain set of French thinkers towards the

middle

of the last century. At the outset, it mamot English

:

J,iberty which attracted them, but English Toleration
and alsa English Irreligion, the last one of the most
fugitive phases through which t.he mind of a portion
of thenation passed, but onewhich so struckthe
foreign observer that, at the beginning of the present
century, me find NapoleonBonaparteclaimingthe
assistance of thePopeasrightfully
his because he
. mas the enemy of the British misbeliever. Gradually
the educated classes of France, at whose feet sat the
educated class of all Continental countries, came to
interest themselves in English politicd institutions ;
and then came twoevents,one
of which greatly
in the end greatly disencouraged,whiletheother
couraged, the tendency of populargovernment
to
diffuse itself. The first of them was the foundation
of the United States. The American Constitution is
distinctively English ; this might be proved alone, as
R h . Freeman has acutely observed, by its taking two
Houses,instead of one, or three, or more, as the
nornlal structure of R legislative assembly. It is in
fact the English Constitution carefully adapted to c1
body of Englishmen who had never had much to do
with ali hereditary king and an aristocracy of birth,
andwho
hnd determined to dispense with them
altogether. The American
Republic
has greatly

t
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influenced the favourinto which popular government
grew. It disproved the once universal assumptions,
that no Republic could govern a large territory, and
that no strictly Republicangovernmentcouldbe
stable. But at first the Republic became interesting
for other reasons. It nowbecame possible for ContinentalEuropeans to admirepopulargovernment
without submitting to the somewhat bitter necessity
of admiring the English, mho till lately had been the
most unpopular of European nations. Frenchmen in
particular, who had helped and perhaps enabled
the
Americans toobtaintheir
independence, naturally
admired institutions which mere indirectly their own
creation ; and Frenchmen who had not served in the
American War saw the Americanfreeman reflected
in Franklin,who pleased the school of Voltaire
school of
because he believed nothing,andthe
Rousseau because he more a Quaker coat, The other
event strongly influencing thefortunes of popular
government was theFrenchRevolution,Thichin
thelong-run rendered it an object of horror. The
French, in theirnewConstitutions,followedfirstthe
English and then the American model, but in both
cases with large departures from the originals. The
result in both cases was miserable miscarriqe.
Political fiberty took long to recover from the discreditintowhich it had been plungedbytheReign
of Terror- In England, detestation of the Revolution
I

;
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didnot cease to influencepolitics till 1830. But,
abroad,therewas
a reaction tothe oldertype of
popular government in 1814 and 1815 ; and it waa
thought possible to combine freedom andorderby
copying, with very slight changes, the British Constitution.From
longing
a
forliberty,
combined
with a loathing of the French experiments in it, there
sprang the state of opinion in whichtheconstitutional movements of the Continent had their birth?
The British political model was followed by France,
by Spain and Portugal, and by Holland and Belgium,
combined in the kingdom of the Netherlands ; and,
after a long interval, by Germany, Italy, and Austria.
Theprinciple of modernpopulargovernment
was thus affirmed less than two centuries ago, and
the practical applicationof that principle outside these
islands and their dependencies is not quite a century
old. Whathas
been the politicalhistory
of the
commonwealths in whichthisprinciplehas
been
carried outinvariousdegrees?Theinquiry
is
obviously one of much importance and interest; but,
though the materials for it me easily obtained, and
indeedare to a large extent within the memory
of
livingmen, it is very seldom orvery imperfectly
prosecuted. I undertake it solely withthe view of
ascertaining, within reasonable limits of space, how
far
actual
experience countenances
the
common
assumption of our day, that popular government is

14
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likely to be of indefinitely long duration. I will first
take France, which began with the imitation of the
English,andhas
ended withthe adoption of the
Americanmodel.Since
the introduction of political
freedom into France, the existing government, nominally clothed with all the powers of the State, has
been three times overturned by the mob of' Paris, in
1792, in 1830, and in 1848. It has been three times
overthrown by the Army ; first in 1797, ou the 4th
of September (18 Fructidor), when the majority of
the Directors with the help of the soldiery annulled
the elections of forty-eight departments, and deported
fifty-six members of the two Assemblies, condemning
also to deportation two of their own colleagues. The
second military revolution was effected by the elder
Eonaparte on the 9th of November (18 Brumnire),
1799 ; and the third by the younger Bonaparte, on
December 2, 1851. TheFrenchGovernmenthas
also been three times destroyed by foreign invasion,
in 1814, 1815, and 1870 ; the invasion having been
in each case provoked by French aggression, sympathised in by the bulk of the French people. In all,
putting aside theanomalous period from 1870 to
1885, France, since she began her political experiments, hm had forty-four years of liberty and thirtyseven of stern dictatorship.5 But it has to &
5 1 include in the thirty-seven yeare the interval between September 1597 aud November 1799.
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remembered, and it is one of the curiosities of this
period of history, that the elder Bourbons,who in
practice gavevery wide room to political fieedom,
did not expressly admit the modern theoryof popular
government ; while the Bonapartes, who proclaimed
the theory without
qualification, maintained in practice
a rigid despotism.
Populargovernment was introduced into Spain
just when the fortune of war was declaring itself decisively in favour of WellingtonandtheEnglish
army.TheExtraordinary
Cortes signed at Cadiz a
Constitution, since then famous in Spanish politics
as the Constitution of 1512, which proclaimed in its
first article thatsovereignty resided in thenation.
Ferdinand VII., onre-enteringSpain from France,
repudiated this Constitution, denouncing it as Jacobinical ; and for about six years he reigned as absolutely as any of his forefathers. But in 1820 General
Riego, who was in command of a large force stationed
near Cadiz, headed a military insurrection
in which
the mob joined ; and the King submitted to the Constitution of 1512. I n 1823 the foreign invader
appeared ; the French armiesenteredSpain at the
instigation of the Holy Alliance, and re-established
Ferdinand’s despotism, whichlasted till his death.
Popular government was, howeve’r, reintroduced by
his widow as Regent for his daughter, no doubt for
the pmpose of strengthening Isabella’s title to the

1

throne against her uncle, Don Carlos. It is probably
unnecessary to give the subsequent political history
of Spain in any detail. Thereare someplaces in
South Americawhere the people date events, not
from thegreat earthquakes, but from the years in
which, by a rare intermission, there is no earthdpake
at all. Onthe same principle we may note that
during the nine years following 1845, and the nine
years following 1857, there was comparative, though
not complete,freedomfrom military insurrection in
Spain. As to the residue of her political history, my
calculation is that between the first establishment of
popular government in 1812 and the accession of the
present Ring, there have been forty military risings
of a serious nature, in most of vhich the mob took
part. Kine of them mereperfectlysuccessful, either
overthrowing the Constitution for the time being, or
reversing the principles on which it was administered.
I need hardly say that both the Queen Regent,
Christina, and her daughter Tsnbella, were driven out
of Spain by the army or the fleet, with the help of
the mob ; and that the present King, Alfonso, was
placed on the throne through a militarypronuncin.
n~ientoat the end of 1874. It is generally thought
that he owes his retention of it since 1875 to statesmanship of a novel kind. As soon as he has assured
himself that the army is in emnest, he changes his
ministers.

+,A

The real beginning of popular or parliamen&y
government in Gerrnany and the Austrian dominions,
other than Hungary, cannot
be placed eaklier than
1848. The interest of German politics from 1815 to
that year consists in the complaints,ever growing
faink5 of the German communities who Bought to
compel the Princes to redeem their promises of Constitutions m d e during the War of Independence, and
of the efforts of the Princes to escape or evade their
pledges. Francis the Second expressed the prevailing
feeling in his own way when he said to the Hungarian
Diet, ' tootus mundus stultizat, et vult
habere novas
constitutiones.' With some exceptions in the smaller
Statesthere were no parliamentaryinstitutions in
Germany till the King of Prussia conceded, just
before 1848, the singular form of constitutional
government which did not survive that year. But
as soon as the mob of Paris had torn up the French
Constitutional Charter, and expelled
the Constitutional
King,mobs,withtheirusual
accompaniment the
army, began to influence German and even Austrian
politics.- National Assemblies, on the French pattern,
were called together at Berlin, at Vienna,and at
Frankfort. All of them were dispersed in about a
year, and directly or .indirectlyby the army. The
more recent- German and AuRtrian Constitutions are
all of royalorigin.Taking
Europe rn a whole,
the most durably successfid experiments in popular
C
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government have been made either in small States,
too weak for foreign war, such as Holland and Belgium, or in countries, like the Scandinavian States,
where there was an old tradition of political freedom.
TheancientHungarianConstitution
has been too
mnch affected by civil war for any asaertion about it
to be safe. Portugal, for a whilescarcely less troubled
than Spainbymilitaryinsurrection,has
been free
from it of late ; and Greece has had the dynasty of
her kings once changed by revolution.
If we look outside Europe and beyond the circle
of British dependencies, the phenomena are much the
same. Thecivil
war of 1861-65, in the United
States, was as much a war of revolution as the wm of
1775-1782. It was awarcarried on bytheadherents of one set of principles and one construction of
the Constitutionagainst the adherents af another
body of principles and anotherConstitutional doctrine. It would be absurd, however, h deny the
relativestability of the Government of the United
States, which is a political fact of the first importance ; but the inferences which might he drawn from
it are much weakened, if not destroyed, by the remarkable spectacle furnished by the numerousrepublics set, up from the Mexican border-line to the
Straitrr of Magellan. It would takemany of these
'pages even to summarise the whole political history
of the Spanish-American communities. There have
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been entireperiods of years during which some of
them have been disputed between the multitude and
the military,andagain
when tyrants,asbrutal as
Caligula or Commodus, reigned over themlike a
Roman Emperor in the name of the Roman people.
It may be enough to say of one of them, Bolivia,
which was recently heard of through her part in the
mar on the Pacific coast, that out of fourteen Presidents of the Bolivian R,epublic thiTteen havedied
assassinated or in exile.6 There is one partial exp1a;nation of the inattention of English and European
politicians to a most striking, instructive, and
uniform
body of facts : Spanish-though, next to English, it
is the most widely diffused lrtnguttge of the civilised
world-is little read or spoken in England, France,
or Germany. Therewe, homever, othertheories to
accountfor the universaland scarcely intermitted
political confusion which at times has reigned in all
Central and South America, save Chili and the BrazilianEmpire. It is said thatthe people 8se to a
great extent of Indian blood, and that theyhave been
trained in Roman Catholicism. Such
arguments
would be intelligible if they were used by persons
who maintained that a highly special and exceptional
political education is essential to the successful pract,ice of popular government ; but they proceed from
those who believe that there is at least a strong pre8
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sumption in favour of democratic institutions everywhere. And as regards the Roman Catholic Church,
it should at least be remembered that, whatever else
it may be, it is a great school of equality.
I have now given shortlythe actual history of
popular government since it was introduced, in its
modern shape, intothe civilisedworld.
I statethe
facts,as matter neither for congratulation nor for
lamentation, but simply asmaterials for opinion. It
is manifest that, so far as they go, they do little to
support the assumption that popular government has
an indefinitely longfuture
before it. Experience
rather tends to show that it is characterised by great
fragility, and that, since its appearance, all forms of
government have become moreinsecure thanthey
were before. Thetrue reasonwhy the extremely
accessiblefactswhich I havenoticed are so seldom
observed and put together is that the enthusiasts for
popular government, particularly when it reposes on
a widebasis of suffrage, are actuated by much the
same spirit as the zealots of Legitimism. They assume their principle to have a sanction antecedent to
fact. It is not thought to be in any way invalidated
by practical violations of it, which merely constitute
so many sins the more against imprescriptible right.
The convinced partisans of democracy care little for
instances which show democratic governments to be
unstable. These are merely isolated triumphs of the

i
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principle of evil. Butthe conclusion of the sober
student of history will not be of this kind. He will
rather note it as a fact, to be considered in the most
serious spirit, that since the century during which the
Roman Emperors were at the mercy of the Praetorian
soldiery, there has been no such insecurity of governmentas
the world has seensince rulers became
delegates of the'community.
Is it possible to assign my reasonsfor this
singular modern loss ofpoliticalequilibrium
? I
think that it is possible to a certain extent. It may
beobserved thattwo separatenationalsentiments
havebeen acting on WesternEuropesince the beginning of the present century. Tocallthem
by
names given to them by those who dislike them, one
is Imperialism and the other is Radicalism.They
are not in the least purely British forms of opinion,
but are coextensive with civilisation.Almost
all
men in our day are anxious that their country should
berespected of all anddependent on none, that it
should enjoy greatness and perhaps ascendency ; and
this passion fornational dignity has gonehand in
hand with the desire of the many,evermore and
moreacquiesced in by the few, to have a share of
politicalpower under the name of liberty, and to
govern by rulers whoare their delegates.Thetwo
newest and most striking of politicalcreations in
Europe, the GermanEmpire,and the Italian King-
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dom, are joint products of these forces. But for t'he
first of thesecovetedobjects,Imperial
rank,great
armiesandfleetsareindispensable,and
it becomes
over more a necessitythat themen under arms should
be newly coextensive with the whole of the males in
the flower of life. It has yet to be seen how far great
armies are consistentwith popular government resting
ona wide suffrage. No twoorganisationscan
be
more opposed to one another than an army scientifically disciplined and equipped, and a nation demois
craticallygoverned.Thegreatmilitaryvirtue
obedience;thegreatmilitarysinisslacknessin
obeying. It isforbidden
to decline tocarryout
orders, even with the clearest conviction of their inexpediency. Butthe chief democraticrightisthe
righttocensuresuperiors
; publicopinion,which
means censure as well as praise, is the motiveforce
of democratic societi.es. Themaxims
of thetwo
systems flatly contradict orle another, and the man
who ~7ouldloyallyobeybothfindshismoralconstitution cut into two halves. I t has been fomd by
recentexperience thatthemorepopularthecivil
institutions, the harder it is to keep the army from
meddlingwithpolitics.Militaryinsurrectionsare
madeby officers, butnot b2fore everysoldierhas
discovered that the share of power which belongs to
him as a unit in a regiment is more valuable than
his fragnent of poweras a unitinaconstituency,
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Military revolts are of universal occurrence ; but far
in Spainand the
the largestnumberhaveoccurred
Spanish-speakingcountries.Therehave
been ingeniousexplanations of the phenomenon, butthe
manifestexplanationisHabit.
An army whichhas
once interfered with politics is under a strong temptaIt i s a fareasierandfar
tion to interfereagain.
moreeffective way of causing an opinion to prevail
than going to 8 ballot-box,andfarmoreprofitable
to the leaders. I may add that, violentasis
the
improbability of military interference in some countries, there is probably no country except the United
States in which the armycould
not control the
government, if it were of one mind a,nd if it retained
its military material.
Popular governments have been repeatedly overturned by the Army and the Mob in combination ;
butonthe mhole the violentdestruction of these
governments in their moreextremeformshasbeen
effected by the army, while in their moremoderate
shapes they have had the mobfortheirprincipal
assailant. It is to beobserved that in recenttimes
mobshavemateriallychanged
both their character
and their methodof
attack. A mob was once a
portion of society in a state of dissolution, a collection ofpeoplewho
for the timehadbrokenloose
It may
from the tieswhichbindsocietytogether.
havehad a vaguepreferencefor
some political or
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religious cause, but the spirit which animated it was
mainly one of mischief, or of disorder, or of panic.
But mobs have now come more and more to be the
organs of definite opinions, Spanish mobs have irnpartiallyworn all colours ; buttheFrench
mob
which overthrew
the
government
of the elder Bourbons in 1830, while it had a distinct political object
in its wish to defeat the aggressive measures of the
King,had a further bias towardsUltra-Radicalism
or Republicanism, whichshoweditself
stronglyin
the insurrectionary movements that followed the
accession of Louis Philippe to the throne. The mob,
which in 1848 overturned the government of the
younger Bourbons, aimed at establishing a Republic,
but it had also a leaningto Socialism ; andthe
frightfulpopularinsurrection
of June 1848 as
entirely Socialistic. At present, whenever in Europe
there is a disturbance like those created by the old
mobs, it is in the interest of the parties which style
themselves Irreconcileable, and whichrefuse to submit their opinions to the arbitration of any governments, however wide be the popularsuffrage on
whichtheyare based, But besides their character,
mobs have changed their armament. They formerly
wrought destruction bythe undisciplined force of
sheer numbers ; but the mob of Paris, the most SUCcessfulof all mobs, owed its success tothe Barricade.
It has now lost this advantage ; and a generation
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is coming to maturity, which perhaps will never have

I

learned that the Pari$ of to-day hasbeen entirely *
constructed with the view of rendering for ever impossible the oldbarricade of paving-stones in the
narrowstreets of the demolishedcity.
Still more
recently,however, the mobhasobtainednewarms.
During the last quarter of a century, a great part,
perhaps the greatest part, of the inventive faculties of
mankind has been given to the arts of destruction ;
and among the mwly discovered modesof putt’ing an
end to human life on a large scale, the most effective
andterribleis
a manipulationofexplosivecompounds quite unknovn till the other day. The bomb
of nitro-glycerine and the parcel of dynamite are as
characteristic of the newenemies of government as
their Irreconcileable opinions.
There can be no more formidable symptom ofour
time, and nonemoremenacing
to populargovernment, thanthe
growth ofIrreconcileablebodies
within the mass of the population.Churchand
State are alike convulsed by them; but, in civil life,
Irreconcileables are associationsofmenwhohold
politicalopinionsasmenonceheldreligious
opinions.
They cling to their creed with the same intensity of
belief, the same immunity from doubt, the same confidentexpectation of blessedness to comequickly,
whichcharacterises the disciples of an infant faith.
They are doubtless 8 product of democraticsenti-
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ment ; they have borrowed from it its promise of a
new and good time at hand, but they insist on the
immediate redemption of the pledge, and they utterly
refuse to wait until a popular majority gives effect to
their opinions. Nor would the vote of sucha majority have the least authority with them, if it sanctioned anydeparture &om their principles. It is
possible, and indeed likely, that if the Russians voted
by universal suffrage to-morrow, they would confirm
the Imperial authority by enormous majorities ; but
not a bomb nor an ounce of dynamite would be
spared tothe reigningEmperor by the Nihilists.
The Irreconcileables are of course at feud with
governments of the older type, but these governments make no claim to their snpport ; on the other
hand, they are a
portion of the governing body of
democratic commonwealths, andfrom this vantage
p o u n d theyare
able to inflict deadly injury on
popular government. There is in realityno closer
analogytha'n between these infant political creeds
andthe belligerent religions which areconstantly
springing up even now in parts of the world ; for
instance, that of the Tae-pings in China. Evenin
our own country we may observe that the earliest
political Irreconcileables were religious or semireligious zealots. Such were both theIndependents
and the Jacobites. Gromwell, who for many striking
reasons might have been a personage of a much later
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age, was an Irreconcileable at the head of an army ;
and we all know what he thought of the Parliament
mhich anticipated the democraticassemblies of our
dayy.
Of all modern Irreconcileables, the Nationalists
appear to be the mostimpracticable,
and of all
governments, popular governments seem least likely
to cope with themsuccessfully.Nobody
can say
esactlywhat Nationalism is, and indeed the dangerousness of the theory arises from its vagueness.
It seems full of the seeds of future civil convulsion.
As it is sometimes put, it appears to assume that
men of one particular race suffer injustice if they are
placed under the same political institutions with men
of another race. But Race is quite as ambiguous a
termas Nationality. The earlierphilologists had
certainly supposed thatthe branchesofmankind
speaking languages of the same stock were somehow
connected by blood ; butno scholarnowbelieves
that this is more than approximately true, forconquest,contact,and
the ascendency of a particular
literate class, have quite as much to do with community of language as commondescent.Moreover,
several of the communities claiming the benefit of the
new theoryare certainly not entitled to it. The
Irish are an extremely mixed race, and it is only by
tl perversion of language thatthe
Italians can be
called a race at all. The fact is that any portion of tl
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political society, which has had a somewhat different
history from the rest of the parts, can take advantage
of the theory and claim independence, and can thus
threaten
the
entire
society
with
dismemberment.
Where royal authority survives in any vigour, it can
to a certain extent deal with these demands. Almost
all the civilisedStatesderivetheirnational
unity
fromcommonsubjection,
past or present,toroyal
power ; the Americans of the United States, for example, are a nation because they once obeyed a king.
Hencetoo it is that such a miwellany
of races as
thosewhichmake
uptheAustro-Hungarian
Monarchy can be held together, at all events temporarily,
by the authority of the Emperor-King. But demo. cracies are quite paralysed by the plea of Nationality.
Thereisnomore
effective way of attackingthem
than byadmittingtheright
of themajority
to
govern, but denying that the majority so entitled is
the particular majority which claims the right.
The difficulties of populargovernment,which
arisefrom the modern military spirit and from the
modern growth of Irreconcileable parties, could
not
perhapshave
been determinedwithoutactual
experience. But
there
are
other
difficulties
which
might have been divined, because they proceed from
the inherent nature of democracy. In stating some
of them, I will endeavour t o avoid those which are
suggested by mere dislike or alarm
: those which I
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propose to specifywere in reality notedmore than
two centuries ago by
the
powerful intellect of
Hobbes, and it will be seen what light is thrown on
some political phenomenaof our day by his searching
analysis.
Political liberty, said Hobbes, is political power.
When a man burns to be free, he is not longing for
the " desolatefreedom of the wild ass " ; whathe
wants is a share of politicalgovernment.
But, in
widedemocracies,political
pomer is minced into
morsels, and eachman'sportionof
it isalmost infinitesimally small, Oneof the first results of this
politicalcomminution is described by Mr. Justice
Stephen in a work of earlier date than that mhich I
have quoted above. It is that two of the historical
watchwords of Democracy exclude one another, and
that, where there is political Liberty, there can be no
Equality.
"he man who can sweep the greatestnumber of fragments of political power into one heap will govern the rest.
The strongest man in one form or anot'her will always rule.
If the government is a military one, the qualities which make
a man a great soldier will make him a ruler. If the government is a monarchy, the qualities which kings value in counsellors, in administrtors, in generals, will give power. I n a
pure democracy, the ruling men will be the Wire-pullers and
'I

Liberty, Fraternity, and Equality. By Sir James Stephen.

1873. P.239.
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their friends ; but they will be no more on an equality with
the people than soldiers or Ministers of Stateare on an
equality with the subjects of a Monarchy. , . In some ages,
a powerful character, in others cunning, in others power of
transacting business, in others eloquence, in others a good
hold upon commonplaces and a facility in applying them to
practical purposes, will enable a man to climb on his neighbours' shoulders and direct them this way or that ; but under
all circumstances the rank and file are directed by leaders of
one kind or another who get the command of their collective
force.

.

There is no doubt that, in popular governments
resting on rz wide suffrage, either without an army or
having little reason to fear it, the leader, whether or
not he be cunning, or eloquent, or well provided with
commonplaces,willbe
theWire-puller.Theprocess of cutting up politicalpower into petty fragments has in him its most remarkable product. The
morsels of power are so smallthat men, if left to
themselves,would
not care to employthem.
In
England, they would be largely sold, if the law permitted it ; in the United States they are extensively
sold in spite of the law ; and in France, and to a less
extentinEngland,thenumber
of " abstentions ''
showsthesmall value attributed to votes. But the
politic81 chzfonnier who collects and utilises the fragments is the Wire-puller.
I think, however, that it
is too much the habit in this conntry t o describe him
as a mereorganiser,contriver,
and manager. The
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particularmechanismwhichhe
constrnct~ is no
doubt of much importance. The form of this mechanism recently erected in this country has a close
resemblance to the system of the Wealeyan Methodists ; one system, however, exists for the purpose of
keeping thespirit of. Grace a-flame, theother for
maintaining the spirit of Party at a white heat. The
Wire-pulleris not intelligible unless we takeinto
account one of the strongest forces acting on human
nature-Party feeling. Party feeling is probably far
more a survival of the primitive combativeness of
mankind than a consequence of conscious intellectual
differencesbetween man and man. It is essentially
the same sentiment which in certain states of society
leads to civil, intertribal, or international war ; and
it ,is as universal as humanity. It is better studied
in its more irrational manifestations than in those to
which we are accustomed. It is said that Australian
savages will travel half over the Australian continent
to take in a fight the side of combatants who wear
the same Totem 3s themselves. Two Irish factions
who broke one another’s heads 3ver the whole island
are said to have originated inaquarrelaboutthe
colour of ,a cow. I n SouthernIndia, ft series of
dangerous riots are constantlyarisingthroughthe
rivalry of parties who know no more of one another
than that -some of them belong to the party of the
right hand and other8 to that of the left hand. Once
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of English 1a.dies and gentlemen, who have no serious reason for preferring one
University totheother,
wear dark or lightblue
colours to signify good wishes for the success of
Oxford or Cambridge in a cricket-match or boat-race.
Party differences, properly so called, are supposed to
indicateintellectual,
or moral, or historicalpreferences ; but these go a very little way down into the
population,andby
thebulk of partisanstheyare
hardly understood and soon forgotten. (‘Guelf ” and
(‘Ghibelline ” had once a meaning, but men were
underperpetualbanishmentfromtheirnativeland
forbelonging to one or other of theseparties long
after nobody knem in what the difference consisted.
Some men are Tories or Whigs by conviction ; but
thousands upon thousands of electors vote simply for
yellow, blue, or purple, caught atmost by the appeals
of some popular orator.
It is through this-great natural tendency to take
sides thatthe Wire-puller works. Without it he
would be powerless. His business is to fan its flame ;
to keep it constantly acting upon the man who has
once declared himself a partisan ; to make escape from
it difficultanddistasteful.
His art is thnt of the
Nonconformistpreacher,whogaveimportance
to IL
body of commonplace religionists by persuading them
to wear a uniform and take a military title, or of the
man who made the success of a Temperance Society
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by prevailing onits members to wear always and
openly a blue ribbon. In the long-run, these contrivances cannot becon6ned to any one party, and
their effects on all parties and their leaders, and on
the whole ruling democracy, must be in the highest
degree serious and lasting. The first of theseeffects
mil! be, I think, to makea,ll parties very like one
anotber, and indeed in the end almost indistinguishable, however leaders may quarrel and partisan hate
paytisan. In the next plcc?, each party will probably
becomemore and morehomogeneous ; and the opinions it professes, and the policy which is the outcomeof those opinions, 'will less and less reflect the
individual mind of any leader, but onlythe ideas
whichseem to that mind to be movt likely ta min
favour with
the
greatest
number
of supporters.
Lastly, the wire-pullingsystem, when fully developed,
will infallibly lead tothe constant enlargement of
the area of suffrage. What is cdled universal suffrage
has greatly declined in the estimation, not only of
philosophers who follow Bentham, but of the cip~iori
theorists who
assumed
that it was the inseparable
accompaniment of a Republic, but who .found that in
practice it was the natural basis of a tyranny. But
extensions of the suffrage, though no longer believed
to begood in themselves, have now a permanent
place in the armoury of parties, and are sure to be a
favourite weapon of the Wire-puller. The Athenian
D
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statesmen who, worsted in a quarrel of aristocratic
cliques, “ took the people into partnership,” have a
close parallel in the modern politicians who introduce
household suffrage into towns to“ dish ” one side, and
into counties to “ dish other.
” the
Let, us now suppose the competition of Parties,
stimulated to the utmost by the modern contrivances
of theWire-puller, t o have produced an electoral
system under which every adult male has a vote, and
perhaps every adult female. Let, us assume that the
new machinery has extracted a vote from every one
of these electors. How is the result to be expressed?
It is, that the average opinion of a great multitude
has been obtained, andthatthis
averageopinion
becomes the basis andstandard of all government
of the way
and law. There is hardly any experience
in which such a systemwouldwork,except
in the
eyes of those mho believe thathistory begansince
The universalsuffrage of white
theirownbirth.
males in the United States is about fifty years old ;
that of whiteand black is less thantwenty.The
French threw away universal suffrage after the Reign
of Terror ; it was twice revived in France, that the
Napoleonic tyrannymightbe
founded on it ; and
i t was introducedintoGermany,thatthe
personal
power of Prince Bismarck might be confirmed. But
one of the strangest of vulgar ideas is that a very
wide suffrage could or would promote progress, new
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ideas,newdiscoveries
andinventions, new arts of
life. Such a suffrage is commonlyassociated with
Radicalism ; and no doubt amid its most certain
effects would be the extensive destruction of existing
institutions ; but the chances are that, in the longrun,it would produce a mischievous form of Conservatism, mnd drug society with a potion compared
with rhich Eldonine would be a salutarydraught.
For to what end, towardswhat ideal state,is the
process of stamping upon law the average opinion.of
anentirecommunitydirected?
The end arrived at
is identical with that of the Roman Catholic Church,
vhich attributes a similar sacredness to the average
opinion of the Christian world. “ Quodsemper, quod
ub:que, quod ab onmibus,” was the canon of Vincent
of Lerins. “ Securus judicat orbis terrarum,” were
the words which rang in the ears ofNewman and
produced such marvellous effects on him. But did
any one in his senses ever suppose that these were
maxims of progress?The
principles of legislation
at which they point would probably put an end to all
social and political activities, andarresteverything
which has ever beenassociated with Liberalism. A
moment’s
reflection
will satisfy any competently
instructed person that thid is not too broad a proposition. Let him turn over in his mind thegreat
epochs of scientific invention and social change during
the last two centuries, and consider what wouldhave
D 2
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occurred if universalsuffragehad
been established at
any one of them.
Universal
suffrage,
which
to-day
excludes Yree Trade from the United States, would
certainly have prohibited the spinning-jenny and the
porer-loom. It wouldcertainlyhaveforbiddenthe
have
prevented
the
threshing-machine. It would
adoption of theGregorian Calendar ; and it would
It would have,proscribed
have restored the Stuarts.
the RomanCatholics withthe mobwhich burned
Lord Mansfield’s house and library in 1780, and it
would have proscribed the Dissenters with the
mob
whichburned Dr. Pnestley’shouseandlibrary
in
1791.
There arepossibly manypersons who, without
denying these conclusions in the past, tacitly assume
that no such mistakes willbe committed in the future,
because the community is already too enlightened for
tLem,andwill
become moreenlightenedthrough
popular education. But without questioning the advantages of popular education under certain aspects,
i.ts manifest tendency is to diffuse popular commonplaces, t o fasten them on the mind at the time when
it is mosteasilyimpressed,
andthustostereotype
It is of coursepossible thatuniaverageopinion.
versal suffrage would not now force on governments
the samelegislationwhich it wouldinfalliblyhave
dictated a hundredyearsago
; butthen
we are
necessarily ignorant what germsof social and material
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imppovement there may be in the womb of time, and
how far they may conflict with the popular prejudice
which hereafter will be omnipotent. There is in fact
just enough evidence to show that even now there is'
a marlred antagonism between democratic opinion and
scientific truth as applied to human societies. The
central seat. in a11 Political Economywas from the
first occupied by the theory of Populati?n. This
theory has now been genersllised by Nr. Darwin and
his fo!lowers, and, stated as the principle of the survival of the tittest, it has become the central truth of
all biological science. Yet it is evidently disliked by
themultitude,and
thrustinto t,he background by
those whom the multitude permits to lend it. I t has
long been intensely unpopularinFrance
and the
continent of Europe ; a d , among ourselves, proposals
for recognising it through the relief of distress by
emigration are visiblybeing supplanted by schemes
founded on t,he assumption that, through legislative
experiments on society, a given spaceof land may
almys be made to support in comfort the population
~ h i c hfrom historical causes has come to be settled
on it,,
It is perhaps hoped thstt this opposition between
democracy and science,which
certainly does not
promise much for the longevity of popular government, may be neutralised by the ascendency of instructed leaders. Possibly the proposition would not
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be very unsafe, that he who calls himself a friend of
democracy because he believes that it will be always
under wise guidance is in reality, mhsther he knows
i t or not, an enemy of democracy. But at all events
our timearenotatalloffavourable
thesignsof
augury for the future direction
of great multitudes
bystatesmenriserthanthemselves.Therelation
of
political leaders to political followers seems to me to
beundergoingatwofoldchange.Theleadersmay
beasableandeloquentasever,andsome
of them
certainly appear to have
an unprecetlentedly ‘ I good
hold upon commonplaces, and
a facility in applying
them ; ” but they are manifestly listening nervously
a t oneend of a speaking-tubewhichreceives
at its
other end the suggestions of a lower intelligence. On
theotherhand:the
followers, whoarereallythe
rulers,aremanifestlybecomingimpatient
of the
hesitations of their nominal chiefs, and the wrangling
of their
representatives.
I am very
desirous
of
keeping alooffromquestionsdisputedbetweenthe
two great English parties ; but it certainly seems to
methatalloverContinentalEurope,and
to some
extent in theUnitedStates,parliamentarydebates
are becoming ever more formal and perfunctory, they
are more and more liable to being peremptorily cut
short, and the true springs
of policy are more and
more limited to clubs and associations deep below the
level of the highest education and experience. There
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is one State or group of States, whose political condition deserves particular attention. This is Switzerland, a country to which the btudent of politics may
always look Tvith advantage for the latest forms and
results of democratic experiment. About
forty years
ago, just when Mr. Grote was giving to the world
the earliest volumes of his “ History ofGreece,”he
published “ Seven Letters on the recentPolitics of
Switzerland,” explaining that his interest in the Swiss
Cantons arose fromtheir presenting <‘acertain analogy
novhere else to be found in Europe” to the ancient
GreekStates.
Sow, ifGrote had oneobjectmore
than another at heart in writing his History, it was to
show, by the example of the Atheniandemocracy,
that wide popular governments, so far from meriting
the reproach of fickleness, are sometimes characterised
by the utmost tenacity of att,achment, and willfollow
the counsels of a wise leader, like Pericles, at the cost
of any amount of suffering, and may even be led by
an unwiseleader,likeNicias,
to the veryverge of
destruction. But he had the acuteness to discernin
Switzerland the particular democratic
institution,
which was likelyto tempt democracies into dispensing
with prudent and independentdirection, He speaks
nith the strongest disapproval of a provision in the
ConBtitution of Lucerne, by which all laws, passed
by the Legislative Council, were to. be submitted for
veto or sanction to the vote of the people throughout
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the
Canton.
This
was
originally
a contrivance
of thetdtra-Catholicparty,and
mas intendedto
of theCatholicLiberals, bj
neutralisetheopinions
bringing to bear on them the average opinion
of the
A yearafter Mr. Grote
wholeCantonalpopulation.
had published his ‘LSeven Letters,” the French Kevolution of 1848 occurred, and, three years later, the
violent
o&throw
of the
democratic
institutions
mas
establishedbytheFrenchNationalAssembly
comecrated by the very method of voting which he
of thePldbiscite.
hadccndernned,underthename
The arguments of the French Liberal party against
the Pldbiscite,duringthetwentyyears
of stern
despotism which it entailed upon France, have always
appeared to me to be arguments in reality against the
veryprinciple of democracy.Afterthemisfortunes
of 1870, the Bonapartes and the Plkbiscite were alike
involved in the deepest unpopularity ; but it seems
impossible to doubt that Gambetta, by his agitation
for the scrutin de liste, mas attempting to recover as
much as he couldof the plebiscitary systemof voting.
Jfeantime, it hasbecome,invariousshapes,one
of
themostcharacteristic
of SKissinstitutions.One
article of the Federal Constitution provides that,
if
fifty thousand Swiss citizens, entitled to vote, demand
the revision of the Constitution, the qnestion whether
the Constitution be revised shall be put to the voteof
the people of Switzerland, “ aye ” or “ no.” Another
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. ,$enacts that, on the petition of thirty thousand citizens,

every Federal law and every Fderal decre'e,which
is not urgent, shall be subject to the r:fet^el.endunz; that
is, it shall be puttothe popularvote.Theseprovisions, that when a certain number of voters demand
a particular measure, or require a further ssnction for
a particular enactment, it shall be put to the vote of
the whole country, seems to me to have a considerable future beforethem in democraticallygoverned
Mr. LaboucheretoldtheHouse
of
societies.When
Commons in 1852 that the people yere tired of the
deluge of debate, and would some day substitute for
itthe direct consultation of the constituencies, he
had more facts to supporthis opinionthan his auditors
vere perhaps aware of.
Here then we have one great inherent infirmity of
popular governments, an infirmitydeduciblefrom
the principle of Hobbes, that liberty is power cnt
into fragments, Popular governmentscanonly
be
worked by a processwhichincidentallyentails
the
further snbdivision of the morsels of political power;
and thus the tendency of these governments, as they
widen their electoral basis, is tomards a dead level of
cornrnonplace opinion, which they are forced to adopt
as the standard of legislationandpolicy.Theevils
likely to be thus produced are rather those vulgarly
associated with Ultra-Conservatism than those of
C'ltrn-Radicalism. So farindeed as the humanrace
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has experience, it is not by political societies in any
way resembling those now calleddemocracies that
human improvement has been carried on. History,
said Strauas-md,
considering his actual part in life,
this i s perhaps the1mt opinionwhich might have
a sound aristobeenexpected from him-History is
crtk8 There may be oligarchiesclose enough and
jealous enough to stifle thought as completely as an
Oriental despot mho is at the sametime the pontiff
of a religion ; butthe
progress of mankind has
hitherto beeneffected by the rise and fall of aristocracies, by the formation of one aristocracy within
another, or by the succession of one aristocracy
to another. There have been so-called
democracies, whichhaverenderedservicesbeyond
price to
civilisation, butthey
were only peculiar forms of
aristocracy. The short-lived Athenian democracy,
under whose shelter art, science, and philosophy
shot so wonderfully upwards, was only an oristocracy which rose on theruins of one much narrower. Thesplendour which attractedthe original
to Athens mas
genius of thethen civilisedworld
provided by the severe taxation of a thousand subjectcities;
andthe skilled labourers who worked
8 The opinion of Strauss appears to be shared by M. Ernest
Renan. It occurstwineinthesingularpiecewhichhecalls
Calibm. “ Toute civilisation est d’origine aristocratique ” (p. 77).
“ Tout@ cirilistLt,ion est I’auvre
des aristocrates ” (p. 91).

under Phidias, and mho built the Pa,rthenon, yere
slaves.
The infirmities of populargovernment, vhich
consist in its occasional ranton destructiveness, have
been frequently dwelt upon and require less attention,
In the long-run. the most interesting question which
they suggest is, to what social results does the progressive overthrow of existing institutions promise to
conduct mankind ? I willagain qucte Mr. Labouchere, who is not the less instructive because he may
perhaps besnspected of taking n certainmalicious
pleasure in btating roundly what many persons who
employ the same political watchwords os himself are
reluctant to say in public, and possibly shrink from
admitting to themselves in their own minds.
Democrats m e told that t’hey are dreamers, and why ?
Because they assert that, if power be placed in the hands of
the many, the many will exercise it for their own benefit.
Is it not a still wilder dream to suppose that the many will
in future possess power, and use it not to secure what they
consider to be their interests, but to serve those of others?

.. .

Is it imagined that artisans in our great manufacturing
towns are so satisfied with their present position that they
will hurry to the polls, to regist’er their vot’es in favour of a
system which divides us socially, politically, and economically,
into classes, and places them at the bottom with hardly a

..

Is the lot (of tbe agricultural
possibility of rising ? ,
labourer) so happy one that he will humbly and cheerfully
a 6 x his cross to the name of the man who tells him t h a t i t
Can never be .changed for the better? ,

. . We know that

M
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artisansandagricultural
labourers willapproach the consideration of political and socialproblems with fresh and
vigorous minds. . . For the moment,wedcmand
the
equalisation of the franchise, , , Our next demands will be
electoral districts, cheap elections, payment of members, and
abolit'ion of hereditary legislators. When our demands are
complied with, weshall be thankful, but we shall not rest.
On the contrary, having forged an instrument for democratic
legislation, we shall use it.9

.

.

The personswho charged Mr. Labouchere with
dreaming becsuoe he thus predicted the probable
course, and defined the natural principles, of future
democratic legislation, seem to me to have done him
much injustice. His forecast of political events is
extremely rational ; and I. cannot but agree with him
in thinking it absurd to suppose that, if the hardtoiled and the needy, the artisan and the ngricultuml
labourer, become the depositaries of porrer, and if
they can find agents through whoa it becomes
possible for them t o exercise it, they will not employ
it for what they nmy be led to believe are their ovm
interests. But in an
inquiry
whether, independently
of the alarm or enthusiasm which theyescitein
certain persons or classes, democratic institutions
contain any seed of dissolution or extinction, Mr.
Labouchere'especulationbecomes
most interesting
j u s t where it stops. What is to be the nature of the
legislation by which the lot of the artisan and of the
s Fortnightly Review, March 1, 1883.
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agricultural labourer is to be not merely
altered for
the better, but exchangedforwhateverstationand
fortune they may think it possible to confer on themselvesby their o m supreme authority ? Mr. Labouchere’slanguage, in the abovepassage and in
other parts of his paper, like that of many persons
whoagree with him in the belief that government
can
indefiuitely
increase
human
happiness,
undoubtedly suggests the opinion, thatthe stock of
good things in the world is practically unlimited in
quantity, that it is (so to speak) contained in a vast
storehouse or granary, and that out of this it is nom
doled in unequal shares and unfair,proportions. It
is this unfairness and inequality whichdemocratic
lam will some day correct. Kom I am not concerned
to deny that, at various times during the history of
nlankind, narrow oligarchies have kept too much
of
the wealth of the world to themselves, or that false
economical systems have occasionally diminished the
total supply of wealth, and, by their indirect operation, havecaused it to be irrationally distributed.
Yet nothing is morecertain, than that the mental
picture which enchains the enthusiasts for benevolent
democratic government is altogether false, and that,
if the mass of mankind were to make an attempt at
redividing the common stock of good things, they
would resemble, not a number of claimants inshting
on the fair division of n fund, but a mutinous crew,

I
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feasting on a ship'sprovisions, gorging themselves
onthe meat and intoxicating themselves with the
liquors, but refusing to navigate the vessel to port.
It is among the simplest ofeconomical truths, t h a t
far the largest part of the wealth of the world is constantly perishing by consumption, and that, if it be
not renewed by perpetual toil and adventure, either
the human race, or the particular communiby making
theexperiment of resting without being thankful,
will be extinguished or brought to the very verge of
extinction.
This position, although it depends inpart on
a truth of which, according toJohnStuart
Mill,l
nobody is habitually aware whohas not bestowed
some thought on the matter, admits of very simple
illustration. It used to be a question hotly debated
among Economists how it was that countries recwered
with
such
surprising
rapidity from the
effects of the most destructive and desolating wars.
" An enemy lays waste a country by fire and sword,
and destroys or carries away nearly all the movable
vealth existing in it, and yet, in a few years after,
everything is much as it was before." Mill,2 following Chnlmers, gives the convincing explanation that
nothing in such a case has happened rhich would
not have occurred in any circumstances. '' What the
1

8

Mill, Principles of Political Econon~y,i 6. 5.
Ibid. i 5. 7
'.
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enemy has destroyed would have been destroyed in a
little time by the inhabitants themselves ; the wealth
which they SO rapidly reproduce would have needed
to be reproduced and would have been reproduced in
any case, and probably in as short an interval." In
fact, the fund by which the lifeof the humanrace
and ofeach particular society is sustained, is never
in a statical condition. It is no more inthat condition than is a cloud in the sky, which is perpetually
dissolving and perpetually renewing itself. " Everything which is produced is consumed ; both what k
saved and what is said to be spent ; and the forme1
quite as rapidly as the latter." The wealth of mankind is the result of a contilluing process, everywhere
complex and delicate, and nowhere of such complexity
and delicacy as in the British Islands. So long as
this processgoes on under existing influences, it is
not, as we have seen, interrupted by earthquake,
fiood, or war ; and, at eachof its steps, the wealth
which perishes and revives has a tendency to
increase. But if we alterthe character or diminish
the force of these influences, are we sure that wealth,
instead of-increasing, will not dwindle snd perhaps
disappear? Mill notes an exception to the revival of
a country after war. It may be depopulated,and if
there are not men to carry it on, the process of reproduction will stop. But may it not be arrested by
my zlieans short of exterminating the population ?
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A n experience, happilynowrareintheworld,
shows that wealth may come very near to periahing
tlirough diminished energy in the motives of the men
who reproduce it. You may, so to speak, takethe
heart and spirit outof the labourers tosuch an extent
thattheydonotcareto
work. JeremyBentialn
observed
about
a centuryagothattheTurkish
Government had in his day impoverished some of the
richest countries in the world far more by its action
on motives than by its positive exactions ; and it has
alwaysappeared to me thatthedestruction
of the
vast, wealth accumulated under the
Roman Empire,
one of the most orderly and efficient of governments,
and the decline of Western Europe into the squalor
of the Middle Ages,
can
only
be
and
poverty
accounted for on the sameprinciple.
The failure of
reproduction through relaxation of motives was once
an everyday phenomenon in the East ; and this explains to students of Oriental history why it is that
throughout its course a reputation for statesmanship
was always a reputation for financial statesmanship.
I n the early days of the East India Company, villages
‘‘ broken by a severe settlement ” were constantly
calling for theattention of theGovernment ; the
assessment on them did not appear to
be excessive
on English fiscal principles, but it had been heavy
enough to press down the motives to Iabour, so that
they couldbarely recover $hemselves. The pheno-
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menon,however, is not confined to the East, where
no doubt themotives to toil are more easily affected
than in Western societies. No later than the end of
the last century, large portions of the French peaand la,rge
santry' ceased to cultivatetheirland,
numbers of French artisans declined to work, in despair at the vast requisitions of the Revolutionary
Government during theReign of Terror; and, as might
be expected, the penal lam had to be called in to
compel their return to their ordinary ~ccupations.~
It is perfectly possible, I think, as Mr. Herbert
Spencer has shown in. a recent admirable volume,4 to
revive even& our day the fiscal tyranny which once
left even European populations in doubt whether it
was worth while preserving lifeby thrift and toil.
You have only to tempt a portion of the population
into temporary idleness by promising them a share
in a fictitious hoard lying (as Kll putsit) in an
imaginary strong-box which is supposed to contain
all human wealth. You have only 'to take the
heart out of those whomould willingly labourand
save, by taxing them ad misevicordiam for the most
laudable philanthropic objects. For it makes not the
smallest difference to the motives of the thrifty and
3

.

T&e, Origines de la France Contemnporaine, tom. iii., 'La
see, as t o artisans, p. 75 (note), and as to cultiva-

RBvolution.'
tors, p. 511.
4

1881

.The Man versus the State, by Herbert Spencer. London,
E
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industrious part of mankind whether their fiscal
oppressor be an Eastern despot, or a feudal baron, or
a democratic legislature, and whether they are taxed
for the benefit of a Corporation called Society, or for
the advantage of an individual styled King or Lord.
Herethenisthegreat
question about democratic
legislation, whencarried to more than a moderate
length. How will it affect human motives ? What
motiveswill it substitute for those now actingon
men ? The motives,which at present impel mankind to the labour andpain
whichproduce
the
resuscitation of wealth in ever-increasing quantities,
are such as infallibly to entail inequality in the distribution of wealth. They are the springs of action
called into activity by the strenuous and never-ending
struggle for existence, the beneficent privatewar
which makes one man strive to climb on the shoulders
of another and remain there through the law of the
survival of the fittest.
These truths are bestexemplified in the part of
'the world to which the superiicial thinker would perhaps look for the triumph of the opposite principle.
The United States have justly been called the home
of the disinherited of the earth ; but, if those vanquished under one sky in the struggle for existence
had not continued under another the same battle in
which they had been once worsted, there would have
heen no such exploit performed as the cultivation of

.

.

the vast American territory from end to end and from
side to side. There couldbe no grosserdelusion
than to suppose this result to have been attained by
democratic legislation. It has really been obtained
through the sifting out of the strongest by natura]
selection. The Government of the IJnited States,
which I examine in another part of this volume, nom
rests on universal suffrage, but then it is only a
political government. It is d government under
which coercive restraint, except in politics, is reduced
to a minimum. There has hardly ever beforebeen a
community in which the weakhavebeenpushed
so
pitilessly to the wall, in which those who have succeeded have so uniformly been thestrong, and in
which in so short a time there has arisen so great
an inequality of private fortune and domestic luxury.
And at the same time, there has never been B country
in which, on the whole, the persons distanced in the
race have suffered so little from their ill-success. All
this beneficent prosperity i4 thefruit of recognising
the principle of population, and the ow remedy for
its excess in perpetual emigration. It all reposeson
the sacredness of contract and the stability of private
property, the first the implement, andthe last the
revard, of SUCCesS inthe
universal competition.
These, however, are all principles and institutions
which the British friends of the ' artisan ' and ' agricultural labourer ' Seem not a little inched to treat
E 2
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as their ancestors did agricultural and industrial

machinery. The Americans arestill of opinion that
more is to be got for human happiness byprivate
energy than by public legislation. TheIrish, however, even in the United States, are of another opinion,
and the Irish opinion is manifestly rising into favour
here. Butonthe
question, whether future democratic legislation willfollow the newopinion,
the
prospects of populargovernment to a greatextent
depend, Thereare two sets ofmotivee, and two
only,by which the greatbulk of the materials of
human subsistence and comfort have hitherto been
produced and reproduced. One has led to the cultivation of the territory of the Northern States of the
American Cnion, from the Atlantic to the Pacific.
Theother
had a considerable shareinbringing
about the industrial and agricultural progress of the
Southern States, and in old days it produced the
wonderful prosperity of Peru underthe Incas. One
system is economical competition ; the other consists
in the daily task, perhaps fairly and kindly allotted,
but enforced by the prison or the scourge. So far as me
have any experience to teach us, we are driven tothe
conclusion, that every society of men must adopt one
system or the other, or it mill pass through penury to
starvation.
I have thus shown that popular governments of
the modern type have not hitherto proved stable as

t
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compared with other forms of political rule, and that
theyincludecertainsources
of weaknesswhich do
not promise security for them in the near or remote
future. My chief
conclusion
can
only
be stated
negatively. There is not at present sufficient evidence
to warrant the common belief, that these governments
are likely to be of indefinitely long duration. There
is, however,onepositiveconclusionfromwhichno
one can escape who bases a forecast of the prospects
of popular government, not on moral preference
or
h priori assumption,but
on actualexperience
as
witnessed to by history. If there
be anyreasonfor
thinkingthatconstitutionalfreedom
will last, it is
a reason furnished by a particular set of facts, with
which Englishmen ought to be familiar, but of which
Inany of them, under the empire of prevailing ideas,
areexceedinglyaptto
miss the @niGcance. The
BritishConstitutionhasexistedforaconsiderable
length of time, and thereforefree institutions generally
may continuetoexist.
I amquiteawarethat
this
mill seem to some a commonplslce conclusion, perhaps
as commonplace as the conclusion of X. Taine, who,
afterdescribingtheconquest
of allFrance by the
Jacobin Club, declares that his inference is so simple,
that he hardly ventures to stateit. “ Jusqu’A prksent,
j e n’ai guere trouvb qu’un (principe) si simple qu’il
j’ose A peinel’dnoncer.
I1
semblerapueriletque
coneiste tout entier d a m cetteremarque,
qu’uw
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aocidtd humaine, surtout une socidtk nIo3erne, est une
chose vaste et compliquke.” This observation, that L L a
human society, and particularly a modern society, is
a vastand complicated thing,’’ is in fact the very
proposition which Burke enforced with all the splendour of his eloquence and all the power of his argument ; but, as M. Taine says, it may now seem to
some too simple and commonplace to be worth pytting into Fords. In the same way, many persons in
whom familiarity has bred contempt, may think it a
trivial observation thatthe BritishConstitution, if
not (as some call it) a holy thing, is a thing unique
and remarkable. A series of undesigned .changes
brought it to such a condition, that satisfaction and
impatience, the two great sources of political conduct,
were both reasonably gratified under it. In t’hiscondition it became, not metaphorically but literally, the
envy of the world, and the world took on all sides to
copying it. The inlitations have not been generally
happy. One nation alone, consisting of Englishmen,
has practised a modification of it successfully, amidst
abounding material plenty. It is not too much to
say, that the only evidence worth mentioning for the
duration of popular government is to be found in the
success of the British Constitution during two centuries under special conditions, and in the success of
the American Constitution during one century under
conditions still more peculiar and more unlikely to

h
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recur. Yet, so far as our own Constitutionisconcerned, that nice balance of attractions, which caused
it to move evenly on its stately path, is perhaps desof the forcesgoverning
tined to bedisturbed.One
it may gain dangerously at the expense of the other;
andthe British politicalsystem, with the national
greatness and materialprosperity
attendant on it,
may yet belaunched into space and find its last
affinities in silence and cold,
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JOHN
AUSTIN,anamehonoured

in theannals of
Englishjurisprudence,publishedshortly
before his
death a pamphlet called a" Plea for the Constitution."
In this publication,'whichmarksthefarthestrebound of a powerful mind from the peculiar philoof the
immediate
pupils
of
sophical
Radicalism
Jeremy
Bentham,
Austin
applies the
analytical
of expower, on which his fame rests, to a number
pressions which entered in his day, as they doin ours,
into everypoliticaldiscussion.Amongthem,
he
examines the terms Aristocracy and Democracy, and
of the latter he says :Democracy is still more ambiguous than Aristocracy.
It
signifies properly a form of government, that is, any government in which the governing body is a comparatively large
entire
nation.
As used
loosely,
and
parfraction of the
ticulnrly by Frenchwriters,
it signifiesthebody
of the

.
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A Plea for the Constitution, by John Austin. London, 1859.
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nation, or the lower part of the nation, or a. way of thinking
to democraticalgovernment.
It not
andfeelingfavourable
unfrequently bears the meaning which is often given to the
word ‘‘ people,” or the words ‘‘ sovereign people,” thatis, some
large portion of t,he nation which is not actually sovereign,
but to which, in the opinion of the speaker, the sovereignty
ought t o be transferred.

Thesame definition of Democracy, in itsonly
M. Edmond
proper and consistent sense, is given by
Scherer, in his powerful and widely circulated pamphlet, named “ La DBmocratie et la France.” * I shall
have to refer presently to 31. Scherer’s account of the
methods by which the existing French political system is made to discharge the duties of government ;
but, meantime, the greatest merit
of his publication
does not seem to metolie
in itsexposure of the
servility of the deputies to the electoral committees,
or of the public extravagance by which their support
is purchased. It lies rather in M. Scherer’s examination of certain vague abstract propositions, which are
commonly accepted without question by the Republican politicians of France, and indeed of the whoie
Continent. In our day, when the extension of populargovernmentisthrowing
all the olderpolitical
ideas into utter confusion, a man of ability can hardly
render a higher service to
his country, than by the
2

L a Dzmocratie et b France.

Paris, 1883.

ktudes par Edmond Schcrcr.
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analysis and correctionof the assumptions which pass
from mind to mind in the multitude, without inspiring a doubt of theirtruthandgenuineness.
Some
part of thisintellectualcirculating mediumwasbase
from the first ; another mas oncegoodcoin, but it
is clipped andworn on all sides ; anotherconsists
of meretokens,whicharecalled
byan oldname,
because there is a conventional understanding that it
shallstill be used. It isurgently necessaryto rate
all this currency at its true value , and, as regards a
part of it, this was done oncefor allby Sir J. F.
Stephen, in his admirable volume on ‘‘ Liberty, Fraternity,andEquality,’’Butthe
politicalsmashers
are constantly at work, and their dupes are perpstually
multiplying, while there is by no means a corresponding activity in applying the proper tests to all this
spuriousmanufacture.
WeEnglishmenpass on the
Continent as masters of the art of government ; yet
it may be doubtedwhether,evenamong
us, the
science,whichcorresponds
totheart,
isnotvery
much in the condition of PoliticalEconomy before
Adam Smith took it in hand. I n France the condition of political thought is even m-orse. Englishmen
abandon a political dogma when it has led bo practical
disaster. But it has been the lot of Frenchmento
’
have their attention fastened on the last eleven years
of thelastcentury and on thefirst fifteen of the
presq), almost to the exclusion of the rest of their
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history ; and the politicalideaswhichgrew
up
during this period have hardly relaxed their hold on
theFrenchintellectat
all, 'afterseventyyears
of
further experience.
M. Scherer, so far as my knowledge extends, has
been the first French writer to bring into clear light
thesimpletruthstatedbyAustin,thatDemocracy
meansproperlyaparticularform
of governn~ent.~
Thistruth, in modernContinentalpolitics,
is the
beginning of wisdom. There is no word about mhich
a denser mist of vague language, and a larger heap
of loose metaphors,
has
collected. Yet,although
Democracydoessignifysomethingindeterminate,
there is nothingvagueaboutit.
I t issimplyand
solely a form of government. It is the government
of the State By the Many, as opposed,according to
the old Greek analysis, to its government by the Few,
and to its government by One. The border between
again between the varieties'
the Few and the Many, and
of the Many, is necessarily indeterminate ; but Dernocrncy not the lessremains a mereform of government ; and,inasmuch as of theseformsthemost
is Monarohy-the governdefiniteanddeterminate
ment of the State by one person-Democracy is most
accurately described as inverted Monarchy. And this
description answers to the actual historical process by
which the great modern Republics have been formed.
a Scherer, p. 3.
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Villari* has shomn thatthe modern State of the
Continental type, with distinctly defined administrative departments as its organs, was first constitu'ted
in Italy. It grew, not outof the m e d i a d Republican
municipalities,which hadnothing in common with
modern government; but out
of that mostill-famed
of all political systems, the Italian tyranny or Princedom. The celebrated Italianstate-craft, spread all
over Europe by Italian statesmen, who were generally
ecclesiastics, was applied toFrancebyLouis
XIV.
and Colbert, thepupils of Cardinal hl'azarin ; and
out of the contact of this new science withan administrative system in complete disorder, there sprang
MonarchicalFrance. The successive FrenchRepublics have been nothing but the later French
Monarchy,
upside down. Similarly, theConstitutionsandthe
legal systems of the several Korth American States,
and of the United States, wouldbe wholly unintelligible to anybody who didnot know that the ancestors of the Anglo-Americans had once lived under
a King, himself the representative of olderKings
infinitely more autocratic, and who had not observed
thatthroughout these bodies of law andplans of
government the People had simply been put into the
King's seat., occasionallyfilling it with some awkmafdness. The advancedRadicalpolitician
of our
day would seem to have an impression that Demo4

Villari, Mmhiavelli, i 15, 36, 37.
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cracydiffers fromMonarchy in essence. There can
be no grosser mistake than this, and none more fertile
of further delusions. Democracy, the government of
the commonwealth by a numerous but indeterminate
placeof the
portion of thecommunitytakingthe
Monarch, has exactly the same conditions to satisfy
as Xonarchy ; it has the same functions to discharge,
though it discharges them through different organs.
The tests of success in the performance of the necessary and naturalduties of a government are precisely
the same in both cases.
Thus in the very first place,Democracy, like
Monarchy,likeAristocracy,like any other government,must preserve the national existence, The
first necessity of a State is that it should be durable.
Among mankind regarded as assemblages of individuals, the gods are said to love those who die young ;
but nobody has ventured t o make such an assertion
of States. The prayers of nat'ions to Heavenhave
been, from the earliest ages, for long national life, life
fromgeneration
to generation, lifeprolonged
far
beyond that of children's children, life like that of
the everlasting hills. The historian vdl sometimes
speak of governments distingoished for the loftiness
of their aims, and the brilliancy of the talents which
they called forth, but doomed to an existence all too
brief. The compliment is in reality a paradox, for in
matters of government all objects we vain and all
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talents masted, when they f d to secure national durability. One might as well enlogise a physician for
theassiduity of hisattendance
andthe
scientific
beauty of his treatment, when the patient has died
under his care. Next perhaps totheparamount
duty of maintainingnationalexistence,
comes the
obligation
incumbent
on Democracies, as on all
governments, of securing the national greatness and
dignity. Loss of territory, loss of authority, loss of
general respect, loss of self-respect, may be unavoidable evils, but they are terrible evils, judged by the
pains they inflict and the elevation of the minds by
whichthese
pains are felt ; andthe Government
which fails to provide a sufficient supply of generals
and statesmen, of soldiers and administrators, for the
prevention and cure of these evils, is a government
whichhas miscarried. It will also have miscarried,
if itcannot command cert.ain qualitieswhichare
essential tothe success of national action. In all
their relations with one another (and this is a fundamental assumption of International law) States must
act as individual men. The defects which are defects
in individual men, andperhapsvenial
defects, are
faults in Sta,tes, and generally faults of the extremest
gravity. In all war and all diplomacy, in every part
of foreign policy, caprice, wilfulness, loss of selfcommand,
timidity,
temerity,
inconsistency,
indecency, and coarseness, are rreaknesses which rise to the
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lcvel of destructive vices ; and if Democracy is more
liable to them than are other forms of government,
it is to that extent inferior to them. It is better for
a nation, according to an English prelate, to be free
thanto besober.
Ifthe choice has to bemade,
and if there is any red connectionbetweenDemocracy and liberty, it is better to remain a nation
capable of displaying the virtues of a nation than
even to be free.
If we turn from the foreign to the domestic duties
of a nation, we shall find the greatest of them to be,
that its government should compelobedience to the
law: criminal and civil. The vulgar impression no
doubt is, that laws enforcethemselves. Somecommunitiesare supposed to be naturally law-abiding,
and some arenot. But the truth is (andthis is a
commonplace of the modern jurist) that it is always
the State which causes laws to be obeyed. It is quite
true that this obedience is rendered by the greatbulk
of all civilisedsocieties without aneffort and quite
unconsciously. Butthat
is only because, in the
course of countless ages, the stern discharge of their
chief dutyby States has created habits and sentiments which save the necessity for penal interference,
because nearly everybodysharesthem.
The venerable legal formulas, which make laws to be administered in thename of the King, formulas which modern
Replublics have borrowed, are a monument of the
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grandest servicewhich governments have rendered,
and continue to render, to mankind. If any government should be tempted to neglect, even fora moment,
its function of compellingobedience
to law-if
a
Democracy, for esample, were to allow a portion of
themultitude of which it consists to set some law
at defiance which it happens to dislike-it mould be
guilty of a crime which hardly any other virtue could
redeem, and which century upon century might fad
to repair.
On the whole, the dispassionate student of politics,
who has once got
into
his
head
that Democracy is
only a form of government, who has someidea of
what the primary duties of government are, and who
sees the main question, in choosing
between
them, to
bewhich of them in thelong-run best discharges these
dut,ies, has a right to besomewhat surprised at the
feelingswhich
theadvent
ofDemocracy
excites.
The problem
which thisevent, if it be near at hand,
suggests, is not sentimental but practical ; and one
might have expected less malediction on one side, and
the other.
less shouting and throwing
up of caps on
The fact, however, is that, when the current of human
political tastes, which in the long course of ages has
been running in all sorts of directions, sets strongly
towards one particular point, there is always an outor
enthusiasm ; and
the
explanation
burst of terror
of the feelings roused on such occasions, which is true
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for our day and of a tendency towards Democracy, is
probably true also for all time. The great virtue of
Democracies in some men’s eyes, their great vice in
the eyes of others, is that they are thought to be more
active than other forms of government in the discharge of one particular functim. This is the alteration and transformation of law and custom-the
processknomn to us as reforminglegislation.
As
a matter of fact, this process-which is an indispensable. thoughin thelong-run a very subordinate,
province of a good modern government-is not at all
peculiar to Democracies. If the wholeof the known
history of the human race be examined, we shall see
that t.he great authors of legislative change have been
powerful Monarchies. The long wail at the iniquities
ofNineveh and Babylon,which runsthrough the
latter part of the Old Testament, is the expression
of Jewish resentment at the “ big legislation ” with
which the nations that most study theOld Testament
are supposed to havefallen in love. Thetrituration
of old usagewascarriedinfinitely
further by the
Roman Emperors, ever increasing in thoroughness as
the despotism grewmore stringent.The
Emperor
was in fact the symbolic beast which the Prophet saw
devouring, breaking to pieces and stamping theresidue
with its feet. M’e aurselves live in the dust of Roman
Imperialism, md by far the largest part of modern
law is nothing more than a Bedimentary formation left
Y
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by the Romanlegal reforms. Theruleholdsgood
through all gubsequent history.The
one wholesale
legalreformer of the Middle Ages was Charles the
Great. It was the French Empire of the Bonapartee
that gave
real
practical: currencytothe
new French
jurisprudence which has overrun the civilised world,
for the governments immediately arising out of the
Revolution left little behind them beyond projects of
law or laws which were practically inapplicable from
the contradictions which they contained.
The truth seems to be that the extreme forms of
government, Monarchy and Democracy, have a peculiarity which is abeen,t from the more tempered political systems founded on compromise, Constitutional
Kingship
and
Aristocracy.
When
they
are
first
established in absolute completeness, they are highly
destructive. There is ageneral, sometimes chaotic,
upheaval, while the nouvelles couches are settling into
their place in the hransformed commonwealth. The
new rulerssternly insist', thateverythingshall
be
brought into strict
conformity
with
the
central
principle of the systemover which they preside ; and
they.are aided by numbers of persons to whom the
old principles were hateful, from their f'mcy for ideal
reforms, from impatienceof a monotonous stability, or
from a natural destructivenessof temperament. What
the old monarchies, established in the valleys of the
great Eastern rivers, had to contend against mas reli-
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gious tenacity and tribal obstinacy ; and they transported whole populations in order that these might be
destroyed. What a modern Democracy fights with is
privilege ; and it knows no rest till this is trampled
out. Butthe legislation of absolutism,democratic
orotherwise, is transitory. Before theJews had
taken home their harps fromBabylon, they found
themselves the subjects of another mighty conquering
Monarchy, of which they observed with wonder that
the lam of the Medes and Persians altereth not.
There is no belief less warranted by actual experience,
than that a democratic republic is, after the first and
in the long-run, given to reforminglegislation, As
is wellknown
to scholars, the ancientrepublics
hardly legislated at all ; their democratic energy mas
expended upon war, diplomacy, and justice ; but they
put nearlyinsuperableobstacles
in the way of B
change of lam. The Americans of the United States
havehedgedthemselvesround
in exactly the same
way. They only make laws within the limits of their
Constitutions, and especially of the Federal Constituthe English
tion ; and, judged bywhathasbecome
standard, their legislation within theselimitsis
almost trivial. As I attempted to shorn in my first
essay, the legislative infertility of democracies springs
from permanent causes. The prgjudices of the people
are far stronger than those of the privileged chases ;
12
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theyarefar
more vulgar ; andtheyarefar
more
dangerous, because they are apt to
run counter to
scientific conclusions. This assertion
is
curiously
confirmed by the political phenomena of the moment.
of democraticinventionsis
the
The mostrecent
“ Referendum ” of the SwissFederalConstitution,
and of certain
Cantonal
Constitutions.
On the
demand of a certain number of citizens, a law voted
by the Legislature is
put to the vote of the entire
population, lest by any chance its “ mandate ” should
have been exceeded. But to the confusion anddismay of the Radicalleaders in the Legislature, the
measures which they most prized, when so put, have
been negatived.
Democracy being what it is, the language used of
it in our day, under itsvarious disguises of Freedom,
the “ Revolution,” the “ Republic,” Popular Government, the Reign of the People, is exceedingly remarkable. Every sort of metaphor, signifying irresistible
force, andconveyingadmiration or dread, has been
applied to it by its friends or its enemies. A great
English orator once compared it to the Grave, which
takee everything and gives nothing back. The most
widely read American historian altogether loses himself in figures of speech. “ The change which Divine
wisdom ordained, and whichno human policy or force
could hold back, proceeded as uniformly and majestically as the lams of being, and was as certain as the
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decrees of eternity.” And again,
(‘The idea of freedom had never been wholly unknown ; . the rising
light flashed joy across the darkest centuries, and its
growing energy can be traced in the tendency of the
ages.” These hopes have even found room for themselves among the commonplaces of after-dinner ora*
tory. ‘‘ Thegreattide of Democracyisrollingon,
and no hand can stay its majestic course,” said Sir
Wfrid Lnwson of theFranchise Bill.’ But the
strongest evidence of
the state of excitementinto which
some minds are thrown by an experiment in government, which is very old and has never been particularly successful, is affordedbya little volumewith
the title “ Tomrds Democracy.”Thewriter is not
destitute of poetical force, but the smallest conception
ofwhatDemocra’cy really ismakeshierhapsodies
about it astonishing. ‘‘ Freedom ! ” sings this disciple
of Walt Whitmm-

..

And among the far nations there

is a stir like the Btir of

the leaves of t h e forest.
Joy, joy, arising on earth.
Bancroft, H i s t o ~ y of the United States, ‘LTheAmerican
Revolution,” vol. i. p. 1. Mr. Bancroft was almost verbally anticipated in this sentence bya person whom he resemblesin nothing
except in his loveof phrases, ‘‘ Franpais rhpublicains,”said Maximilian Robespierre, in his speech at the festival of the Supreme
Being, “n’est-ce pas l’&tre Suprbme
qui, dbs le commencement
des temp% dhcrhta la Rbpublique 1’#
Bancroft, ubi supra, p. 2,

’ On April 15, 1884.
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And lo? the banners lifted from point to point, and the
spirits of the ancientraceslookingabroad-thedivinely
beautiful daughters of God calling to their children.

LO! the divine East from ages and ages back intact her
priceless jewel of thought-the geim of Democracy-bringing
down !
,
‘

e

e

. .

0 glancingeyes ! 0 leapingshiningmaters ? Do I not
; that
know that thou, Democracy,dostcontrolandinspire
thou too hast relations to them,
As surely as Niagara has relationsto Erie and Ontario ?
Towards the close of the poem this line occursI heard a voice say, What is Freedom ? ” It is impossible that the voice couldask a morepertinent
question. If the author of ‘(TowardsDemocracy ”
had ever heard the answer of Hobbes, that Freedom
is political power divided into small frabments,” or
the dictum of John Austin and M. Scherer, that ‘(Democracy is a form of government,” his poetical vein
might have been drowned, but his mind would have
been invigorated
the
by
healthful
douche
of cold
water.
The opinion that Democracy mas imesistible and
mould, only a
inevitable, and probablyperpetual,
century ago, haveappeared a wildparadox.
There
had beenmore than 2,000 years of tolerablywelland at its outset,
ascertained
political
history,

‘
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Monarchy,Aristocracy,
and Democracy,were
all
plainlydiscernible. The result of a long experience
was, that someMonarchies and some Aristocracies
had shown themselvesextremely tenacious of life. The
French monarchy and the Venetian oligarchy were in
particular of great antiquity, and the Roman empire
mas not even then quite dead. But the democracies
which had risen and perished, or had fallen into extreme insignificance, seemedto show that this form of
government was of rare occurrence in political history,
andwascharacterised by an extreme fragility. This
was the opinion of the fathers of the American Federal
Republic, mho over and over again betray their regret
that the only government which it vas possible for
them to establishwasonewhichpromised
60 little
stability. It became very shortly the opinionof the
French R'evolutionists, for no sooner has the Constit~~tional
Monarchy fallen than the belief that a nev
era has begunfor the humanracegives
signs~of
rapidly fading ; and the language of the Revolutionary
wliters becomes stained with a dark and ever-growing
suspiciousness,manifestlyinspired
by genuinefear
that Democracy must perish, unless saved by unfla8gging energyand unsparing severity.Nevertheless,
the view that Democracy is irresistible is of French
origin, like almost all other sweeping political generalisations. It may be first detected about fifty years
ago, and it was mainly spread over the world by the
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book .of De Tocqueville on Democracy in Ameijca.
Some of the younger speculative mindsin France were
deeply struck by the revival of democraticideas in
France at the Revolution of 1830, and among them
was Alexis de Tocqueville, born a noble and educated
in Legitimism. The whole fabric of French Revolutionary belief had apparently been ruined beyond hope
of recovery, ruined by the crimes and usurpations of
the Convention, by military habits and ideas, by the
tyranny of Napoleon Bonaparte, by the return of the
Bourbons with a large part of the system of the older
monarchy, by thehard repression of the Holy Alliance.
Yet so slight a provocation as the attempt of Charles
X. to do what his brother had done a without serious
resistance, brought back the whole torrent of revolutionary sentiment and dogma, which at once overran
the entire European continent. No doubt it seemed
as if there were something in Democracy which made
it resistless ; and yet, as M. Scherer has shown in one
of the most valuableparts of his pamphlet, the Frenchmen of that idea did not mean the same thing as the
modern FrenchExtremist or theEnglish Radical
when they spoke of Democracy. If their view be put
affirmatively, they meant the ascendency of the middle
classes ; if negatively, they meant the non-revival of
the old feudal society. The French people werevery
long in shaking off their fear that the material advan-
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tages,secured to themby the first French Revolution,
wege not safe ; and this fear it was which, as we perceive from the letters of Mallet du Pan,Q reconciled
them to the tyrannyof the Jacobins and caused them
to look with the deepest suspicion on the plans of the
Sovereignsallied against the Republic.Democracy,
however, gradually took a new sense, chiefly
under the
influence of wonder at the success of the American
Federation, in whichmost of the States hadnow
dopted universal suffrage ; and by 1848 the word had
come to be used very much with its ancient meaning,
the government of the commonwealth by the Many.
It is perhaps the scientific tinge which thought is assuming among us that causes so manyEnglishmen
to take for granted that Democracy is inevitable, because many considerable approaches to it havebeen
made in our country. No doubt, if adequatecauses
are at work, the effect will always follow;but, in politics, the most powerful of all causes are the timidity,
the listlessness, and the superficiality, of the genes The newly published correspondence of Mallet du Pan with
the Court of Vienna, between 1794 and 1798, is of the highest
interest and value.
M. Taine, who contributes the Preface, has
severaltimesaffirmedthatMalletwasone
of theveryfew
persons who understood the French Revolution.
It seemsclear
that, while these letters were being written, the Republic was
falling into the deepest unpopularity, mitigakd only bythe fears
of which we have spoken above.
It was undoubtedly saved by
one serious
themilitarygenius
of NapoleonBonaparte.The
mistake of Mallet was his blindness to that genius. He thought
General Bonaparte a charlatan.

*'
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rafity of minds. If a large number of Englishmen,
belonging to classes which are powerful if they exert
themselves, continue saying to themselves and others
that Democracy is irresistible and must come, beyond
all doubt it will come.
The enthusiasm for Democracy, whichis conveyed
by thefigures of speech applied to it, isequdly
modern with the impression of its inevitableness. In
reality, considering the brilliant stages in the history
of a certain number of commonwealths with mhich
Democracy has been associated, nothing is more remarkablethanthe
small amount of respect for it
professed by actual observers, whohad theopportunity and the capacity for forming a judgment on
it. Mr. Grote did his best to explain away the poor
opinion of theAthenian Democracyentertained by
the philosophers who filled the schools of Athens ;
but thefactremainsthatthefounders
of political
philosophyfoundthemselvesinpresence
of Democracy, initspristinevigour,andthought
it a bad
form of government. The panegyrics
of which it is
now &e object are,again, of French origin. They
come to us fromtheoratoryandliterature
of the
firstFrenchRevolution,
which,however, soon exchanged glorification of the new birth of the human
race for a strain of gloomy suspicion and homicidal
denunciation. The l a n p a g e of admirationwhich
prevailed for a while had still remoter sources ; and
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it may be observed, as an oddcircumstance, that,
while the Jacobins generally borrowed their phraseology Gom the legendary history of the early Roman
Republic, the Girondins preferred resorting for metaphors to the literature Thich sprang from Roussean.
On the whole, I think that the historicalignorance
whichmadeheroesof Brutus and Sccevolawas less
abjectly nonsensical thanthe philosophicalsilliness
which dwelt onthe virtues of mankind in a state
of natural democracy. If anybodywishes to know
what was the influence of Rousseau in diffusing the
belief in a golden age, when men lived, like brothers,
in freedom and equality, he should read, not so much
the writingsof the sage, as the countless essaysprinted
inFrance by his disciples just before 1789. They
furnish very disagreeableproof that the intellectual
flower of a cultivated nation may be brought, by
fanatical admiration of a social and political theory,
into \ a condition of downright mcntal imbecility.'
1

Brissot, the Girondin leader, while still

a young man and

an enthusiastic Royalist, had argued, long before Proudhoqy that
Property is Theft. There
is, he said, a natural right to correct
theinjustice of theinstitution,bystealing.Butheheldthe
still more remarkable opinion, that cannibalism is natural and
justifiable.Since,heargued,under
the reign of Naturethe
sheep does not spare the insects on t h e grass, and t h e wolf and
a natural
the man eat the sheep, why have not all these creatures
right to eatcreatures of their own kind 1 (Recharch8 philosopllipuea sur le droit.de propribt.5 et sur le 801 cvn.BidirSdam 8a
nature. Par Erissot de Wanrille.)
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The lauguage of the Jacobins and the
language of
the. Girondinsmight be thought to have perished
amid ridicule and disgust ; but, in fact, it underwent
a rehabilitation, like that which has fallen to the lot
of Catiline, of Nero, and of Richard 111. Tocqueville
thought Democracywas inevitable, but he looked
on its approach withdistrust
and dread. Inthe
course, however, of the succeeding fifteen years two
books were published, which, whatever their popuhrity, might fairly be compared with the writings of
which we have spoken above, for a total abnegation
ofcommonsense.
Louis Blanc2 took the homicidal
pedant, Robespierre, for hishero ; Lamartine, the
feeble and ephemeral sect of Girondins ; and from
the works of these two writers has proceeded much
the larg& part of the language eulogistic of Democracy, which pervades the humbler political literature
of the Continent, and now of Great Britain also.
There is indeed one kind of praise which Democracyhas received, andcontinues to receive, in the
greatest abundance. This is praise addressed to the
governing Demos by those who fear it, or desire to
conciliate it, or hope to use it. When it has once
The Ristobe des Girondins of Lamartine was published in
1847. The publication of the Histoire de la Rdvolzction Frarq&e
of Louis Blanc began in 1847, End went on till 1862 ;the H i s t o i r e
de Dix Am of the same writer had been published in 1841-44.
The first part of De Tocqueville's work was published in 1835, the
second in 1639.
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become clear that Democracy is B form of government,
it will be easily understood what panegyrics of the
is Monarchy inmultitude amountto.Democracy
verted, and the modesofaddressing the multitude
are the same as the modes of addressing kings. The
nlorepowerful and jealous the sovereign, the more
unbounded isthe eulogy, the more extravagant is
the tribute. “ 0 King, live for ever,” was the ordinary formula of beginning an addrew to the Babylonian or Median king,drunk
or sober. “Your
ascent to power proceeded as uniformly and majestically as the laws of being and was as certain as the
decrees of eternity,” says Mr. Bancroft to the Americanpeople.Such
flattery proceedsfrequentlyfrom
the ignobler parts of human nature, but not always.
What seems to us baseness, passedtwo hundred years
ago at Versrtilles for gentleness and courtliness; and
many people have every day before them a monument
of what was once thought suitable language to use of
Q King of England, in the Dedication of the English
KbletoJames I. There is no reason to suppose
that this generation d l feel any particular shame at
flattery, though the flattery will be addressed to the
people andnot tothe King. It may evenbecome
commoner, through the growth of scientific modes
of thought. Dean Church, in hisrecent volume on
“Bacon,” has made the original remark that Bacon
behaved himself to powerful men 3 s he behaved him-
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self to Nature. Parendo vinces. If you resist Nature,
she will crush you ; but if you humour her, she will
place hertremendous forces at your disposal. It is
madness to offer direct resistance t o a royal virago or
a royal pedant, but subservience
by
you may command
either of them. There is much of this feeling in the
state of mind of intelligent and highly educated Radicals, when they are in presence of a mob, They nmke
their choice, according to the composition of their
audience, between two wonderful alternative theories
of our day-one, that the artisan of the towns knows
everything, because his work is so monotonous, and
; the
because hehas so muchtimeonhishands
other, that thelabourer of the country districtsknows
everything, because his work is so variousandhis
faculties so constantlyactivethroughthisvariety.
Thus it comes to pass that an audience composed of
roughs or clowns is boldly told by an educated man
that it has more political information than an equal
number of scholars. This is not the
opinion of the
speaker ; but it may be made, he thinks, the opinion
of the mob, and he knows that the mob could not
actas if it were true, unless it worked through
scholarly instruments.
The best safeguard against the various delusions
and extravagances which I have been examining is
a little better knowledge of the true lines of movement which the political affairs of mankindhave
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followed. Inthe opinion of a number of English
gentlemen, whose authority is now somewhat on the
decline, political history began in 1688. Mr. Bright
seems to me t o express himself often as if he thought
that it began with the commencementof the AntiCorn-Lav agitation, and might be considered as having been practically arrested when the Corn-Lam was
repealed in 1846. There are younger menwho are
persuaded that it commenced with a certain crisis in
the municipal history of Birmingham. Thetruth,
however, is, that we live in a day in which a strand is
unwinding itself, which was steadily knitting itself up
during long ages. It is difficult to imagine a more
baseless historical generalisation than that which Mr.
Bancroft addresses to his Americanreaders. During
all the period when a ehange was proceeding 'L
which
no human policy could hold back," the movement of
polit'icalaffairs-what
Mr. Bancroft calls the"tendency of the ages ""was as distinctly towards Monarchy as it now is towards Democracy.Mankind
appear to have begun that stageintheir
history,
which is more or lessvisible to our eyes, with the
germs in each society of all the three definite forms of
government-Monarchy, Aristocracy, and Democracy.
Everywhere the Ring and Popular Assembly are seen
side by side, the first a priestly and judicial, but primarily a fighting, personage ; the last sometimes
under the control of an aristocratic Senate, and itself
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varying from a small oligarchy to something like the
entirety of the free male population. At the dawn of
history, Aristocracy seems to be gaining onMonarchy,
and Democracy on Aristocracy. And this passage of
political development is especially well known to us
through the accidents which have preserved to us a
portion of the records of twofamous societies, the

Athenian Republic, the cradle of philosophy and art,
and the Roman Republic, which began the conqueRts
destined to embrace a great part of the world. This
last Republic was always more or less of an Aristocracy ; but from the time of its fall, and the establishment of the Roman Empire, there was on the whole,
for seventeen centuries, an all but universalmovement
towards kingship. There were, no doubt, evanescent
revivals of popular government. The barbarian races,
when they broke into the central Roman territory,
brought with them very generallysome amount of the
ancient triballiberty which, reintroducedinto Mediterranean Europe,seemed again for a while likely to prove
the seed of political freedom. The Roman municipal
system, left to workuncheckedwithin
the walled
cities of NorthernItaly, reproduced a form of democracy ButItalian
Commonwealths, and feudal
Estates and Parliaments, all sank, with one memorableexception, before the ever-growingpowerand
The hisprestige of military despoticgovernments.
xorian of our day is apt to rnoralise and lament over
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the change, but it waseverywhere in the highest
&gee popular, and it called forth an enthusiasm quite
as genuine as that of the modernRadical for the
coming Democracy. The Roman Empire, the Italian
tyrannies, the English Tudor Monarchy, the French
centraked Kingship, the Napoleonic despotism, were
all hailed with acclamation, most of it perfectly sincere, either because anarchy hadbeensubdued,
or
because petty local and domesticoppressionswere
kept under, or because new energy was infused into
national policy., In our own country, the popular
government, born of tribal freedom,revived woner
of its
than elsewhere ; protected bytheinsularity
home, it managed to live ; and thus the British Constitution became the one important exception to the
“ tendency of the ages,” and through its remote influence this tendency was reversed,and themovement
to Democracybeganagain.Nevertheless,even
vith
m , though the King might be feared or disliked, the
King’s office never lost its popularity. The Commonwealth and the Protectorate were never for a moment
in real favour with the nation. The true enthusiasnl
wasreserved for the Restoration. Thus, from the
reign of Augustus Caesar to the establishment of the
United States, it was Democracy which was always,
as B rule, on the decline, nor was the decline arrested
till the American Federal Government was founded,
itself the offspring of theBritish Constitution. At
G
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thismoment,Democracy i~ receiving the same unwas oncepoured on Monqualifiedeulogywhich
archy ; and though in its modern shape it is the product of a whole serieP of accidents, it is regarded. by
someaspropelled
in a continuous progressby an
irresistible force.
Independently of the historical question, how the
fashion of bowing profoundly before Democracy grew
up, it has to be considered how far the inverted Monarchy, whieh bears this name, deserves the reverence
paid to it. The great philosophical writer whohad
the bestopinion of it was Jeremy Bentham. His
authority had to do with the broad extension of the
suffrage in most of the States of the American Union,
andhe was the intellectualfather of the masculine
school of English Radicals which died out with Mr.
Grote. He claimed for governments having the essential characteristics of Democracy, that they were much
more free than other governments from what he called
'' sinister " influences. He meant by a sinister influence, a motiveleading a government to prefer the
interest of small portions of a community to the interest of the whole. I certainly think that, with an
all-important qualification to be mentioned presently,
this credit was justly claimed for Democracy by Bentham, and with especial justice in relation to the,&cumstances of his own time. During the most active
period of his long life theFrench Revolution had
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stopped all progress, and amid the relaxation of
public watchfulness which followed, all sorts of small
interests had found themselvov niches in the English
Budget, like the robber barons of mediaval Italy and
Germany on every precipitous hill. Bentham thought
it natural that they should do this. The lords of life,
he said, are pleasure and pain. Every man follows
his own interest as he understands it, and the part of
the commmity which has political power will use it
for its own objects. The remedy is to transfer political
power to the entire community. It is impossible that
they should abuse it, for the interest which they will
try to promote is the interest of all, and the interest
of all is the proper end and object of all legislation.
On this apparently irresistible reasoning, oneor
two remarks have to be made. In the first place, the
praise here claimed for Demoeracyis shared by it with
Monarchy, particularly in its most absolute forms.
There is no doubtthatthe Roman Emperor cared
more for the general good of the vast group of societies subject to him, than the aristocratic Roman Republic had done. The popularity of the great kings
whobroke up European feudalism, arose from their
showing to all their vassals a far more even impartiality than could be obtained from petty feudal rulers ;
and in our own day, vague and shadowy as are the
recommendationsofwhat
is called B Nationality, a
State founded on this principle has generally one real
e2
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practical advantage through its obliteration of small
tyrannies and local oppressions. It has further to be
observed, that a very serious weakness in Bentham's
argument has been disclosed by the experience of half
a century, an experience whichmight be carried much
farther back with the help of that historical inquiry
which Bentham neglected and perhaps despised. De
mocratic governments no doubt attempt t o legislate
and administerin the interestsof Democracy, provided
only the words are taken to mean the interests which
Democracy supposes to be its own. For purposes of
actual government, the standard of interest is not any
which Bentham wouldhaveapproved,
but merely
popular opinion. Nobody would have acknowledged
this more readily than Bentham, if his marvellously
long life could have been prolonged to this day. He
was the ancestor of the advanced Liberals or Radicals
who nom carryeverythihg before them.Alltheir
favourite political machinery came from his intellectual workshop. Household suffrage (which he faintly
preferred to universal suffrage), vote by ballot,
and
theshortParliaments
once in favour, received his
energetic advocacy ; and hedetested the House of
is no political writer whose
Lords.
Yet
there
opinions
are
FO
st8rongest and most fundamental
directly A t variancewiththe
Radical ideas of the
moment.One
has onlytoturn
over his pages for
abundant evidence of this assertion.Over
and w c r
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again,you comeupondemonstration
that dl the
mechanism of human society depends on the satisfaction of reasonable expectations, and therefore on the
stlict maintenance of proprietary right,, and the inviolability of contract. You find earnest cautions
against the hasty acquisition of private property by
the State for public advantage, and vehement protests
against the removal of abuses without full compensationtothoseinterested
in them.Amidhie
denunciation of thesecapitalvices of the legislator, it is
amusing to read his outbreaks3 of enthusiasm for the
inclosure of commons,nowsometimesdescribed
as
stealing the inheritance of the poor. The very vices
of political argument which he was thought to have
disposed of for ever have gaineda new vitality among
the politicalschoolhefounded.
The " Anarchical
Sophisms"which he exposedhave migrated from
France to England, and may be read in the literature
of AdvancedLiberalismside
by side with the Parliamentary Fallacieswhichhe
laughed at in the
debates of a Tory House of Commons.
The name of Jeremy Bentham, one of the few who
a "In England, one of the greatest and best understood improvements is theinclosure of commons,When
we passover
thelandswhichhaveundergonethishappychange,
we a r e
of anewcolony
; harvests,
enchanted as with the appearance
flocks, and smiling habitations, have now succeeded to the sadnessandsterility
of thedesert.Happyconquests
of peaceful
industry ! Noble aggrandisements which inspire no d a m s and
Works, i. 342.
provoke no enemies !"-Bentham's
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have wholly lived for what they held to be the good of
the human race, has become even among educated men
a byword for what is called his “ low view ” of human
nature.The fact isthat, under its most important
aspect, he greatly overrated human nature. He overestimated its intelligence. He wrongly supposed that
the truths which he saw, clearly cut and distinct, in
thedrylight
of his intellect, could be seen by all
other men or by many of them. He did not understand that they were visible only to the Few-to the
intellectual aristocracy. His delusion mas the greater
from his inattention to facts which lay little beyond
the sphere of hisvision. Knowing little of history,
and caring little for it, he neglected one easy method
of assuring himself of the extreme falseness of the
conceptions of their interest, which amultitude of
men may entertain. “ The world,” saidMachiavelli,
‘‘is made up of the vulgar,” Thus Bentham’s fundamental proposition turns against himself. It is that,
if you place power in men’s hands, they will use it
for their interest. Applying the rule to the
whole of
tt political community, we oughtto have a perfect
system of government ; but, taking it in connection
with the fact that multitudes include too muchignorance to be capable of understanding their interest, it
furnishes the principal argument against Democracy.
The immunity from sinister influences, the freedom from temptation to prefer the smaller interest to
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the geat.er, which Bentham claimed for Pemocracy,
should thus have been extended by him to the more
absoluteforms ofMonarchy. If indeed this suggestion had been made to him, he would probably have
replied that Monarchy has a tendency to show unjust
favoui's tothe military, the official, andthecourtly
classes, the classes nearest to itself. Monarchy, however, had had a very long history in Bentham's day,
and Democracy a very short one ; and it is only
as the political history of the AmericanUnionhas
developeditself, that we areable to detect in wide
popular governments the same infirmities that characterised the kingly governments, of which they are
the inverted reproductions. Under the shelter of one
government as of the other, all sorts of selfish interests breed and multiply, speculating on its weaknesses
and pretending to be its servants, agents, and delegates.Nevertheless,aftermaking
all due qualifications, I do not at all deny to Democracies some portion of the advantage which so masculine a thinker
asBenthamclaimedforthem.
But,putting this
advantage at the highest, it is more than compensated
by one great disadvantage. Of a l E the forme of
government, Democracy is by far the most difficult.
Little as the governing multitude isconscious of this
difficulty, prone as the masses are to aggravate it by
their avidity for taking more and morepowers into
their direct management, it is a fact which experience
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has placed beyond all dispute. It is the difficulty of
democratic government that mainly accounts for its
ephemeral duration.
The greatest, most permanent, and most fundamental of all the difficulties of Democracy, lies deep
in the constitution of human nature.
Democracy is
a form of government, and in all governments acts of
State are determined by an exertion of will. But in
what sense can a multitude exercise volition ? The
student of politics can put to himself no more pertinent question than this. No doubtthevulgar
opinion is, that the multitude makes up its mind as
the individual makes up hismind ; the Demos determines like the Monarch. A host of popular phrases
testify to this belief. The “mill of the People,” “public opinion,” the “ sovereign pleasure of the nation,”
“ Vox Populi, Vox Dei,” belong to this class, which
indeed constitutes a great part of the common stock
of the platformand the press, Butwhatdo
such
expressions .mean ? Theymust mean that a great
number ofpeople, on a great number of questions,
can come to an identical conclusion, andfound an
identical determination uponit. But this ismanifestly
true
only of the simplest questions. A very
slight
addition of difficulty at once sensibly diminishes the
chance of agreement, and, if the difficulty be considerable, an identical opinion can only be reached by
trained minds assisting themselves by demonstration
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more or less rigorous. On the complex questions of
politics, which are calculated in themselves to task to
the utmost all the powers of the strongest minds, but
arein fact vaguely conceived, vaguelystated, dealt
with for the most part in the most haphazard manner
by the most experienced statesmen, the common determination of a multitude is a chimerical assumption;
and indeed, if it were really possible to extract an
opinion upon them from a great mass of men, and
to shape the administrative and legislative acts of a
State upon this opinion as a sovereign command, it is
probable that the mostruinous blunders wouldbe
committed, and all social progress mould be arrested.
The truth is, that the modern enthusiasts for Democracy make one fundamental confusion. Theymix
up the theory, that the Demos is capable of volition,
with the fact, that it is capable of adopting the opinions
of one man or of a limited number of men, and of
founding directions to its instruments upon them.
The fact, that what is called the will of the people
really consists in their adopting the opinion of one
person or a few persons, admits of a very convincing
illustrationfrom
experience. Popular Government
and Popular Justice were originally the same thing.
The ancient democracies devoted much more time and
attention to the exercise of civil and criminal jurisdiction thantothe
administration of their public
affairs ; and, a matter of fact, popularjustice has
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lasted longer, has had a more continuous history, itnd
has received much more observation and cultivation,
t.hanpopulargovernment.Overmuch
of the world .
it gave way to Royal Justice, which was of at least
equal antiquity, butit did not give way as universally
or as completely as popular government did to monarchy.WehaveinEnglandarelic
of the ancient
Popular Justiceinthe
functions of the Jury. The
Jnry-technically known as the " country ""is the
oldadjudicating Democracy, limited, modified, and
improved, in accordance with the principles suggested
by the experience of centuries, so as to bring it into
harmonywithmodern
ideas of judicial effi~iency.~
The change which has had to be made in it is in the
highest degree instructive.,TheJurorsare
twelve,
isto
instead of amultitude.Theirmainbusiness
say " Aye " or ;' No " on questions which are doubtless
important,but which turn on factsarisinginthe
transactions of everyday life. I n order that they may
reach a conclusion, they are assisted by a system
of
contrivances and rules of the highest artificiality and
elaboration. An expert presidesover theirinvestigations-the
Judge,therepresentative of the rival
androyaljustice-andanentireliterature
is concerned with the conditions under which evidence on
'

'

This intricate subject is discussed by Stephen (Hietory of
Crimina2 Law, i. 254) ; Stubbs (Colzstitutiowl History, i. 685,
especially Note 3) ; Maine (Early Law and Custom, p. 160).
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the facts in dispute may be laid before them. There
is a rigid exclusion of all testimony which has a tendency to bias them unfairly. They are addressed, as
of old, by the litigants or their advocates, but their
inquiry concludes with a security unknown to
antiquity, the summing-up of the expert President,
mho is bound by all the rules of his profession to the
sternest impartiality. If he errs, or if they flagrantly
err, the proceedings may bequashed by a superior
Court of experts. Such is Popular Justice, after ages
of cultivation. Now it happens that the oldest Greek
poet has left us a picture, certainlycopied from reality,
of whatPopularJustice
was in its infancy. The
primitive Court is sitting ; the question is ‘‘ guilty ”
or “not guilty.”The
oldmenof
the community
give their opinions in turn ; the adjudicating Democracy, the commons standing round about, applaud
the opinion which strikes them most, andthe applause
determines the decision. The Popular Justice of the
ancient republics was essentially of the same character. The adjudicating Democracy simply followed
the opinion which most impressed them in the speech
of the advocate orlitigant.Nor
is it in the least
doubtful that, but for the sternly repressive authority
of thepresiding Judge,the modern English Jury
would, in the majority of cases, blindly surrender its
verdict. to the persuasiveness of one or other of the
counsel who have been retained to address it.
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A modern governing democracy is the old adjudicatingdemocracyveryslightlychanged.
It cannot
indeedbesaidthatnoattempthasbeenmadeto
introduce into the multitudinous government modificationsresemblingthosewhichhaveturnedthe
multitudinous tribunal into the
Jury, foravariety
of expedients for mitigating the difficulty of popular
government have been invented and applied in EnglandandtheUnitedStates.But
in ourday
a
movementappears
to haveverydistinctlysetin
towards unmodified democracy, the government of a
great multitude of men striving to take the bulk of
their own public affairs into their
o m hands. Such
a government can only decide the questions submitted
t o it, as the old populm Courts
of Justicedecided
them,byapplaudingsomebodywhospeaksto
it.
The ruling multitude w
l
i only form an opinion by
of a
following the opinion of somebody-it may be
great party leader-it may be, of a small local politician-it
may be, of anorganisedassociation-it
may be, of an impersona1newspaper.Theprocess
of deciding
accordance with plausibilities (in the
strictsense of thislastword)
goes on over an enormous area, growing ever more confused and capricious,
and giving results even more ambiguous or inarticulate, as the numbers to be consultedare multiplied.
The most interesting, and on the whole the most
succes~fd, experiments in populargovernment,are
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those which havefrankly recognised the difficulty
w d e r which it labours. At the head of these we
must place the virtually English discovery of government by Representation, which caused ParIiamentary
institutions to be preserved in these islands from the
destruction which overtook them everywhere else, and
to devolve as an inheritance upon the United States.
Under this system, when it mas in its prime, an electoral body, never in this country extraordinarilylarge,
chose a number of persons to represent it in Parliament, leavingthem unfettered byexpressinstructions, buthavingwiththemat
most a general
understanding, that they mould strive to give a particular direction to public policy. The effectwas to
diminish the difficulties of popular government, in
exact proportion to the diminution in the number of
persons who had to decide public questions. But
this famous system is evidently in decay, through
the nscendency over it which is being gradually obtained by the vulgar assumption that great masses of
men candirectly decide all necessary questions for
themselves. The agency, by which the representative is sought to be turned into the mere mouthpiece
of opinions collected in the locality which sent him
to the House of Commons, is, weneed hardly say,
that which is generally supposed to have been introduced from the United States under the name of the
Caucus, but which hadvery
possibly a domestic
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exemplar in the ecclesiastical organisation of the
Wesleyan Methodists. The old Italiantoxicologists
are said to have always arranged their discoveries in a
series of three terms-first the poison, next the antidote, thirdly the drugwhich neutralised the antidote.
The antidote to the fundamentalinfirmities of democracy was Representation, but the drugwhich defeats
it has nowbeen found in the Caucus. And, by an
unhappy mischance, the rapid conversion of the unfetteredrepresentative into the instructed delegate
has occurred just at the
time when theHouse of
Commons itself isbeginning to feel theinevitable
difficulties produced byits numerousness. Jeremy
Bentham used to denounce thenon-attendance of
Mew-bersof
Parliament atallsittingsas
a grave
abuse ; but it now appears that the scanty attendance of members, and the still scantier participation
of most of them in debate, mere essential to the conduct of business by the House of Commons, which
was then, as it is still, the most numerous deliberative
Obstruction
spoken
of
Assembly in the world. The
by politicians of experience with lamentation and surprise isnothing more than asymptom of thefamiliar
disease of largegoverning bodies ; it arises from the
numbers of the House of Commons, and from the
' variety of opinions struggling in it for utterance.
The remedies hitherto tried for the cure of Obstruction w
l
i prove, in my judgment, to be merely pal-
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hatives, No multitudinous assembly which
seeks
really to govern can possibly be freefrom it ; and
it
probably lead to a constitutional revolution,
the House of Commons abandoning the greatest part
of its legislative authority to a Cabinet of Executive
Ministers.
Anotherexperiment, which, like the system of
Representation, is founded on the acknowledgment of
fundamental difficulties, has been attempted several
times in our generation, though not in our country.
In one of its forms it has been known as the PlBbiscite. A question, or a series of questions, is simplified
as much as possible, and the entire enfkanchised portion of the community isasked to say “Aye ” or
“No” to it. The zealots of democracy are beginning
to forget, or conveniently to put aside, the enormous
majorities by which the French nation, now supposed
to be governing itself as a democracy, gave only the
other day to a military despot any answer which he
desired ; but it maybeconceded to them that the
question put to the voters was not honestly framed,
however much it wassimplified in form. Whether
Louis Napoleon Bonaparteshould be President for
life with large legislative powers ? whether he should
be an hereditaryEmperor ? whether he should be
allowed to divest himself of a portion of the authority he hadassumed? were not simple, buthighly
complex questions, incapable of being replied to by
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Yes ” or NO.” Rut the prbciple of t h e
on the Swiss Federal
Plebiscitehasbeenengrafted
Constitution ; and in some of the Cantonal Constitutions the “ Referendum,” as it is called, had existed
from an earlier date. Here there is
no ground for a
charge of dishonesty. A new lam is first thoroughly
debated, voted upon, and amended, by the Legisla’ture ; and the debates are carried by the newspapers
to every corner of Sxiss territory. But
it does not
come at once int,o force. If a certain number of citizens so desire, the entire electoral body is called upon
t o say ‘(Aye ” or “ No ” to the question whether the
lawshallbecomeoperative.
I do not undertaketo
say that the expedient has Cliled, but it can only be
cpsidered thoroughly successful by those who wish
that there should be as little legislation
as possible.
Contrary to all expectations,6 to the bitter disappointment of the authors of the Referendum, laws of the
a naked

“

6 Whattheseexpectationswere,may
be g a t h e r e d f r o m t h e
l a n g u a g e of 31. N u m aD r o z .
M. D r o zc a l l st h eR e f e r e n d u m
‘ L ‘ I ’ e s s a il ep l u sg r a n d i o s eq u ’ u n eR b p u b l i q u ea i tj a a m i st e n t & ’ ’
T h e e f f e c t , h o w e v e r , h a s b e e n t h a t , s i n c e t h e c o n m l e n c e m e n tof t h e
e x p e r i m e n t in 18T4 t h e r e h a v e b e e n v e t o e d , a m o n g o t h e r l a w s
passed by the Federal Legislature, an Electoral Law (twice over),
a L a w o n C u r r e n c y , a L a w c r e a t i n g a D e p a r t m e n t of E d u c a t i o n ,
a L a w c r e a t i n g a D e p a r t m e n t of J u s t i c e , a L a w p r o v i d i n g a s a l a r y
€or a S e c r e t a r y of L e g a t i o n a t W a s h i n g t o n , a n da L a w p e r m i t t i n g
t h e venue t o b e c h a n g e d t o t h e F e d e r a l C o u r t w h e n t h e ris
e reason
t o s u s p e c t t h e f a i r n e s s of a C a n t o n a l t r i b u n a l .
It i s r e m a r k a b l e
t h a t , u n d e r a C a n t o n a lR e f e r e n d u m ,aL a we s t a b l i s h i n g
a prog r e s s i v e I n c o m e T a x wits n e g h v e d .

highest importance, some of them openly framed for
popularity, have been vetoed by the People after they
had been adopted by the Federal or Cantonal Legislature. Thisresult is sufficientlyintelligible. It is
possibIe, by agitation and exhorta€ion, to produce in
the mind of the average citizen a vague impression
that he desires a particular change. But, when the
agitation has settled down on the dregs, when the
excitement has died away, when the subject has been
threshed out, when the law is before him with all its
detail, he is sure to find in it much thrt,t is likely to
disturb his habits, his ideas, his prejudices, or his interests ; and so, in the long-run, he votes '' No " to
everyproposal. The delusion that Democracy,when
it has once had all things put under its feet, is a progressive form of government, lies deep in the convictions of a particular political school ; but there can
be no delusion grosser. It receives no countenance
either from experience or from probability. Englishmen in the East come into contact with vast populations of high natural intelligence, to which the very
notion of innovation is loathsome ; and the very fact
that such populations exist should suggest that the
true differencebetween the East and the Westlies
merely in this, that in Weptern countries there is a
larger minority of exceptional persons who, for good
reasons or bad,have a realdesire for change. All
that has made England famous, and all that has made
H
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England wedthy, has been the work of minorities,
sometimes verysmall ones. It seems to me quite
certainthat, if forfourcenturiestherehad
been a
very widely extended franchise and a very large electoral body in thiscountry,there
wouldhave been
no reformation of religion, no change of dynasty, no
toleration o€ Dissent, not even an accurate Calendar.
The threshing-machine, the power-loom, the spinningjenny, andpossibly the steam-engine, would havebeen
prohibited. Even in our day, vaccination is in the
utmost danger, and
we may say generally that the
gradual establishment of the masses in power is of
on
the blackest omen foralllegislationfounded
scientific opinion, which requires tension of mind to
understand it and self-denial to submit to it.
Thetruth
is, thattheinherent
difficulties of
democraticgovernment
are so manifold andenarm o w that, in largeandcomplexmodern
societies,
it could neither last nor work if it were not aided by
certain forces whicharenotexclusively
associated
mith &,.but of which it greatly stimulates the energy.
Of these forces, theone to which it owes most is
unquestionably Party.
No force acting on mankind has been less carefully examined than Party,andyetnonebetter
deserves examination.The
difficulty
which
Englishmen in particular feel about it is very like that
which men once experienced when they were told
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that the air had weight. It exweloped them so evenly
and pressed on them so equally, that the assertion
seemed incredible. Nevertheless it isnothardto
show thatParty and Party Government are very
extraordinarythings. Let us suppose it to be still
the fashion to write the apolopes so dear to the last
century, in whichsome stranger from theEast or
West, some Persian full of intelligent curiosity, some
Huron still unspoi!t by civilisation, or some unprejudiced Bonze from Indiaor China,described the
beliefs and usages of European countries, just as they
struck him, to his kinsmen at the other end of the
world. Let us assume that in one of these trifles, by
a Voltaire or a Montesquieu, the traveller gave an
account of a cultivated and powerful European Commonwealth, in which the Bystem of government consisted in half the clewrest men in the country taking
the utmost pains to prevent the other half from governing. Or’let us imagine some modern writer, with
the unflinching perspicacity of a Machiavelli, analysing
the great Party Hero-leader or agitator-as the
famous Italian analysed the personage equally interestirig andimportant in hisday,theTyra,nt
or
Prince. Like Machiavelli, he would not stop to
praise or condemn on ethical grounds : ‘‘ hewould
follow the real truth of things rather than an imaginary viewof them,”
Many Party Heroes,” he
((

6

The Prince, xv. (101).
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would say, " have been imagined,whowerenever
seen or knowntoexistin
reality." But he would
describe them as theyreally were. Allowingthem
every sort of private virtue, he mould deny that their
virtues had any effect on their public conduct, except
so far as they helped to make men believe their public
conduct virtuous. But this
public conduct he would
find to be not so muchimmoral as non-moral.He
would infer, from actual observation,
that the party
Hero mas debarred by his position from the full practice of the great virtuesof veracity, justice, and moral
intrepidity. He could seldom tell the full truth ; he
could never be fair to persons other than his followers
and associates ; he could rarely be bold except in the
interests of hisfaction.
Thepicturedrawnbyhim
would be one which few living men mould deny to be
correct, though they might excuse its
occurrence in
And then, ZL
nature on the score of moral necessity.
century or t w o later, when Democracies were as much
forgotten as the Italian Princedoms, our modern Machiavelli would perhaps be infamous and his work a
proverb of immorality.
Part*yhas manystrong affinities with Religion.
Its devotees, like those of a religious creed, are apt to
substitute the fiction that they have adopted it upon
mature deliberation for the fact that they were born
into it or stumbledinto it. But theyareinthe
highest degree reluctant
to come to an open breach
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Kith it ; they count it shame to speak of its weak
points, except to co-religionists ; and, whenever it is
in seriousdifficulty, they return to its assistance or
rescue. Their relation to those outside the pale-the
relation of Whig to Tory, of Conservative to Liberal
-is on the whole exceedingly like that of Jew to
Samaritan. But the closest resemblances are betveen
party discipline and nlilitary discipline ; and indeed,
historically speaking, Party is probably nothing more
than a survival and a consequence of the primitive
combativeness of mankind. It is warwithout the
city transmuted into war within the city, but mitigated in the process, The best historical justification
which can beofferedfor
it isthat
it has often
enabled portions of the nation, who would othervii:e
bearmedenemies, to be only factions. Party strife,
like strife in arms, develops many high but imperfect and one-sided virtues ; it is fruitful of self-denial
and self-sacrifice. But wherever it prevails, a great
part of ordinarymorality
is unquestionably suspended ; a number of maximsare received,which
are not those of religion or ethics ; and men do acts
which, except as betweenenemies, and except as
between political opponents, would be very generally
classed as either immoralities or sins.
Party disputes were originally the occupation of
aristocracies, which joined in them because they loved
the sport for its own sake ; and the rest of the corn-
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Inunity folloxed one side or the other as its clients.
Now-a-days, Party hasbecome a force acting with vast
energy on multitudinous democracies, and a number
of artificial contrivances havebeen invented for facilitating and stimulating its action. Yet, in a democracy, the fragment of political power falling to each
man’s share is so extremely small, that it would be
hardly possible, with all the aid of the Caucus, the
Stump, andthe Campaignnewspaper, torousethe
interests of thousands or millions of men, if Party
were not coupled with another political force. This,
A story is current
to speakplainly,isCorruption.
respectingaconversation
of thegreatAmerican,
a friendwhoexpressed
AlexanderHamilton,with
wonder at Hamilton’s extreme
admiration
of so
corrupt asystemas
that covered bythename
of
theBritishConstitution.Hamiltonissaidtohave,
in reply, expressed his belief that when the corruption came to an end the Constitution would fall
to
pieces. Thecorruption referred to was that which
had been openlypractised
bytheWhig
Ministers
of George I. and George 11. throughthe bestowal
of places and the payment of sums of money, but
whichinthereign
of George 111. had died down
toan obscurer set of malpractices,ill-understood,
,but
partially
explained
by
the
constant
indebtedness
of the thrifty King. Hamilton of course meant that,
amid the m,my difficulties of popular government,
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he doubted whether, in its English form, it could be
carried on, unless support were purchased by governments ; and this opinion might very plausibly have
been held concerning the early governments of the
Hanoverian dynwt,y, SO deeply unpopular did ‘the
‘‘ Revolution Settlement ” soon become with large
classes of Englishmen. Whatput an end to this
corruption was in reality not an English buta French
phenomenon-the Revolution begun
in 1789, which,
through the violent repulsion with which it inspired
the greatest part of the nation, and the half-avowed
attraction which it had for the residue, supplied the
English parties with principles of actionwhichdid
not need the co-operation of any corrupt inducement
t o partisanship. The corruption which me finddenounced by Bentham after the close of the great war
mas not bribery, but vested interest ; nor did the old
practiceseverrevive
in Englandin their ancient
shape.Votes
at electionscontinued to be bought
and sold, but not votes in Parliament.
Whether Hamilton lookedforward to an era of
purity in his own country, cannot becertainly
known. He and his coadjutors undoubtedly were
unprepared for the rapid development
of
Party
which soon set in ; they evidently thought that their
country would be poor ; and they probably expected
to see all evilinfluencesdefeated by the elaborate
contrivances of the Federal Constitution. Butthe

e
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UnitedStates became rapidlywealthyandrapidly
populous ; and the universal suffrage of all white
men, native-born or immigrant, was soon established
by the legislation of the most powerful States. With
wealth,
population,
and
widely
diffused electoral
power, corruption sprang intovigorous life, President
AndrewJackson,proclaimingtheprinciple
of “ t o
the victors the spoils,” which all parties soon adopted,
expelled from office alladministrativeservants
of
the United
States
who did not belong to his
of personsfillingthese
faction ; andthecrowd
offices, which are necessarily verynumerousin
so
vast a territory,togetherwiththegroups
of wealthy
men interested in public lands and in the countless
industries protected by the Customs tariff, formed an
estensivc body of contributors from whom great
amounts of money were levied by a species of taxation, to be presently expended in wholesale bribery.
A reactionagainstthissystemcarried
thepresent
office ; but the
President of the United States into
opinion of almost all the politicians who the other day
Eupported Mr. Blaine bore probably theclosest resemblance to Hamilton’s opinion about.Great Britain.
They were persuaded that theAmerican Party system
cannot continue without corruption.
It is impossible
to l a y down M. Scherer’s pamphlet without a conviction, that the same opinion is held of France by the
r See especially pages 24, 25, 27, 29, 35.
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Ipnblic lnen who direct the publicaffairs of the French
Itepublic.Theaccountwhichthiswriter
gives of
theekpedientsbywhichallFrenchGovernments
have sought to secure support, since the resignation
of MarshalMacNahon, is most deplorable. There is
a scale of public corruption, with a n excewiveand
extravagant scheme of public works at one end of it,
and attheotherthe
open barter of votes bythe
clectoral committees for the innumerable small places
in the gift of the highly centralised French administmtion. The principie that the
spoils belong to the
victors has beenborrowedfrom
theUnitedStates,
and receives a thoroughgoingapplication.Every
branch of the public service-even, since hl. Scherer
wrote, the judicial
bench-has been completely purged
of functionaries not professing allegiance to the party
in power for the time being.
We Englishmen, alone anlong popularly governed
communities, have tried an expedient peculiar to ourselves. Wehavehandedoverallpatronagetothe
Civil Service Commissioners, and we haveadopted
theCorruptPracticesAct.
It is a mostsingular
fact, that the only influences having an affinity for
the old corruption,whichstillsurviveinGreat
Britain, are such as can be brought to bear on those
exaltedregions of society, in whichstars,garters,
ribands, titles, and lord-lieuten.ancies, still circulate.
What will be the effect on British government of the
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heroic remedies we haveadministered to ourselves,
has yet to beseen.
What will come of borrowing
the Caucus from the United States, and refusing to
soil our fingers mith the oil used in its native country
to lubricate the wheels of the machine? Perhaps r e
are not at liberty to forget that there are two k’nds
of bribery. It can be carried on bly promising or
giving to expectant partisans places paid out of the
tases,or it may consist inthedirecter
process of
legislating away the property of one class and transferring it to another. It is this last which is likely
to be the corruption of these latter days.
Party andCorruption, as influences which have
shown themselves capable of bringing masses of men
under civil discipline, are probably as old as the very
beginning of political life. The savage ferocity of
party strife in the Greek Stateshas been described
by thegreat Greek historianin some ofhi9 most
impressivesentences;and nothing in modern times
has approached theproportions of thecorruption
practised atthe elections of theRoman ,Republic,
in spite of alltheimpediments
placed inits way
by an earliep form of the Ballot, Butinquite
recenttimesa
thirdexpedienthas
been discovered
for producing, not indeed agreement, but the semblance of agreement, in a multitude of men. This
is generalisation, the trick of rapidlyframing,and
confidently uttering, general propositions on political

.
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subjects,. It was
once
supposed
that the power
of appreciating' general propositionswasespecially
characteristic of the highest minds,which it distinguished from those of a vulgar 'stamp always
immersed in detail and in particu1,ars.
Once
or
twice,indeed, in the course of their intellectual
history, mankind have fallen on their knees to
worshipgeneralisation ; and indeed, without help
from it, it is probable thatthe strongest intellect
v-odd not be able to bear the ever-accumulating
'burden of particular facts. But, in these latter days,
;
Iready belief in generalities has shown itself to be
a characteristic, not indeedof Fholly uneducated,
but of imperfectlyeducatedminda.Meantime,men
ambitious of political authority havefound out the
secret of manufacturing generalities in any number.
Nothing can be simpler. All generalisation is the
product of abstraction ; all abst,ractionconsistsin
dropping out of sight a certain number of particular
facts, and constructing a formula which will enlbrace
the remainder ; and the comparative value of general
propositions turns entirely on the relative importance
of the particular facts selected and of the particular
factsrejected. The modernfacility of generalisatiol.
is obtained by a curious 'precipitation and carelessness in this selection and rejection,which,when
properly carr?eed out, is the only difficult pari of
the entire process.Generalformulas.whichcanbe
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seen'on examination t o have been arrived atby
attending only to particulars
fern, trivial, or irrelevant,areturnedout
in as much profusion as if
theydropped
&om an intellectualmachine ; and
debates in the House of Commons may be constantly
read, which consisted wholly in theexchange
of
weak generalitiesandstrongpersonalities.On
a
pure Democracy t.his class of generalfornlulashas
a prodigious effect. Crowds of men can be got to
assent togeneralstatements,clothed
in striking
of
language, but unverified andperhapsincapable
T-erification ; and thus there is formed a sort of sham
and pretence of concurrent opinion. There has been
a loose acquiescence in a vague proposition, and then
the People, whosevoice
is the voice of God, is
assumed to have spoken. Useful as it is to democracies, thislevity
of assentisone
of the most
enervating of national
habits
of mind. It has
seriously enfeebled the French intellect. It is most
injuriously affecting the
mind
of England. It
threatens little short of ruin to the awakening intdlect of India, wherepoliticalabstractions,founded
exclusivelyuponEnglish
facts, andevenhere
requiring qualification,areapplied
bythe educated
minority,andbytheir
newspapers, to a society
which, through nine-tenths of its structure, belongs
to the thirteenth century of the West.
The points which I have attempted to establish
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arethese. Without denying to democratic governmentssomeof the advantageswhichwereclaimed
forthem by the one thinker of the first orderwho
has he1.dDeq:ocracy to be in itself a good form of
government, I haye pointed out that it has the signal
disadvantage of being the most difficult of all governments, and thatthe principal infhences bywhich
this difficulty has hitherto been mitigatedare injurious either to the mortllity or to the intellect of
the governing multitude. If the governrrlent of the
Many be reallyinevitable,onewouldhave
thought
thatthe possibility of discoveringsome other and
newermeansof
enabling it to fulfil the endsfor
a
which all governments exist, wouldhavebeen
question exercising all the highestpowers of the
strongest minds, particularly in
the
community
which, through the success of its popular institutions,
has paved the wayfor all modernDemocracy.
Yet
hardlyanything worth mentioning has been produced on the subject in England or on the Continent.
I ought, however, to notice a series of discussions
whichhave long been going on in the little State
ofBelgium,
ending in a remarkableexperiment.
Alarmed by a reckless agitation for universal suffrage,
the bestheads
in thecountry
havedevisedan
electoral law,* which is worthy of the most respectful

* Ccde Electoral Belge, p. 289. Provincial and Communal
h w of August 94, 1883.
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attention. Under its provisions, an attempt is made
to attach the franchise, not only to property, but to
proved capacity in all ita manifestations, to confer it
notsimplyonthemenwhocontributeacertain
amount to the revenue, but on every man who has
takenhonoursat
a High School or at College, on
everybody who can pass an examination with credit,
on everyforeman of aworkshop or factory. The
idea is to confer power not on the Many, but on the
strongestamongtheMany.Theexperiment,
homever, is at present confined to Provincial and Communal Elections ; and we have yet to see whether an
electoral system, which would
be attended by peculiar difficulties in England, can be successfully carried
out even in Belgium. On the whole, thereisonly
one country in which the question
o f the safest and
most worlable form of democraticgovernmenthas
been adequately discussed, and the results of discussion tested by experiment. This is the United States
of America. American experience has, I think, shomn
that,by wise Constitutionalprovisionsthoroughly
thoughtout beforehand,Democracy may be made
tolerable.Thepublicpowersarecarefully
defined ;
the mode in which they are to be exercised is fixed ;
and the amplest securities are taken that none of the
more important Constitutional arrangements shall be
altered without every guarantee of caution and every
opportunity fordeliberation.Theexpedientis
not
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conC1u&ve, for the Americans, settled in a colmtry
of boundless unexhausted wealth,havenever
been
tempted to engage in socialistic legidation ; but, as far
as it has gone, a large measure of success cannot be
denied to it, success which has all but dispelled the
old ill-fame of democracies. The short history of the
United States has, at the same time, established one
momentous negative conclusion. VCThena democracy
governs, it isnot safe to leave unsettled any important question concerning the exercise of public
powers. I mightgive many instances of this, but
the most conclusive is the War of Secession,which
was entirely owing to the omission of the ('fathers "
to provide beforehand for the solution of certain
Constitutional problems, lestthey should stirthe
topic of negro slavery. It would seem that, by s wise
Constitution, Democracy may be made nearly as calm
as water in a great artificial reservoir; but if there is
a weak point anywhere in the structure, the mighty
forcewhich it controls will burstthrough it and
spread destruction fkr and near.
This warningdeserves all the attentionof Englishmen. They are opening the way to Democracy on all
sides. Let themtake heed that it be not admitted
into a receptacle of loose earth and sand.And, in
laying this caution to heart, it would be well for them
to consider what sort of 3 Constitution it is to which
they must trust for the limitation of the powers, and
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the neutralisation of the weaknesses, of the tvo or
three millions of voters who have been admitted
to
the suffrage, in addition to the multitude enfianchised
in 1867. The events of the summer and autumn of
1884 were notreassuring.During
all that tir&,
theair was hotandthickwithpassionateassertions of contradictory opinions. The points on which
the controversy turned mere points i n the construction of the Constitution, and the fact that the ablest
men in the countrytook sides upon them proves them
to beunsettled.Nor
does thereexistany acknon-ledged authority by which they canbeadjudicated
upon and decided. I t is useless to appeal to the Inn-,
for the very charge against the House of Lords was,
that the lam had been put abusively into operation.
It is useless to allege the authority of the electoral
body, for the very charge against the House of Commons was, that it did not represent the constituencies.
To describe such a dispute as serious, is hardly to do
it justice : but, in order to bring into full light the
scope and number of the doubtful questions which it
proved to exist, I will mention in turn the principal
depositaries of public authority in this country-the
Crown, the Cabinet,theHouse
of Lords,andthe
House of Commons-and I will notethevarious
opinions which appear to be held as to the partwhich
each of them should take in legislation by which the
structure of the Constitution is altered.
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The powers
over
legislation
which
the law
recognises in the Crownare its power to veto Bills .
which have passed both the House of Commons and
the House of Lords, and its power to dissolve Parlia.
ment.The first of thesepowershasprobablybeen
lost through disuse. There is not, at the same time,
the smallest reason for supposing that it was abandoned through any inconsistencywithpopular government. It was not employed,becausethere mas
no occasion for employing it. The reigns of the firet
HanoverianSovereignswereperiodsofactivity
in
foreignpolicy, and the legislation of the time was
utterlyinsignificant ; the King’sGovernment was,
moreover, steadily drawing to itself the initiative in
legislation,andformore than a century the Kings
succeeded on the whole in governing through what
Ministers they pleased. As to the right to dissolre
Parliament by an independent exercise of the royal
will, it cannot be quite confidently asserted to have
becomeobsolete. Thequestion has beenmuchdiscussed in the Colonieswhich attempt to follow the
British Constitutional procedure, and it seems t o be
generally allowed that a representative of the Crown
cannot be blamed for insisting on a dissolution ofthe
Legislature, though his Ministers are opposed to it.
It is probable, however,that in this country the object
would be practically attained in a different way. The
CrownwouldappointMinisters
who were milling

.
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to take the not very serious risks involved in appealingtothe
constituencies. Thelatestprecedentin
this case is quite modern. William IV., her Majesty’s
uncle and immediate pradecessor, replaced Lord Melbourne by Sir Robert Peel in 1834, and Sir Robert
Peel, as he afterwards told the House
of Commons,
tookuponhimselftheentireresponsibility
of dissolving Parliament.
The Cabinet, which through a series of Constitutional fictions has succeeded to all the powers of the
Crown, has drawn to itself all, and more than all, of
theroyal poweroverlegislation.
It candissolve
Parliament, and, if it were to advise the Crown to
veto a Billwhichhasbeenpassedthroughboth
Houses,thereisnocertaintythattheproceeding
would be seriously objected to.
That it can arrest a.
measure at any stage of its progress through either
House of Parliament, is conceded on all hands ; and
indeed the exercise of this power was exemplified on
the largest scale at the end of the Session of 1884,
when a large number of Bilk of the highest importance were abandoned in deference to a Cabinet decision. The Cabinet has further become the sole source
of allimportant legislation, andtherefore, by the
necessity of the case, of all Constitutional legislation;
snd as a measure amending the Constitution pasees
through the House of Commons, the modification or
maintenance of its details depends entirely on thefiat
of the Ministers of the day. Although the Cabinet,
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as such, is quite unknown to the law, it is manifestly

:

the English institution which is ever more and more
growing in authority andinfluence ; and already,
besides wielding more than the legislative poRers of
the Crown, it has taken to itself nearly all the legislative powers of Parliament, depriving it in particular
of the whole right of initiation, The long familiarity
of Englishmen withthis institution, and withthe
copiesof it ma'de in the Europeancountrieswhich
possess Constitutions, has blinded themto its extreme
singularity. Thereis a fashion among historians of
expressing Fonder, not unmixed Fith dislike, at the
secretbodies and councilswhich they occasionnlly
find invested withauthority in famousStates. In
ancient history, the Spartan Ephors-in
modern
history, the Venetian Council of Ten-are criticised
in this spirit. Many of these writers are Englishmen,
and yet they seem quite unconscious that their own
country isgovernedby a secretCouncil,Therecan
bevery litt'le doubt that the secrecy of the Cabinet
is its strength. A peat past of the weakness of
Eo secret has been better kept than that of English Cabinet procedure. Apart from Cabinet Ministers, past and present,
there are probably not a dozen men
in the country whoknow
accurately how Cabinetsconduct their deliberations,and how
they arrive at a conclusion. Some information may, however, be
obtained from the publishedDiarieB of the second LordEllenborough,fromsomeprinted,
but unpublished,Memoirs left by
LordBroughton(Sir
J. CamHobhouse),and
in somedegree
from Lord Malmesbury's recent Xekazoirs qf an ez-dfinister. '
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Uemocracy springs from publicity of discussion; and
nobody who has had any share in public business can
have failed to observe, that the chances of agreement
among even asmallnumber
of personsincrease in
nearly exact proportion to the chances of privacy. If
the growth in power of the Cabinet is checked, it mill
probably be from causes of very recent origin.
I t is
essentially a committee of the men mho lead the party
which has a majority in the House of Commons. But
therearesignsthatitsauthorityoveritspartyis
passing to other committees,selected less for eminence
in debate and administration than for the adroit management of local political business.
The House of Lords, as a matter of strict law,
has the right to reject or amend
any measure which
is submitted to it ; nor has this legal right
in either
or" its forms been disused or abandoned, save as regards money-bills. But it has lately become evident
that, when the right is exerted over measures amending theConstitution,strong
differences of opinion
exist as t o the mode and conditions of its exercise ;
and, as is not uncommon in this country,
it is very
difficult to gather from the violent language of the
disputants, whether they contend thatthe law should
be altered, or that the exertion of power with which
they are quarrelling is forbidden by usage, precedent,
or mere
expediency.
conventional
understanding,
The varieties of doctrine are many and wide apart.
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On the one hand, one extremeparty compares the rejection of a Bill by the House of Lords to the veto
of a Bill by the Crown, and insists that the first
power should be abandoned as completely as the last
is believed to havebeen.Conversely,
the most influential members of the Hmse of Lords allow that
it would act improperly in rejecting a constitutional
measure, of whichtheelectoralbodyhassignified
its approval by the result of a general election. Between these positions t'here appear to be several intermediateopinions,most ofthem,however,
stated in
lmguage of the utmostuncertaintyand vagueness.
Somepersonsappear
to think that the House of
Lords ought not to reject or postponea constitutional
of the House of
measurewhichaffectsthepowers
Commons, or its relation to the constituencies, or the
constituenciesthemselves.Others
seem to consider
that the power of rejection might beexercised on
suchameasure,
if the majoritybywhich
it has;
passed the House of Commons is small, but not if
it exceeds a certainnumber.Lastly,littlecan
be
extracted from the language of a certain number of
controversialists,violent aa it is, except an opinion
that the House of Lords ought not to do wrong, and
that it did wrong on one particular occasion.

* Lord Salisburystrongly urgedthii principle upon the House
of Lords when the Bill for disestablishing and disendowing the
Established Church of Ireland. wasbefore it. This speech probably secured the passing of the Bill.
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The power of the House of Commons over legislation,
including
constitutional
legislation, might
seem at first sight to be complete and unqualified.
Nevertheless, as I havepointedout,
it sometime
ago surrenderedtheinitiative
in legislation,and it
is nowmoreandmore
surrendering the conduct of
it, to the so-called Ministers of the Crown. I t may
further be observed from the language of those who,
on the whole, contend for the widest extension of its
powers, thu.t a new theory has made its appearance,
which raises a number of embarrassing questions as
to the authority of the House of Commons in conof the
stitutional legislation. This is thetheory
Mandate. It seems to be conceded that the electoral
bodymustsupplytheHouse
of Commons with a
Mandate toaltertheConstitution,
It has been asserted that a Mandate to introduce Household Suffrageinto the counties was giventotheHouse
of
Commons elected in 1880, but not a Mandate to confer the suffrage on Women. WhatisaMandate?
As used here, the word has not the meaning which
belongs to it in Enilish, French, or Latin. I conjecture that it is a fragment of a French phraee, manciat
impdrutif, whichmeans an express direction from a
constituency which its representative is not permitted
to disobey, and I imagine the mutilation to imply
that the direction maybe given in some loose and
general manner. But in whatnlanner i! Is it meant
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that, if a candidate in an electionaddressdeclares
that, he is in favour of household sufiage or woman
suffrage, and is afterwards elected, he has a mandate
tovotefor it, but not otherwise ? And, if so, how
many election addresses, containing such references,
to the
and how many returns, constitute a &.date
entire
House
Commons
of
? Again,
assuming
the
Mandate to havebeenobtained, how long is it in
force ? The
House of
Commons
may
sit for
seven
years under the Septennial Act ; but the strict law
has hardly ever prevailed, and in the great majority
of cases the House of Commonshas not lasted for
nearly the wholeperiod. May it giveeffect to i t b
Mandate in its fourth, or fifth, or sixth Session, or
must an alteration of the Constitution be the earliest
measure to which a Parliament commissioned to deal
with it must address itself?
These unsettled questions formedthe staple of the
controversywhichragedamong us formonths,but
the prominencewhich they obtained is not inthe
veryleast arbitrary or accidental.Thequestion
of
theamount and nat'ure of the noticewhichthe
electoral body shall receive of an intended change in
the Constitution ; the questionwhetheranything
like a '' Mandate " shall be given by that body to the
Legislature ; the questionwhether existing constituencies shall have full jurisdiction'over proposed constitutional innovation ; the question of the m4ority
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whichshallbenecessaryforthe
decision of the
Legislatureon a constitutional measure ; allthese
questions belong to the very essence of constitutional
doctrine. There is no one
of them which is peculiar
to this country ; what is peculiar to this country is
the extreme vagueness with which
all of them are
conceived and stated. The Americans
of the United
States, feeling on all sides the strongest pressure of
Democracy, but equipped with a remarkable wealth
of constitutional knowledge inherited from their forefathers,have had totakeupand
solve everyone
of them. I will endeavour to show what have been
their methods of golution. I mill not at present go
for an example totheConstitution
of theUnited
States, abounding as it does in the manifold restrictions thought necessary by its framers for the purpose of securingin a probably democraticsociety
the self-command without which it could not become
or remain a nation.
It will be sufficient for my object to quote the provisions respecting the procedure
to be followed onconstitutionalamendments,conof individualStates,
tained in theConstitutions
which, I need not say, can only legislate within the
limits permitted to them by t'he Federal Constitution.
One of the subjects, however, on which the powers
of the several States were till lately exclusive and are
still most extensive, is the Franchise ; and this gives
a peculiar value and interest to the provisionR which
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I Till proceed to extract from theConstitution of
the great State of New York.
Brticle 13 of the Constitution of Yew York,
which is still in force, runs as follows :Any amendment or amendments to this Constitution may
beproposed to the Senate andAssembly ; and if the same
be agreed to by a majority of the members elected to each
of the twoHouses,suchamendmentoramendmentsshall
be entered on their journals with the (‘Yeas ” and u Nays ”
taken thereon, and referred to the Legislature to be chosen
at the next general election, and shall be published for three
months previous to the time of making such choice ; and if,
in the Legislature so next chosen as aforesaid, such proposed
amendment or amendments shall be agreed to by a majority
of all the memberselected to eachHouse,t’hen it shall be
the duty of the Legislature to submit such proposed amendment or amendments to the people in suchmannerand at
such time as the Legislature shall prescribe; and if the
people shall approve and ratify such amendment
or amendments by a majority of the electorsqualified to votefor
members of the Legislature voting thereon, such amenhent
or amendments shall become part of the Constitution.

Section 2 of theArticleprovides
mode of amendment.

an alternative

At the generalelection to be held (ineach twentieth
year), and also at such time as the Legislature may by law
provide, the question ‘‘ Shall there be a Convention to revise
the Constitution and amend the same ? ” shall be decided by
the electors qualified to vote for members of the Legislature,
and in case a majority of the electors BO qual:fiel voting at
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such election shall decide in favour of a Convention for such
purpose, the Legislature at the next Session shall provide by
law for the election of delegates to such Convention.

These provisionsof the Constitutionof New York,
regulating the procedure to be followed in constitutional amendments, and therefore in measures extending or altering the
electoral franchise, are substantially
repeated in the Constitutions of nearly all the AmericanStates.Where
there‘arevariations,theyare
generally in the direction of greater stringency. The
Constitution of Ohio, for example, requires that there
shall be at the least a three-fifths majority
in each
branch of the Legislature proposing an amendment,
and a two-thirds majority is necessary if it is sought ,
to summon a Convention. Whenan amendment is
proposed in Massachusetts, a two-thirds majority is
demanded in theLower House ;and thesame majority
must be obtained in both Houses before the Constitution of Louisiana can be amended. The Constitution of New Jerseygivesgreater
precision to the
provision of the New YorkConstitution
for the
ultimate ratification of the proposed amendment by
the constituencies, by inserting, after the words (‘the
people shallratifyandapprove,”thewords
‘‘ at a
special election to be held for that purposeonly.”
The same Constitution declares that ‘‘ no amendment
shall be submitted to the people more than once in
five years ;” and, l i e the Constitutions of several
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other States, it gives no power to summon a revising
Convention.
No doubt therefore is possible as to the mode in
which these American State Constitutions settle the
formidablequestionswhichthediscussion
of 1884
has shown to be unsettled in this country.
First of
all, it is tobe noted that the electoral body recognised
by all the Constitutions, without exception, as having
anexclusivejurisdiction’overamendments
of the
Constitution, is the existing electoral body, and not
of thefuture.Next,themost
anyelectoralbody
ample notice is given to it that an amendment of the
Constitution will be brought before the next Legislature which it iscalled upon to choose ; both branches
of the outgoing Legislature must record a resolution
with the numbers of the division upon it, and this
resolution must be published three months before ZL
general election. It is quite clear, therefore, that the
representatives chosen at this election will haye what
may be called a ‘‘ Mandate.” The amendment must
then be agreedtobyanabsolutemajority
of the
members of both Houses of the new Legislature ; or,
as isrequired in someStates, by a two-thirds or
three-fifths majority in both Houses, or one of them.
But there is a find security in addition. The Mandatemust
be ratified,Theamendmentmust
be
submitted to the people in anywaywhichthe
Legislature may provide ; and, as is shown by the
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Constitution of New Jersey, theratification is usually
placed in the hands of a special legislature specially
elected for the purpose of giving or refusing it.
Such are the securities against surprise or haste
in conducting the most important part of .legislation,
which American political sagacity has devised. They
may very well suggest to the English politician some
serions reflections. What was mostremarkable in
the discussion of twelve months since was, far less
the violentandinflammatorylanguage
in which it
was carried on, than the extreme vagueness of the
considerations upon which it has turned. The House
of Lords, for instance, was threatened with extinction
ormutilation for acertain offence. Yet when the
offence is examined, it appears to have consisted in
the violation of some rule or understanding, never
expressed in writing, at variance with the strict Inn-,
andnot
perhapsconstruedin
precisely the same
way by any two thinking men in the country. Politicalhistory
shows that men have at all times
quarrelled more fiercely about phrases and formulas,
than even about material interests ; and it would seem
that thediscussion of British Constitutionnl legislation
is distingnished from the discussion of all other legislation by having no fixed points to turn upon, and.
therefore by its irrational violence. Is it therefore
idle to hope that at some calmer moment-now that
the creation of two or three million more voters has
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beenaccomplished-wemayborrow
a fewof the
American securities against surprise and irreflection
in constitutional legislation, and express them with
something like the American precision? Is it always
to be possible in this country that a great amendment
of the Constitution should, first of all, be attempted to
be carried by tumultuary meetings of the population,
enfranchised and unenfranchised-next, that it should
be conducted through Parliament by a process which
practically excluded Parliament from all sharein
shaping its provisions-and, lastly,that it should
hardly become law before it was hurriedly altered for
the purpose of giving votes to a particular class of
paupers ? Some have supposed that the only remedy
wouldbeonewhichinvolved
the conversion of the
unwritten Constitution of Great Britain into a written
Constitution. But a great part of our Constitution is
already written. Many of the powers of the Crown
-many of the powers of the House of Lords, includthe
ing the whole of its judicial powers-muchof
constitution of the House of Commons 2nd its entire
relation to the electoral body-have long since been
defined by Act of Parliament. There does not seem
to be any insuperable objection, first of all, to making
a distinction between ordinary legislation and legislation which in m y othercountry wouldbecalled
Constitutional ; and next, to requiring for the last a
special
legislativc
procedure,
intended
to secure

I
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cautionanddeliberation,
and as nearanapproach
to impartiality as a system of party government will
. admit o€ The alternative is to leave unsettled all the
questions which the controversy of 1884 brought to
light,andtogive
free play to a number of tendencies alreadyactively at work. It is quiteplain
whithertheyareconducting
us, Wearedrifting
to-rards a type of government associated with terrible
events-a
single Assembly, armed with full powers
overtheConstitution,which
it mayexercise
at
pleasure. It will be a theoretically dl-powerfid Convention, governed by a practically all-powerful secret
Committee of Public Safety, but kept from complete
submission to its authority by Obstruction, for which
it,srulers are always seeking to find a remedy in some
kind of moral guillotine.
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THEREis no doubt that some of the most inventive,
most polite, and best instructed portionsof the human
race are at present going through a stage of thought
which, if it stood by itself, would suggest that there
is nothing of which human nature is so tolerant, or
so deeply enamoured, as the transformation of laws
and institutions. A series of political and social
changes, which a century ago no man would have
thought capable of being effected save by the sharp
convulsion of Revolution, is now contemplated by the
bulk of many civilised communities as sure to be
carried out, a certain number of persons regarding the
prospect withexuberant hope, a somewhat larger
number with equanimity, manymorewith
indifference or resignation. A t the end of the last century,
a Revolution in France shook th.ewholecivilised
world ; and the consequence of the terrible events
and bitter disappointments which it brought with it
was to arrest all improvement in Great Britain for,
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s, merelybecause it was innovation.But
in 1830 a second explosion occurred in France, followed by the reconstruction of the British electorate
in 1832, and with the British
R,eformed Parliament
began that period of continuous legislation through
which, not this country alone, but all Western Europe
appears to be passing. I t is not often recognised horn
excessively ra,re in the world was sustained legislative
activity till rather more than fifty years ago, and thus
sufficient attentionhas not been given to some characteristics of this particular modeof exercising sovereign
power,which we call Legislation. It hasobviously
many advantages overRevolution as an instrument<
of change ; while it has quite as trenchant an edge,
it is milder, juster, moreequable,
and sometimes
better considered.But. in onerespect, as at present
understood, it may prove to be more dangerous than
revolution.Politicalinsanitytakesstrangeforms,
and there may be some persons in some countries who
look forward to " The Revolution" as implying a series
of revolutions. But, on the whole, aRevolutionis
regarded as doing all its work at once. Legislation,
hoKever, is contemplated as never-ending. One stage
of it is doubtless more or less distinctly conceived. It
will not be arrested till the legislative power itself,
and dl kinds of authority at any time exercised by
States, have been vested in the People, the Many, the
great majority of the human beings making up ea&
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community.Theprospectbeyond
thatis
perhaps will prove to be as fertile in disappointment
as is always the morrow of a Revolution. But doubtless the popularexpectationis that, after the establishmentof a Democracy,there will be as much
reforming legislation tls ever.
This zeal for politicalmovement,~graduallyidentifying itselfwith a taste forDemocracy,has not as
yet fully had ita way in all the societies of Western
Europe. But it has greatly affected the institutions
of some of them ; even when it is checked or arrested,
it is shared by considerable minorities of their population ; and when (as in Russia) these minorities are
very small, the excessive concentration of the passion
for change has a manifest tendency to make it dangerouslyexplosive.Theanalogies
to this state of
feeling in thePast must be sought rather in the
history of Religion than in the history of Politics,
There is someresemblancebetween
the periodof
politicalreform inthe nineteenth centuly and the
period of religiousreformation
in the sixteenth.
Kow, as then, the multitude of followersmust be
distinguishedfrom
the smaller group of leaders.
Kow, as then, there are a certain number of zealots
whodesire that truth shallprevail. Someof them
as an
conceive the movementwhichtheystimulate
is distinctly bad ; others as an
escapefromwhat
,advancefromwhatisbarelytolerable
to what is
K
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greatlybetter ; and a few as an ascenttoanideal
state,sometimes conceived bythem as a state of
Nature,andsometimesas
a condition of millennia1
blessedness. But, behind these, now as then, there is
a crowd which has imbibed
a delight in change for
its own sake, who would reform the Suffrage, or the
House of Lords,ortheLandLaws,ortheUnion
with Ireland, in precisely the samespirit in which
the mob behind the reformers
of religion broke the
nose of a saint in stone, or made a bonfire of copes
and surplices, or shouted for the government of the
Churchbypresbyteries.The
passionforreligious
reform is, however,farmoreintelligiblethanthe
as we now see it in
passionforpoliticalchange,
operation. In an intensely
believing
society,
the
obligation to think arightwas enforced by tremendous
penalties ; and the sense of this obligation was the
propelling force of the Reformation, as at an earlier
date it had been the propelling force of the rise and
spread of Christianity. But what propelling
force is
there behind the present political movement, of such
inherent energy thatit not only animates the minority,
who undoubtedly believe in their theories of democracy, or reform, orregeneration,butevenmakes
itself felt by the multitude which reasons blindly or
doesnotreason at all? ‘‘ If youhave wrong ideas
aboutJustification,youshallperisheverlastingly,”
is a very intelligible proposition; but it is not exactly
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a proposition of the same order as that into which
most English democratic philosophy translates itself :
‘ 6 If you vote straight Kith the Blues, your greatgrandchild wilI be on a level with the average citizen
of the United States.” The truth seems to be, that
8 great number of persons are satisfied to think that
democracy is inevitable and the democratic movement
irrcsiEtible ; which means that the phenomenon exists,
that theysee no way of arresting it, and that they
feel no inclination to throw themselves in its way.
There are others whoappearto think that when a
man submits to the inevitable it is grea,tlyto his
credit” ; as it was to Mr. Gilbert’s nautical hero
toremainanEnglishman
because he was born an
Englishman. So they baptise the movement with
various complimentary names, of which the commonest is Progress; a word of which I have never
seen any definition, and which seems to have all sorts
of meanings, many of them extraordinary ; for some
politicians in our day appear to employ it formere
aimless movement, while others actually use it for
movement’backwards,towards a state of primitive
nature.
It is an inquiry of considerable interest, whether
the passion for change which has possession of a certain number of persons in this age, and the acquiescence in it which characterises a much larger number,
are due to any exccptiond cmses affecting the sphere
a2
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of politics, or whether they are universal and permanent phenomena of human nature. There are some
‘striking facts which appear to point t o the first conclusion a8 the more correct. Themostremarkableis
the relatively small portion of the human race which
will so muchas tolerate a proposal or attemptto
change its usages, laws, and
institutions.
Vast
civilisation conpopulations, some of themwitha
siderable but peculiar, detest that which inthe
language of, the West would be calledreform. The
entireNahommedanworld
detests it, Themultitudes of colouredmenwho
swarm in the great
Continent of Africa detest it, and it is detested by
that large part of mankind which we are accustomed
to leave on one side as barbarous or savage. The
millions upon millions of men who fill the Chinese
Empire loathe it and (whatis more) despise it.
There are few things more remarkable and, in their
way, more instructive, than the stubborn incredulity
and disdain which a man belonging to the cultivated
part of Chinesesocietyopposes
tothevaunts
of
Western civilisation which he frequently hears ; and
his confidence in his own ideas is alike proof against
his experience of Western military superiority and
against that spectacle of the scientific inventions and
discoveriesof the West whichovercame the exclusiveness of the undoubtedly feebler.Japanese. There
is in India a minority, educated at the feet of English

:
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politicians andinbookssaturatedwithEnglish
politicalideas,which
has learned to repeattheir
language ; but it is doubtful whether even these,
if
they had a voice in the matter, would allow a finger
to be laid on the very subjects with which European
legislationisbeginning
toconcernitself, social and
religioususage.Thereisnot,however,
theshadow
of a doubtthattheenormousmass
of theIndian
is natural in
population hates and dreads change, as
theparts of a body-socialsolidifiedbycaste.
The
chief difficulty of Indian government is even less the
difficulty of reconciling this strong and abiding sentiment with thefainterfeeling
of the Anglicised
minority, than the practical impossibility
of getting
itunderstoodbytheEnglish
people. It isquite
evident that the greatest fact in Anglo-Indian history,
the Mutiny of the mercenary Sepoy Army,is as much
a mysterytotheaverageman
of theWestasare
certaincolours tothecolour-blind
; andeven historiansare compelled to supply wholly or partially
fictitiousexplanations of the events of 1857 toa
public which cannot be brought to believe that a vast
popular uprising was produced by a prejudice about
greased
a cartridge.
The
intense
conservatism
of muchthelargestpart
of mankindis, however,
attested by quite as much evidence as is the pride of
certainnationsinrailways,electrictelegraphs,or
democratic governments.
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I n spite of overwhelmingevidence (I
wrotein
1861),
it is most difficult for a citizen of Western Europe to bring
*’&toroughly
home to himself the truth that the civilisation
which surrounds him ie a rare exception in the history of t h e
world. The tone of thought common among us, all our hopes,
fears,.andspeculations,wouldbemateriallyaffected,
if we
had vividly before us the relation of the progressive races to
the totality of human life. It is indisputable that much the
greatest part of mankind has never shown a particle of desire
t h a t its civil institutions should be improved, since the
moment when external completeness was first given to them by
theirembodimentinsomepermanentrecord.Oneset
of
usages has occasionally been violently overthrown and superseded by another ; here and there a primitive code, pretending
t o a supernatural origin, has been greatly extended and distorted into the most surprising forms ; but, except in a small
section of t h e world, there has been nothing like the gradual,
amelioration of alegalsystem.Therehasbeenmaterial
civilisation, but instead of the civilisation expanding the law,
the law has limited the civilisation.l

To the fact thattheenthusiasm
forchange is
comparatively rare must be added the fact that it is
extremely modern. It is known but to a small part
of mankind, and to that part but for a short period
It is not
during a history of incalculablelength.
olderthanthefreeemployment
of legislation by
Ancient Law, chap. ii. pp. 22,23.
These opinions were
adopted by Mr. Grote. See his Plato, VoL ii. chap. v. p. 253
(note)
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popular governments. There are few historical errors
.more
serious
than the assumption that popular
governments have always been legislating g o v e d '
ments. Some of them, no doubt, legislated on a scale
which would now be considered extremely moderate ;
but, on the whole, their vigour has shownitself in
struggles to restore or maintain some ancient constitution, sometimes lying far back in a partly real and
partly imaginary Past, sometimes referred to a wholly
unhistorical state of nature, sometimes associatedwith
the great name of an original legislator. We, Englishmen, have had for several centuries a government in
which there was a strong popular element, and for
two centuries we have had a nearly unqualified popular government.' Yet what our forefathers contended
forwas not a typical constitution intheFuture,
Our periods
but a typical constitutioninthePast.
of whatwould now becalledlegislativereforming
activity have beenconnected with moments, not of
violent political but ofviolentreligiousemotionwith the outbreak of feeling at the Reformation, with
the dominion of Cromwell and the Independents (the
true precursors of the modern Irrecmcileables), and
with the revival ofdread and dislike of the Roman
CatholicChurch
duringthe reign of James 11.
During the period at which English popular governmentwas attracting to itself the admiration of the
See above, p. 6.
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educatedclasses throughout the civilisedworld, the
Farliament of our Hanoverian Kings was busy with
controllingexecutiveaction,withthe
discussion of
foreignpolicy,wit,hvehementdebatesonforeign
wars ; but it ha,rdlylegislated at all. The truth is
that t'heenthusiasmforlegislativechangetookits
rise, not in apopularly governed butinanautocraticallygovernedcountry,notinEnglandbut
in
France. The English political institutions, so envied
and panegyrised on the Continent,could not be copied
withoutsweepinglegislativeinnovations,
butthe
groundsandprincipleson
whichtheseinnovations
were demanded were, as we shall
see, wholly unlike
anything known to any class of English politicians.
Kevertheless, in their final effects, these French ideas
have deeply leavened English political thought, mixing with another streamof opinion which is of recent
but still of English origin,
A n absolute intolerance even of that description
of change which in modern language we call political
thus characterises much the largest partof the human
race, and has characterised the whole of it during the
largestpart
of its history.Aretherethen
any
reasons for thinking that the love for change
which
in our, dayis commonly snppoged to be overpowering,
and the capacity for i t which is vulgarly assumed to
be infinite,are,after
all, limited to averynarrow
sphere of human action, that which we c d l politics,
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and perhaps not even to the whole of this sphere ?
Let us look at those parts of human nature whir$*
have no points of contact with politics, becauseth$
authority of the sovereign state is notbroughtto
bear upon them at all, or at most remotely and indirectly, Let us attend for a , moment to human
Habits, those modes of conduct and behaviour which
we follow either quite unconsciouslyor with no better
reason to assign for them than that we have always
followed them. Do we readily change our habits ?
Man isacreature
of habit, says an adagewhich
doubtless sums up a vast experience. It is true that
the tenacity with which men adhere to habit is not
precisely the same in all parts of the globe. I t is
strictest in the East. It is relaxed in the West, and
of all races theEnglishandtheir
descendants, the
Americans,are least reluctant to submitto a considerable change of habit for what seems to them an
adequate end. Yet th6 exception is one of the sort
which proves the rule. The Englishman, who transports himself to Australiaor to India,surrounds
himself, under the greatest difficulties, with as close
an imitation of English life as he can contrive, and
submitsallthe
while to a distasteful exile in the
hope of some day returning to the life which he lived
in his youth or childhood, though under somewhat
more favourable conditions. The truth is that men
do alter their habits, but within narrow limits, and
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almost always with more or less of reluctance and
pain. And it is fortunate for them that they are so
constituted, for most of their habits have been learned
bythe
race to which they belong throughlong
experience, andprobablyafter
much suffering. A
man cannot safely eat or drink, or go downstairs, or
cross a street, unless he be guided and protected by
habits which are the long result of time. One set in
particular of these habits, and perhaps the most surprising, that which enables us to deal safely with the
destructive element of fire, was probably not acquired
by mankindwithoutinfinitepainandinjury.
And
all this, for all we know, may be true of the public
usages which men follow in common withtheir
fellows.
Let us turn from Habits to Manners, that is, to
those customs of behaviour which we not only practise ourselves, but expectother men to follow. Do
thesesuggestthat
men arenaturally tolerant of
departure fiom a usage or an accustomed line of
conduct ? Rarely its the subject' is examined, it is a
verycurious one.W7hat is the exact source of the
revulsion of feeling which is indubitably caused by a
solecism in manners or speech, and of the harshness
of thejud,pent
passed on it ? Why should the
unusual employment of a fork or a finger-glass, or
the mispronunciation of a vowel or an aspirate, have
the effect of instantlyquenching an appreciable
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amount of hunmnsympathy ? Some thingsabout
the sentiment are certain. It is not modern, but very
ancient, and probably as old as humnn nature. The
incalculably ancient distinctions between one race and
another, between Greek and Barbarian, with all the
mutual dete8tation they carried with them, appear to
have been founded originally on nothing more than
dislike of differences in speech. Again, the sentiment
isnotconfined
to the idleandpossiblysuperfine
regions of society. I t goes downtothehumblest
social spheres, where, though the code of manners is
different, it is even more rigidly enforced. Whatever
else these facts may suggest, they assuredly do not
suggest the changeablenessof human nature.
Thereare, however, otherfacts,evenmoreremarkableandinstructive,whichpointtothesame
conclusion.Onehalf
of thehuman race-at
this
moment and in our part of the world, the majority of
it-have hitherto been kept aloof from politics ; nor,
till quite recently, was there any
evidence that any
portion of this body of human beings cared more to
embark in politics than to eDgsge in war. There is
therefore in all human societies a great andinfluential
class, everywhere possessed of intellectual power, and
here of intellectualcultivation,which
is essentially
a
non-political.Are,then,Womencharacterisedby
passion for change ? Surely there is no fact witnessed
to by a greater amount of experience than that, in all
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communities, they are thestrictestconservators
of
usageand
thestern&
censors of departurefrom
accepted rules of morals,manners,andfashions.
S o m e n t f e m m e ua?*ie, says indeed theFrenchsong
I. ; butsubtler observers of
attributedtoFrancis
female nature than a French king of extraordinary
dissolutenesshave
come' to a verydifferentconclusion, and, even in the relations of the sexes, have
gonenear to claimingconstancy as a special and
distinctive female virtue.This
seems to have been
an article of faith with Thackeray and Trollope, but
theart which ThackerayandTrollope
followed is
itself furnishing striking illustrations
of the conservatism of Women. During the last fifteen years, it
has fallen very largely into their hands. What, then,
is the view of life and society which is taken on the
whole bythisliterature
of Fiction,produced
in
enormous and ever-growing abundance, and read by
multitudes ? I may at least say that, if no ot,her
part of the writings of this generation survived, the
very last impression which this branch of literature
would produce would be that we had lived in an age
of feverish Progress. For in the world of novels, it
j s the ancient and time-hallowed that seems, as a rule,
to call forth admiration or enthusiasm ; the conventionaldistinctions
of societyhave a muchhigher
importance given to them than belongs to them in
red life ; wealth is on the wholeregarded as ridi-
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culous, unlessassociated withbirth ; and zed for
reform is in much danger of beingidentified with
These
books, ever
injustice, absurdity, or crime.
more writtenby Women, and readby increasing
multitudes ofWomen,leave
no doubtas to the
fundamental character of female tasteand opinion.
It must be admitted, on the other hand, that one
special set of customs, which we know collectively as
Fashion, have been left to the peculiar guardianship
of Women, and there is no doubt a common impression that Fashion is always changing. But is it true
that fashions varyvery widelyand very rapidly ?
Doubtless they do change. In some of the p e a t
cities of Europe something like real genius is called
hito activity, and countless experiments are tried, in
order that something may be devised whiqh is new,
and yet shall not shock the strong attachment to the
old.Muchof
thisingenuity fails,some part of it
sometimessucceeds ; yet the change is very seldom
great, and it is just as often a reversion to the old as
an adoption of something new. ‘‘ We speak,” I said
in a former work, “ of the caprices of Fashion ; yet,
on examining them historically, we find them extraordinarily limited, so much so that we are sometimes
tempted to regard Fashion as passing through cycles
of
form
ever
repeating themselves.”
The
eccena I quote the whole of the passage in which this sentence
occurs in Note A appended to tlds chapter.

,
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tricities of female dress mentioned in the Old Testamentmaystillbe
recognised ; theGreeklady
represented bythe
so-calledTanagra
figures4 is
surprisingly like a lady of our time ; and, on looking
throughavolume
of mediawalcostumes, wesee
portions of dress which, slightly disguised, have been
overandoveragainrevivedbythedressmaking
inventiveness of Paris. Here, again, we may observe
that it is extremely fortunate for a large part
of the
human race that female fashions do not alter extensively and rapidly. For sudden and frequent changes
in them-changeswhichwouldmore
or lessaffect
half of mankindinthe
wealthiestregions of the
world-would
entailindustrialrevolutions
of the
most formidable kind. One may ask
oneself what is
the most terrible calamity which can be conceived as
befalling p e a t populations.Theanswermightperhaps be-a sanguinarywar,adesolatingfamine,
a
deadly epidemic disease. Yet none of these disasters
would cause as much and as prolonged human suffering as a revolution in fashionunderwhichwomen
should dress, as men practically do, in one material
of one
colour.
There
are
Inany flourishing
and
opulent cities in Europe and America which would
be condemned by it to bankruptcy or starvation, and
4

The chief differencesare thatthe

Greek lady is without

gtays, and occasionally wears a parasol a8 a fixed part of her head-

dress.
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it would beworse than a famine or a pestilence in
China, India, and Japan.
This view of theveryslightchangeableness
of
human nature when left to itself, is much strengthened by the recent inquiries which have extended the
history of thehuman race in new directions. The
investigations inconveniently called prehistoric are
really aimed at enlarging the domain of history, by
collecting materials for it beyond the point at which
it began to beembodied in writing. They proceed
by the examination of the modes of life and social
usages of men ina
savage, barbarous, or semicivilised condition, and they start from the assumption that the civilised races were once in that state,
or in some such state. Unquestionably, these studies
arenot in awholly satisfactory stage. As often
happens wherethe labourers are comparatively few and
the evidence as yet scanty, they abound in rash conclusions andperemptory assertions. Butthey have
undoubtedly increased our knowledge of social states
which are no longer ours, and of civilisations which
are unlike ours. And on the whole, they suggest
thatthe differences which, after ages of change,
separate the civilised man from the savage or barbarian, are not so great as the vulgar opinion would
in Western
havethem.
Man haschangedmuch
Europe, but it is singular how much of the savage
there still is in him, independently of the identity of
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the physical constitution which has always belonged
to him. . There are a number of occupagons which
civilised men follow with the utmost eagerness, and a
number of tastes in which they indulge withthe
keenestpleasure, vithout being able to account for
them intellectually, or to reconcile them with accepted
morality. These pursuitsand tastes are, as a rule,
common to the civilisedman and the savage. Like
the savage, the Englishman, Frenchman, or American
makes war ; like the savage, he hunts ; like the
savage, he dances ; like the savage, he indulges in
endlessdeliberation ; like the savage, he sets an
extravagant value on rhetoric ; like the savage, he is
a man of party, with a newspaper for a totem, instead
of a mark on his forehead or arm ; and, like a savage,
he is apt to make of his totem his God. He submits
to having these tastes andpursuits denounced in
books, speeches,or sermons ; but he probably derives
acuter pleasure from them than.from anything else he
does.
If, then, there is any reason for supposing that
human nature, taken as a whole, is not wedded to
change, andthat,in
most of its parts, it changes
only by slow steps, or within narrow limits-if the
maxim of Seneca be true of it, non fit statim ex diverso
in diuersum transitus-it is
worth our while to inves.tigate the probablecauses of the exceptional enthusiasm for change in politics which seems to grow
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up from time to time, giving to manymindsthe
sense of h a 6 g in their presence an inflexible, inexorable,predetermined process. I mayfirstobserve
that, in the popular mind, there is a manifestassociation of politicalinnovationwithscientific
advance.
It is not uncommon to hear a politician supporting
an argument for a radical reform by asserting that
this fs an Age of Progress, and appealing forproof of
the assertion to the railway, the gigantic steamship,
the electriclight,ortheelectrictelegraph.
Now it
is quite true that, if Progress be understood with its
onlyintelligiblemeaning,that
is, as the continued
production of newideas,scientificinventionand
scientific discovery arethe great and perennial sources
of theseideas.
Every freshconquest of N?tureby
man, giving him the command
of her forces, and every
new and successful interpretationof her secrets, generates a number of new ideas, which finally displace
the oldones,andoccupytheirroom.But,in
the
Western world, the mere formationof new ideas does
not often or necessarily create a taste for innovating
legislation. In the East, no doubt,it is otherwise.
Where a community associates the bulk of its social
usages with a religious sanction, and again associates
itsreligionwithanoldand
false interpretation of
Nature, the most elementary knowledgeof geography
or physics may overthrow a mass of fixed ideas concerning the constitution of society. An Indian youth
L
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learns' that a Brahman is semi-divine, and that it is
a deadly sin to taste the flesh of a cow, but he also
learnsthat Ceylon,which is close toIndia,isan
island peopled with demons ; and the easy exposure
of suchdelusions
may change his entire view of
human life, and indeed istheprobableexplanation
of the great gulf which in India divides the educated
class from the uneducated. A similarrevolutionof
ideas is very rare in the West, and indeed experience
shows that innovating legislation is connected not so
much with Science as withthe scientific air which
certain subjects, not capable of exact scientific treatment,fromtime
to timeassume.
To this class of
subjects belonged Bentham's scheme of Law-Reform,
and, aboveall,PoliticalEconomyastreated
by
Ricardo. Both havebeen extremelyfertile sources
of legislationduringthe last fiftyyears.
But both
have now fallen almost entirely out
of fashion ; and
theirpresent. disfavour mayserve
as a warning
against too hastily assumingthat the existing friendly
alliance between advanced politicians and advancing
sciencewillalwayscontinue.
Wheninventionhas
been successfully applied to the arts of life, the disturbance of habitsand displacement of industries,
which the application occasions, has always
been at
firstprofoundlyunpopular.
Men havesubmitted to
street-lighting and railway-travelling,whichthey
once clamoured against; but Englishmen never sub-
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bitted to thePoor Law-the firstgreat effort of
economicallegislation-and
it has got to beseen
whetherthey wil submit to Free Trade. The prejudices of the multitude against scientific inventions
are dismissed by the historian6 witha sarcasm ; but,
when themultitude is all-powerful, this prejudice
may afford material for history.
The principal cause of an apparent enthusiasm
for innovating legislation is not as often assigned as
it should be. Legislation is one of the activities of
populargovernment ; and the keenest interest. in
these activities is felt by all the popularly governed
communities. It is one greatadvantage of popular
government‘ over government of the older type, that
it is so intensely interesting. For twenty years, we
hadclose to our shores a striking example of this
point of inferiority in absolute monarchies during the
continuance of the Second Bonapartist Empire in
France. It neverovercame the disadvantage it suffered through the dulness of its homepolitics. The
scandal, the personalities, the gossip, and the trifling
which occupied its newspapers proved no substitute
for the political discussions which had filled them
while the Republic and the Constitutional Monarchy
Macaulay, History, I. c. iii. p. 283. “There were fools in
t h a t a g e (1685) who opposed the introduction of what was called
the new light, as strenuously as fools in our age have opposed the
introduction of vaccination and railroads,”
L2
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lasted. The men who ruled it were acutely conscious
of the danger involved in this decline of excitement
and amusement suitable to cult,ivated and m3oculir,e
minds ; m d theirefforts to meet it leddirectly to
theiroverthrow,bytemptingthemtoprovidethe
Frenchpublicwithdistractions
of ahigherorder,
through adventurous diplomacy and war. There are,
again, good observers who tracethe politicalinsecurity of Russia, the aggressiveness of her government abroad,and the wild attempts on it at home,
to the general dulness of Russian life during peace.
Englishmen mould find it almost impossible to conceive whatwouldcompensate
them for thewithdrawal of theenthrallingdrama
whichisenacted
before themeverymorning
and evening. A ceaseless flow of publicdiscussion, a throng of public
events, a crowd of public men, make up the spectacle.
Nevertheless, in ourcountryatallevents,overindulgence in what has no doubt become a passion
with elevated minds isgrowing to be dangerous.
For the plot of the performance which attracts such
multitudes turns, now-a-days, almost always on the
fortunes of some legislativemeasure.
TheEnglish
Parliament, as has been said, legislated verylittle until
fiftyyearssince,when
it fellundertheinfluence of
Benthnmand
his disciples. Ever since thefirst
Reform Act, however, the volume of legislation has
been increasing, and this has been very much owing
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to the unlooked-for operation of a venerable constitutional form, the Royal Speech atthe commencement
ofeachSession.Once
it was the King whospoke,
now it is the Cabinet as the organ of the party who
supports it ; and it is rapidly becoming the practice
for paxties to outbid one another in the length of the
tale of legislation t o which they pledge themselves in
successive Royal Speeches.
There is undoubted danger in looking upon
politics as a deeply interesting game, a never-ending
cricket-match between Blue and Yellow. The practice is yet more dangerous when the ever-accumulating stakes are legislative measuresuponwhich the
whole future of thiscountryis
risked ; andthe
danger is peculiarly great under a constitutional
system which does not provide for measures reforming theConstitution any different or more solemnprocedure than that which is followed in ordinary
legislation.
Neither experience nor probability
affords any ground for thinking that there maybe
an infinity of legislative innovation, at once safe and
beneficent. On the contrary, it wouldbeasafer
conjecture that the possibilities of reform are strictly
limited. The possibilities of heat, it is said,reach
2,000 degrees of the Centigradethermometer ; the
possibilities of cold ektend to about 300. degrees
below its zero ; but all organic life in the world is
only possible through the accident that temperature

,
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in it ranges between a max'mum of 120 degrees and
a minimum of a few degrees below zero of the Centigrade. For all we know, a similarly narrow limitation may hold of legislative changes in the structure
of human society. W e . can no morearguethat,
because some past reforms have succeeded, all reforms
will succeed, than we canarguethat,
because the
human body canbear a certain amount of heat, it can
bear an indefinite amount.^
Thereare,however,manyaccidents
of their
history,andparticularly
of their recenthistory,
which blind Englishmen to the necessity of caution
while they indulge in the pastime of politics, particularlywhenthetwo
sides into which they divide
themselvescompete
in legislativeinnovation.
We
aresingularlylittle
sensible, as a nation, of the
extraordinary
good
luck
which
has
befallen us
since the beginning of thecentury.Foreign
observers (until perhaps theotherday)
were always
dwelling on it, but Englishmen, as a
rule, do not
notice it, or (it may be)secretly believe that they
deserve it. The fact is that, since the century began,
we have been victoriousandprosperousbeyond
all
example. We have never lost a battle
in Europe or
a, square mile of territory ; we have never taken a
.ruinous step in foreign politics ; we have never made
. a n 'irreparable mistgke in legislation.
If we compare
o w history with. recent Frenchhistory,there
is
'
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nothing in it like the disaster at Sedan or the loss of
Alsace-Lorraine ; nothing like the gratuitous quarrel
withGermany about the vacantCrown of Spain;
nothing like the lam of May 1850, which, by altering
the sufTrage, gavethe great enemy of the Republic the
opportunity for which he had been waiting. Yet, if
we multiply occasions for such calamities, it is possible and even probable that they will occur ; and it
is useless to deny that, with the craving for political
excitementwhichis growing on us everyday, the
chances of a great false step are growing also.
I do notthink it likely to be denied, that the
activity of popular governmentismoreandmore
tending to exhibit itself in legislation,or thatthe
materials for legislation are beingconstantly supplied
in ever-increasing abundancethrough the competition
of parties, or, lastly, that the keen interest.which the
community takes in looking on, as a body of spectators, at the various activities of popular government,
is the chief reason of the general impression that ours
is an Age of Progress, to be indefinitely continued.
There are, however,other causes of this impression or
belief,which are muchlessobvious and muchless
casily demonstrated to theordinary English politician.
At the head of them, are a group of words, phrases,
maxims, and general propositions, which have their
root in pol.itical theories,not indeed far removed from
US by distance of time, but as much forgotten by the
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mags of mankind as if theyhad belonged tothe
remotest antiquity. How is one to convince the
advanced English politician who announces with an
air of pride that he is Radical, and indeed a Radical
and something more, that he is calling himself by a
name which he would never have had the courage to
d o p t , so deep was its disrepute, if Jeremy Bentham
had not given it respectability by associating it with
a particular theory of legislation and politics 3 How
is one to 'persuade him, when he speaks of the
Sovereign People, that he employs a combination of
words which would never have occurred to his mind
if in 1762 a French philosopher had not written a
'speculative essay on the origin of society, the formaof government ?
tion of States, and thenature
Keither of these theories, the theory ofRousseau
which starts from the assumed NaturalRights of
Man, or tE theory of Bentham which is based on the
hypothetical Greatest Happiness principle, is now+
daysexplicitly held by many people. Thenatural
rights of man have indeed made their appearance in
recent political discourse, producing much the same
effect as if a professed' lecturer on astronomy were to
declare his belief in the Ptolemaic spheres and to call
upon his audience to admire their music ; but, of the
two theoriesmentionedabove,
that of Rousseau
whichrecognises
these rightsis much the most
thoroughly forgotten. For theattempt to apply it
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led to tkrrible calamities, whilethe theory of Bentham
has at present led to nothing worse than a certain
amount of disappointment. How is it thenthat
these wholly or partially exploded speculations still
exercise a most real and practical influence on political thought ? The fact is that politicaltheories are
endowed with the faculty possessed by the hero of
the Border-baliad. Whentheir legsare smitten off
they fight upon their stumps. They produce a host
of words, and of ideas associated with those words,
Tvhich remain active m d combatant after the parent
speculation is mutilated or dead. Their posthumous
influenceoften
extends a goodwaybeyond
the
domain of politics. It does not seem to me a fantastic assertion thatthe ideas of one of thegreat
to
novelists of the last generation maybetraced
Bentham, and those of another to Rousseau. Dickens,
who spent his early manhood
among the politicians
of 1832 trained in Bentham'sschool; hardly ever
wrote a novel withoutattacking an abuse. The
procedure of the Court of Chancery and of the
Ecclesiastical Courts, the delays of the Public Offices,
the costliness of divorce, the state' of the dwellings of
the poor, and the condition of the cheap schools in
the North of England, furnished him with what heseemed to consider, in all sincerity, the true moral of
a series of fictions. The opinions of Thackeray have
8, strong resemblance to those to whichRousseau

1.
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gavepopularity.
It is a very just remark of Mill,
that the attractionwhichNatureandtheState
of
Nature had for Rousseau may be partly accounted for
as a retiction against the excessive admiration of civilisation and progress which took possession of educated men during the earlier part of the eighteenth
century. Theoretically, at any rate, Thackeray hated
the artificialities of civilisation, and it must be owned
that some of hisfavourite personages have about
them something of Rousseau's natural man as he
would have shown himself if he had mixed in r e d
Wesomething, that is, of the violent blackguard.
The influence which the political theory originating in France and the political theory originating in
England still exercise over politics seems to me as
certain as anything in the history of thought can be.
It is necessary to examinethese theories, because
there is no other way of showing the true value of
the instruments, the derivative words and derivative
ideas, through which they act. I will take first the
famous constitutionaltheory
o f ' Rousseau, which,
long unfamiliar or discredited in this country, is the
fountain of manynotionswhichhavesuddenly
become popularand powerful among us. There is
much difFiculty in the attempt to place it in a clear
,light, for reasons well known to all who have given
attention to the philosophy of the remarkableman
!whoproduced it. This. philosophy is the most strik-
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h g example extant of a confusionwhich may be
detected in all corners of non -scientificmodern
thought, the confusionbetween whatisand
what
ought to be, between what did as a factoccur
and
what
under certain conditions would
have
occurred. The ‘(Contrat Social,” which sets forth the
political theory on which I am engaged,appears at
first sight to give an historical account of the emergence of mankindfrom
a State of Nature. But
whether it is meant that mankind did emerge in this
way, whether the writer believes that only a happily
circumstanced part of the humanrace had this experience, or whether he thinks that Nature, a beneficentlegislatress,intended all men to have it, but
that her objects were defeated, it is quite impossible
to say with any confidence. The language of Rousseausometimes suggests that he meant his picture
of early social tra,nsformationsto be regarded as imaginary ; but nevertheless the account given of them
6 “Comment ce cha’ngement s’est-il fait 1 J e 1’ignore.”Colttrat Social, chap. i. I have myself no doubt that very much
of the influence of Rousseau over the men of his o w n generation,
and of the next, arose from the belief widely spread among them
that his account of natural and of early politicalsocietywas
literally true. There is a remarkablepassage in the Pens& of
Pascal (111. 8) which describes the powerful revolutiQnary effects
which may be produced by
contrasting an existing institution with
somesupposed “fundamental and primitive law ’I of the State.
by the sedition of the
Thereflectionwasobviouslysuggested
Frmde. The Parliament of Paris h l y believed in the “funds;
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is so precise, detailed, and logically built up, that it

is quite inconceivable its author should not have intended it to express realities. This celebrated theory
is briefly as follows. Rousseau,who in hisearlier
writings had strongly insisted
on the disadvanta,ges
whichmanhadsustainedthroughtheloss
of his
natural rights, begins the ‘‘ Contrat Social ” with the
of
position that Man was originally in theState
Nature. So long as he remained in it,, he was before
allthings free. But, in course of time, a pointis
reached at which the obstacles to his continumce in
the natural condition become insuperable.Mankind
then enter into the Social Compact under which the
State,society, or communityisformed.Theirconsent to make this compact must be unanimous ; but
the effect of its completion is the absolute alienation
OF surrender, by every individual human being,
of his
person and all his rights to the aggregate
community.‘
The community then becomes the sovereign, the true
and original Sovereign People, and it is an autocratic
sovereign. It ought to maintain liberty and equality
among its subjects, but onlybecause the subjection of
mental and primitive laws ” of France ; and, a century later, the
disciples of Rousseau had exactly the same faith in the State of
Nature and the Social Compact.
7 “Le pacte social se rkduit aux termes suivants : chacun de
nous mit en commun sa personne et toute sa puissance sous le
supreme direction de la volontk genkrale ; et nous recevons encore
chaque membre c o m e partie individuelle du tout.’-Contrat
SociaE, c. i. 6.
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one individual to another is a loss of force to the
State,andbecause
there cannotbe liberty without
or
equality.s The collectivedespotcannotdivide,
alienate, or delegate his power. The Government is
his servant, and is merely the organ of correspondence
between the sovereign and the people. No representation of the people is allowed. Rousseau abhorred the
representativesystem ; but periodicalassemblies of
the entire community are to be held, and two questions are to be submitted to them-whether it is the
pleasure of the sovereign to maintain the present form
of governmentand whether the sovereign pleases to
leave the administration of its affairs to the persons
whonowconduct it9 Theautocracy of the aggregate community and the indivisibility,perpetuity,
andincommunicablecharacter of its power, are insisted uponin every part of the Contrat Social ” and
in every form of words.
As is almost always the case with sweeping
theories, portionsof Rousseau’s ideas may bediscovered
in the speculations of older writers, A part may be
found, a century earlier, in the writings of Hobbes ;
another part , i n those of the nearly contemporary
school of French Economists. But the theory, as
he put it together, owes to him its extraordinaly
((

Contrat Social, ii. 11.
Contrnt Social. iii. 18.

Thedecision is in this case to be
by m’ajority ; Rousseau requiresunanimity for the consent to
alter into the Social Compact, but not otherwise.
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influence ; and it is the undoubted parent of a host
of phrases and associated notions which, after having
long had currency in France and on the Continent,
are beginning to have serious effect in this country,as
the democratic element in its Gonstitution increases.
From this origin sprang the People (with a capital
P), the Sovereign People, the People the sole source
of all legitimate power. Fromthis came thesubordination of Governments, not merely to electorates
but to a vaguely defined multitude outside them, or
to thestillvaguermastership
of floatingopinion.
Hence began the limitation of legitimacy in governments to governments which approximate to democracy. A vastlymoreformidableconceptionbequeathed to us by Rousseau is that of the omnipotent
democratic State rooted in natural right ; the State
which has at its absolute disposal everything which
individual men value,theirproperty,theirpersons,
andtheirindependence ; theState which is bound
to respectneitherprecedentnorprescription
; the
State which may make laws for its subjects ordaining
what they shall drink or eat, and in what way they
shall spend their earnings ; the State which can confiscate alltheland
of the community,andwhich,
if the effect on humanmotivesiswhat
it may
be expected to be, may force us to labour on it when
the older incentives to toil have disappeared. Nevertheless this political speculation, of which the remote
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and indirect consequences press us on all sides, is of
d l speculations the most baseless. The natural condition from which it starts is a simple figment of the
imagination. So far as any research into the nature
of primitive human society has any bearing on so mere
a dream, all inquiry hasdissipated it. The process by
which Rousseau supposes communitiesof men to have
been formed, or by which at all events he wishesus to
assume that they wereformed, is again H, chimera.
No general assertion as to the way in which human
societies grew up is safe, but perhaps the safest of all
is that none of t’hem were formedin the way imagined
by Rousseau. The true relation of some parts of the
theory to fact is very instructive. Someparticles of
Rousseau’s thought may be discovered in the mental
atmosphere of his time. ‘(Natural law” and natural rights ‘’ are phrases prcperly belonging to a
theory not of politics, but of jurisprudence, which,
originating with the Roman jurisconsults, had a
greatattraction for .the lawyers of France. The
despotic sovereign Gf the “ Contrat Social,” the allpowerful community, is an inverted copy of the King
of France invested with an authority claimed for him
by his courtiers and by the more courtly of his lawyers, but denied to him by all the highest minds in
the country, and specially by the great luminaries of
the French Parliaments. The omnipotent democracy
is the King-Proprietor, the lord of dl men’s fortunes
((

”
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and persons ; but it is the French King turned upside down. The mass of natural rights absorbed by
the sovereign community through theSocial Compact
is, again, nothing more than the old divine right of
kingsina newdress. As forRousseau’sdislike of
representative systems and his requirement that the
entire commnnity shouldmeet periodically to exercise
its sovereignty, his language in the ‘ I Contrat Social ’’
suggests that he was led to these opinions by the example of the ancient tribd democracies. But at a later
of Geneva
date hedeclared that he had the Constitution
before his mind ; and he cannot but have known that
the exact method of government which he proposed
still lived in the oldest cantons of Switzerland.
Thisdenial to the collectivecommunity of all
power of actinginitssovereip
capacitythrough
representatives is so formidable, as apparently to forbid any procticalapplication of Rousseau’stheory.
Rousseau,indeed,expresslysays
that his principles
apply to small communities only, hinting at the same
timethattheymay
be adapted to States having a
large territory by a system of confederation ; and in
this hint we may suspect that we have the germ of
the opinion, which h m become an article of faith in
modern Continental Radicalism, that freedom is best
secured by breaking up greatcommonwealths into

* Lettres & r i t e s de la Montagne, part i. letkr 6, p. 3.28.
s Contrat Sociat, iii. 15.
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small self-governing communes. Butthe timewas
not ripe for such a doctrine at the end of the last
century ; and real vitality wasfor thefirst time
given to the speculation of Rousseau by that pamphlet ofSibyyks, (‘Qu’est-ce que le Tiers litat ? ” which
did so much to determine the early stages of the
French Revolution. As even the famous first page *
of this pamphlet is often misquoted, what follows it
is not perhaps always carefully read, and it may have
escapednotice that much of it4.simply reproduces
the theory of Rousseau. But then SibyyBs reproduces
thistheorywith a difference. Themostimportant
claim whichhe advanced, and which he succeeded
in making good,was that the Three Orders should
sit together andform a National Assembly. The
argument by which hereaches this conclusion is substantially that of the “ Contrat Social.” With SidyBs,
as with Rousseau, man begins in the natural condition ; he enters society by a social compact ; and by
virtue of this compact an all-powerful community is
formed. Butthen SibyBs had notthe objection of
Rousseau to representation, which indeed was one of
3 The first page runs : ‘6 1. Qu’est-ceque le Tiers
?-Tout.
2. Qu’a-t-il 6t6 jusqu’hpr6sent dans l’ordrepolitique ‘I-Rien.
3. Que demande-t-il ?-A &re quelquechose.” It is misquoted
by Alison, History of Europe during the French Revolution, vol. i.
c. iii. p. 453.
The argument fills the long chapter v. T h o editionbefore
me is the third, published in 1789.

M
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He
allows the community to make a large preliminary
delegation of its powers by representation. Thus
is
formed the class of representative bodies to which
the future National Assembly of France was to belong. Sidyes calls them extraordinary, and describes
in a state of
them as exercising their will like men
nature, as standing in place of the nation, as incapable
of being tied down to any particular decision or line
of legislation. Ordinary representative bodiesare,
on the other hand, legislatures deriving their powers
from a Constitution which the extraordinary Assembly has formed and strictly confined to the exercise
of these powers. The extraordinary assembly is thus
the sovereign community of Rousseau ; the ordinary
his government.
To
the
first
class
assembly
is
belong those despotic bodies which, under the name
of National Assembly or Convention, have four times
governedFrance,neversuccessfullyandsometimes
disastrously. To the secondbelong theLegislative
Assemblies and Chambers of Deputies so often overthrown by revolution.
The other theory, from which a number of political phrases and political ideas now circulating among
ushave
debcended, is of English origin, andhad
Its contribution to
Jeremy Bentham for its author.
this currencyisatthismomentsmallerthanthat
which may be traced to a French sourcein the " Conhis favourite subjects of speculation during life.
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trat Socid,” but it was at one time much larger.
It
must be carefullyborne in mind thatduringthe
earlier and greater part of his long life Bentham was
not areformer of Constitutions, but a reformer
of Law.
He was the first Englishman to see clearly how the
legislativepowers of the State, very sparingly
employed for thisobject before, could be used to rearrange
andreconstructciviljurisprudenceandadapt
it to
its professed ends. He became aRadicalReformer
-an expression to which, as I said before, he gave
a new respectability-throughsheerdespair.6
The
British Constitution in his day might no doubt have
been improved in many of its parts, but, in his impatience of delay in legislative reforms, he attributed
to inherent defects in theConstitutionobstructions
which were mainly owing to the effects produced on
the entire national mind by detestation of principles,
strongly condemned by himself, which had brought
on FrancetheReign
of Terrorand on theentire
Continent the military despotism of Napoleon Bonaparte.Supedicially,
t’he idealpoliticalsystemfor
which he argued in a series of pamphlets has not a
little resemblance to that of Rousseauand Si$&.
There was to be zt single-chambered democracy, one
all-powerfulrepresentativeassembly,withpowers
unrestrictedtheoretically, but with its action facili5 See the Introduction t o his plan of Parliamentary Ftefcrm.
Worlcs, iii. 436.
m 4
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tated and guided by a strange and complex apparatus
of
subordinate
institutions.'
The
real
difference
between his plans and those
of the French theorist
lay in their philosophicaljustification.
Thesystem
of Rousseauwas
based on thepretendedNatural
Rights of men, and it owes to this basis a hold on
weaker and less instructedminds,which
is rather
increasingthandiminishing.ButBenthamutterly
repudiated those Natural Rights, and denounced the
conception of them as absurd and anarchical. During
the first or law-reformingperiod of his life, which
lasted till he was more than sixty years old, he had
firmly grasped the " greatest happinessof the greatest
number ". (a form of words found in Beccaria) as the
proper standard of legislative reform ; but, observing
the close association of law with morals, he had made
the bolder attempt to reform moralideas on the same
principle, and by a sort of legislation to force men to
think and feel, as well as to act,.in conformity with
his standard. As the great war proceeded, the time
became moreandmoreunfavourableforBentham's
experiment, and finally he himself declared that the
cause of reform was lost on the plains of Waterloo.
It was then that he began his attack on the British
Constitution, and published his proposals for reconstructing it &om base to apex. As the classes which
it placed in power refused to recognise or promote
CorrstitutionaZ Code.

Worke, ix. 1.
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thegreatesthappiness
of thegreatest number, he
proposed to displacethemand
to handover
all
politicalauthority to thegreatest numberitself. It
must necessarily follow his standard,heargued
;
every man and every number of men seeks its own
happiness, and the greatest number armed with legislative power mustlegislatefor
its own happiness.
This reasoning had great effect on some of the most
powerful minds of Bentham’s day. His d i s c i p l e s
Grote,thetwo Mills, Molesworth, the twoAustins,
and Roebuck-did really do much to transform the
BritishConstitution. Some of them, however, lived
long enough to be disenchanted by the results ; and,
I have attempted to show in a former Essay, many
of these results would have met with the deepest disapproval from Bentham himself. The truth is, there
was a serious gap in his reasoning. Little can be
7 I quote the following passage from the Preface to John
Austin’s Plea for the Constitution. ‘‘I n the course of the following Essay I have advanced opinions which are now unpopular, and
which may possibly expose me to some obloquy, though I well
remember the time (for I was then a Radical) when the so-called
Liberal opinions which are now predominant exposed the few
whoprofessed them to political and social proscription. I have
mid that the bulk of the working-classes are not yet qualified for
I have said this bemuse I think so. I
political power, ,
am no worshipper of the great and rich, end have no h c y for
their style of living. I am by origin, and by my strongest sympathies, a man of the people ; and I have never desired, for a
single moment, to ascend from the modest station which I have
always occupied.”

..
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said against ‘(the greatest happinesH of the greatest
number ” as a stmdard of legislation, and indeed it is
the only standard which the legislative power, when
once called intoaction,canpossibly
follow. It is
inconceivable that any legislator should deliberately
propose or pass a measure intended to diminish the
happiness of the majority of the citizens. But when
this multitudinous majority is called to the Government for the purpose of promoting its own happiness,
it now becomes evidentthat,independently
of the
enormous difficulty of obtaining any conclusion from
amultitude of men,there is no securitythatthis
is, or
multitude will know what its own happiness
how it can be promoted. On thispoint it must be
owned that Rousseau shows himself wiser than Bentham. He claimed for the entire community that
it
should be sovereign and that it should exercise its
sovereignty in the plenitude of power, because these
were its Natural Rights ; but, though he claimed for
it that it should be all-powerful,hedid
not claim
that it was dl-wise, for he knew that it was not. The
People, he said, always meant well ; but it does not
always judge well.
Comment une multitude aveugle, qui souvent ne sait ce
qu’elle veut, parce qu’elle sait rarement ce qui lui est bon,
exhcuterait-elle d’elle-m6me uneentreprise
aussi grande,
ttussi difEcile, qu’un systame de 16gislation ? De lui-rn6me
le peuple veut toujours le bien, mais‘de lui-mijme il ne le voit
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pm toujours. La volont6 g6n6rale est tonjours droite, mais
lejugement qui la guide n’est pes toujours 6~1&6. *

Rousseau was led by these misgivings almost to
doubt the practical possibility of wise legislation by
his ideal democracy. He seems to have thought that
the legislator who could properly guide the people in
the exercise of theirsovereignpowerswould
only
appear at long intervals, and must virtually be semidivine. In connectionwiththeseideas,hemade
a
prediction which has contributed nearly as much to
his fame as any of his social and political speculations.
Sharing the general interest and sympathy which the
gallantstruggleofthe
Corsicansforindependence
had excited in his day, he persuaded himself that the
ideal legislator would most probably arise in Corsica.
‘(J’aiquelquepressentiment,”hewrites,
“ qu’un
jour,cettepetiteiledtonnera1’Europe.”The
prophecyhasbeenrepeatedlytakentomeanthat
Rousseauforesaw the birth in Corsica,sevenyears
later, of a military genius after whom the Code Civil
of France would be named.
Onefurtherremark,
not perhapsatfirstsight
obvious, ought to be made of these political theories
of Rousseau and Bentham which contribute
so largely
to the mental stockof the classes now rising to power
in Europe.Thesetheorieswere,
in their origin,
Gontrat XociaZ, ii. 6. The latter part of this chapter is
replete with good sense.
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theories not of constitutional reform, but of lawreform. It is unnecessary to give new proof of this
assertion as respects Bentham. But it is also true
of Rousseau. The conceptions of Nature, of Natural
Law,and of NaturalRight,whichpromptedand
shaped his political speculations, are first found in
the language of the Roman lawyers. It is more than
doubtful whether these illustrious men ever believed
in the State of Nature as a reality, but they seem to
have thought that, under all the perverse technicalities of ancient law, there lay asimple and symmetrical
system of rules which were in some sense those of
Nature.Their
naturallaw
was, for all practical
purposes, simple or simplified law. This view, with
all its philosophical defects, led to a great simplification of law both in the Roman State and in modern
Europe,and indeed was the chief source of lawreform until the system of Bentham, which also
aimed at the simplification of law, made its appearance. But the undoubted descent both of the French
and the Englishpolitical theory from theories of lawreform points to a serious weakness in them. That
because you can successfully reform jurisprudence on
certain principles, you can successfully reform Constitutionsonthe same principles, is not a safe inference.
In the first place, the simplification of civil la.w, its
disentanglement from.idleforms, technicalities, obscurities, and illogicalities, can scarcely be other than a
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beneficial process. It may indeed lead to disappointif law were reformed
ment. Bentham thought that,
on his principles, litigation would be easy, cheap, and
expeditious ; yet, now that nearly all his proposals
have been adopted, the removal of legal difficulties
still greaternakedness
seems to havebroughtinto
the difficulties of questions of fact. But, though the
simplification of law may lead to disappointment, it
canscarcelylead to danger. It is, however, idle to
conceal from oneself that the Simplificationof political
institutionsleadsstraightto
absolutism, the absolutism not of an expert judge, butof a single man or
of a multitude striving to act as if it were a single
man. The illogicalities swept away
in the process may
really be buttresses which helped to support the vast
burden of government, or checks which mitigated the
consequences of the autocrat’a undeniable fallibility.
Again, a mistake in law-reform is
of small importance. It mainly affects a class of whose grievances,
I mayobserve,
Benthamhadfar
tooexalted
a
notion, the small part of the community which actually “goes to law.” If committed,it can be corrected
withcomparative ease. Butamistakeinconstitutional innovation directlyaffects the entire community
and every partof it. It may be fraught withcalamity
or ruin, public or private. And correction is virtually
impossible. It is practically taken for granted among
US, that all constitutional changes are final and must
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be submitted to, whatever their consequences. Doubtless this assumption arises from a general belief that,
in these matters, we are propelled by an irresistible
force on a definite path towards an unavoidable end
-towards Democracy, as towards Death.
If there be force in the considerationswhich I
haveurged, the ideas current among us as to the
Age of Progress through which we are supposed to
be passing will stand in need of a great deal of modification. In one important particular, they will have
to be exactly reversed. Thenatural condition of
mankind (if that word ‘ I natural ” is used) is not
the progressivecondition.
It is a condition not
of changeableness but of unchangeableness. The
immobility of society is the rule ; its mobility is the
exception. The toleration of change and the belief
in its advantagesarestill
confined to the smallest
portion of the human race, and even with that portion
theyareextremelymodern.Theyarenotmuch
more than a century old on the Continent of Europe;
and not much more than half a century old in Great
Britain.Whentheyarefound,thesort
of change
which they contemplate is of a highly special kind,
beingexclusivelypoliticalchange.
The process is
familiarenough to Englishmen. A number of persons, often a, small minority, obtain the ear of the
governing part of the community, and persuade it to
force the entire community to conform itself to their
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ideas.Doubtlessthereis
a generalsubmission
to
this process, and an impressionevenamongthose
whodislike it that it will go very far. But when
the causes of this state of feeling are examined, they
appear to arise in a very small degree from intelligent
conviction, butto a very great extent from the
remoteeffects of wordsandnotionsderivedfrom
broken-down political theories. If this be the truth,
or even an approximation to the truth, it suggests
some very simple and obvious inferences. If modern
societybe
not essentiallyandnormallychangeable, theattempt to conduct it safely through the
unusual andexceptionalprocess
of change isnot
easy but extremely difficult. What is easy to a man
is that which has come to him through a long-inherited experience, like walking or using his fingers ;
what is difficult to him is that in which such experience gives him little guidance or none at all, like
riding or skating. It is extremely probable that the
Darwinian rule, “ small changes benefit
the organism,”
holdsgoodofcommunities
of men, but a sudden
sweeping political reform constantly places the community in the position of an individual who should
mount a horse solely on the strength of his studies in
a work on horsemanship.
These conclusions, which I venture to think are
conclusions of common sense, go a long way to explain a series of factswhich at first sight arenot
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quite intelligible. What is the reason of the advantage which historical Constitutions, Constitutions
gradually developed throughthe
accumulation of
experience, appear as a fact to enjoy over d priom‘
Constitutions,Constitutions founded on speculative
assumptions remote fkom experience ? Thatthe
advantage exists, w
l
i hardly be denied by any educated Englishman. With Conservatives this is of
course an axiom, but thereare few really eminent
men on the opposite side who do not from time to
time betray the same opinion, especially in presence
of a catastrophe suffered by some Constitution of the
last-mentioned type. Not many persons in the last
century could have divined from the previous opinions
of Edmund Burke the realsubstructure
of his
political creed, or did in fact suspect it till it was
uncovered bythe
earlyand
comparatively slight
miscarriage of French revolutionary institutions.
A
great disillusion has always seemed to me to separate
the “ Thoughts on the Present Discontents in 1770 ”
and the ‘ I Speech on American Taxation in 1774 ”
from the magnificent panegyric on the British Constitution in 1790.
Our political system is placed in a just correspondence
and symmetry with the order of the world cmd with the mode
of existence decreed to a permanent body composed of transitory parts ; wherein, by the disposition of a stupendous
wisdom, moulding together the great. mysterious incorpora-
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tion of the human race, the whole, a t one time, is never old,
or middle-aged, or young, but in a condition of unchangeable
constancy moves on through the varied tenour of perpetual
decay, fall, renovation, and progression. Thus, in preserving
that method of nature in the conduct of the State, in what
we improve we are never wholly new; i n what we retain, we
are never wholly obsolete?

Macaulay, again,happened to have to close his
account of the Revolution of 1688 just when a new
French experiment in d, priori Constitution-building
had spread
confusion
throughtheContinent
of
Europe,andhispicture
of the events which gave
birth to the party that had a
monopoly of hisadmirationwouldalmost rob them of theirhistorical
name of ‘(Revolution Whigs,” which he nevertheless
claimed for them.

I

As our Revolution was a vindication of ancient rights, SO
it was conducted with strict attention to ancient formalities.
In almost every word and act
may be discerned a profound
reverence for thePast.TheEstates
of theRealmdeliberated
in the oldhallsandaccordingtothe
old rules.
The

. ..

speeches present an almost ludicrous contrast to the revolutionaryoratory of everyothercountry.BoththeEnglish
parties agreed in treating with solemn respect the ancient
constitutional traditions of the State. The only question was,
in whatsensethesetraditionswereto
be understood.The
assertors of liberty said nothing about the natural equality of
menandtheinalienablesovereignty
of thd people, about
Burke, Refictions om the Revolution in France, vol.
Wmks, p. 70.
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Harmodius or Timoleon, Brutusthe elder or Brutusthe
younger. Whenthey weretold that, by theEnglish law,
the Crown, at the moment of a demise, must descend to the
next heir, they answered that, by the English law, a living
man could have no heir. When they were told that there
ww no precedent for declaring the throne vacant, they produced from among the records in the Tower a roll of parchold, on which, in quaint
ment,near threehundredyears
charactersandbarbarousLatin,
it was recorded thatthe
Estates of the Realmhad declared vacant the throne of a
perfidious and tyrannical Plantageneb. When at length the
disputehad been accommodated, the new sovereigns were
proclaimedwith the old pageantry. All the fantastic pomp
of heraldry was there, Clarencieux and Norroy, Portcullis and
RougeDragon, thetrumpets,the
banners, the grotesque
coats embroideredwith lions and lilies. Thetitle of King
of France, assumedby
the conqueror of Cressy, was not
omitted in the royal style. To us, who have lived in the year
1848, it may seem almost an abuse of terms to call a proceeding, conducted with so much deliberation, with so much
sobriety, and withsuch minuteattentionto
prescriptive
etiquette, by the terrible name of Revolution.'

In the lightof historical facts neither the rhetoric
of Burke nor the rhetoric of Macaulay is unjust. I
will not undertake to hold the balance of success or
failure among the 350 Constitutions which a modern
writer declares to have come into existence since the
beginning of this century ; but if we take our standMacaulay, History of England, chap. x. Torks, ii. 395,
396.
Lieber, Civil Li6erty and Self-government. Introduction.
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k g ground at the end of the century preceding, when
priori Constitutions first appeared, we find it certain
that among d historical Constitutionsthere have
been no failures 80 greatandterribleas
those of
Constitutions of the other class. There have been
oppressive Constitutions of the hietorical type ; there
have been Constitutions whichmischievouslyobstructed the path of improvement ; but with these
there has been nothing like the disastrous course and
end of the three Constitutions which announce their
character by beginning with a Declaration of the
Rights of Man, the French semi-monarchical Constitution of 1791, the French Republican Constitution
of 1793, and the French Republican-Directorial Constitution of 1795. Nor has any historical Constitution had the ludicrous fate of the Constitution of
December 1799, which
came
from
the hands of
Si6yBs a marvel of balanced powers, and became by a
single transposition the charter of a pure despotism.
All this, however, is extremely intelligible, if human
nature hasalways a very limited capacity, as ingeneral
it has very slighttaste, for adjusting itself to new conditions, The utmost it can do is to select parts of its
experience and apply them tentatively to these conditions ; andthis process is always awkward and
often dangerous. A community with a new 2a priori
political constitution isat best in the disagreeable
position of a Britishtraveller whom a hospitabie
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Chinese entertainer has constrained
to eat a dinner
with chopsticks. Let the new institutions be extraordinarily "ride of experience, and inconvenience bein that
comesimminentperil,Thebody-politicis
caselike
thebody-naturaltransportedtoanew
climate,unaccustomed food, andstrangesurroundings. Sometimes it perishesaltogether.Sometimes
the most unexpected parts of its organisation develop
themselves at the expense of others ; and when the
on producinga
ingeniouslegislatorhadcounted
nation of self-denyingandsomewhatsentimental
a people of
patriots,hefindsthathehascreated
Jacobins or a people of slaves.
It is in a highdegreelikelythattheBritish
Parliament and the British electorate will soon have
to consider which of these two principles, assumption
or experience, they will apply to a great and ancient
institution, of all our institutions the one which on
the whole has departed least from its
ori,+nal form.
I put aside the question which of them it is that has
been applied to the constituent body of the House of
Commons.Thatisover,anditsconsequences,
in
Homeric phrase, " lie upon the knees of the gods."
But, surprising as was the wayin which the question
of Franchise and Redistribution ended, and in which
the question of reconstructing the House of Lords,
which had been mixed up with it, fell suddenly into
the background, no observaritmancandoubtthat
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thelast question willbefore long press again for
attention. The veryvariety of opinionwhich, aa
I pointed out in thelast Essay ~prevaila
among
politicians of every party colour as to the mode
in which the legal powerof theHouse of Lords
should be exercised, isan earnest of a controversy
Soon to be revived ; and indeed t,he mere demand for
continuous important legislation will soon force into
notice so greatan addition tothe supplyasthe
reform
of
the Upper House. The quarrel which
raged for a while on platforms and in the newspapers
threw up a great number of suggestions for change,
out of which very few were worthy of consideration.
They variedfrom a proposal to dispense altogether
with a Second Chamberto proposals for a Chamber of
Peers nominated forlife ; proposals forempowering
the Crown to select a limited number of Peers out
of the present body for service in each Parliament ;
proposals for giving to the entire present House of
Lords the right toelect this limited number ; proposals
for a Second Chamber of
experienced executive officers,
and proposals for a Senate to which the Local Government Circles (as yet unformed) should furnish constituencies. But, amid these loose guessesat a reasonable
solution of a great question, there was much language
employed which seemed to me to betray serious mi%
conception of the nature of a Second or Upper House,
and these opinions merit some consideration.
H
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Let me take first the most trenchant of th6 proposals recentlybefore thecountry,the
ycheme for
governing through a Parliament consisting
of a single
Chamber. Thisplan was advocat,ed by Mr. J. S.
Mill in one of his later writings, but it is just to him
to bear in mind that in the single Chamber he proposed there was to be a minutely accurate representation of minorities. Thiscondition was droppedin
the late controversy, and it was thought enough to
quote the well-known epigram of Sidyyks on the subject of SecondChambers. “ If,” it runs, (‘aSecond
Chamber dissents from the First, it is mischievous ;
if it agrees, it is superfluous.” It has perhaps escaped
notice that this saying is a conscious or unconscious
parody of that reply of the Caliph Omar about the
books of the Alexandrian Library which caused them
t,o be burnt. I‘ If the books,’’ said the Commander of
the Faithful to his lieutenant, I‘ differ from the book
of the Prophet, they are impious ; if they agree, they
areuseless.” The reasoning is precisely the same in
both cases, and starts from the same assumption, It
takes for granted t h t a particular utterance is divine.
If the Koran is the impired and exclusiveword of
God, Omar was right ; if Vox Populi, Vox Dei, expresses a truth, Si6yBs was right. If the decisions
of the community, honveyed through one particular
organ, are not only imperative but all-wise, a Second
Chamber is a superfluity or an impertinence. There
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is no question that the generality of First Chambers,
or popularly elected Houses, d o make the assumption
on which this argument rests. They do not
now-a-

daysresttheir
claim to authority on theEnglish
theory of'the advantages of a balance of the historical
elementsinagivensoclety.Theydonotappealto
the wise deductionfromexperience,asold
as Aristotle, which no student of constitutional history will
deny, that the best Constitutions are those in which
there is a largepopularelement.
It is asingular
proof of the widespread influence of the speculations
of Rousseuu that, although very few First Chambers
really represent the entire community (indeed, there
is no agreement as to what the entire community
is,
and nobody is quite sure how it can be represented),
n2vertheless in Europe they almost invariably claim
to reflect it, and, as a consequence,theyassumean
air of divinitywhich, if it right'fully belonged to
a Second
them,would be fatal toallargumentfor
Chamber.
There appears to me to be nu escaping from the
fact that all such institutions as a Senate, a House of
Peers, or a Second C'hsmber, are founded on a denial
or a doubt of the proposition that the voice of the
people is the voice of God. They express the revolt
of a great mass of human: common sense. against it.
They are the frnit of the agnosticism of the political
understanding.
Their
authors
and
advocakes do
s2
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not assert that the decisions of a popularly elected
Chamber
are
always
or
generally
wrong.
These
decisionsare Yery oftenright.
But it isimpossible
to be sure thattheyareright.Andthemorethe
difficulties of multitudinous government are probed,
and the more carefully the influences acting upon
it
are examined, the stronger
grows the doubt of the
infallibility of popularly electedlegislatures.What,
then,isexpected
from a well-constitutedSecond
Chamber is not a rival infallibility, but an additional
security. It is hardly too much to say that, in this
view,almostanySecondChamber
is betterthan
none. No suchChambercan
be so completelyunsatisfactorythatitsconcurrence
does notadd some
weight to a presumption that the First Chamber is in
the right ; but doubtless Upper Houses
may be so
constituted, and their discussions so conducted, that
theirconcurrencewouldrenderthispresumption
virtuallyconclusive.Theconception
of an Upper
Houseas a mererevisingbody,trugtedwiththe
privilege of dotting i’s and crossing t’s in measures
sent up by the other Chamber, seems to me as irrational as it is poor. What is wanted from an Upper
Houseisthesecurity
of itsconcurrence,afterfull
examination of the measure concurred in.
It requires some attentionto facts to see how
widelyspread
is themisgiving as totheabsolute
wisdom of popularly electedChambers.
I will not

.
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stop toexaminetheAmericanphenomena
of this
class, but will merelyobserve in passing, that the
one thoroughly successful institution which has been
established since the tide of modern democracy began
to run, is a Second Chamber, the American Senate.
On the ,Continentof Europe there areno States without Second Chambers, except three-Greece, Servia,
and Bulgaria-all resembling one another
in having
longbeenportions
of theTurkishEmpire,andin
beingnowverygreatlyunderthe
influence of the
Russian Government. Russia has
not, Turkey never
had, any true aristocracy, any “ root of gentlemen,”
to repeat Bacon’s expression ; and we shall see presentlythattheframers
of Constitutions,intheir
search for materials of a Second Chamber other than
theordinaryforms
of popularelection,have
constantlyhadtobuild,at
all eventspartially,onthe
excepfoundation of an aristocracy.But,withthe
tion of the three communities just mentioned, all the
EuropeanStateshaveSecondChambers,varying
from that of Norway,where,after a singlegeneral
election, a certainnumber of the deputiesreturned
are told off to make an Upper House, to the ultraaristocratic House of Magnates established from the
earliest time under the ancient Hungarian ConstituSincethisessay appeared in its first form, the House of
Magnates has undergone a reform which still leaves it a highly
aristocratic body.
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tion.HereditaryPeers,generallymixedwithLife
Peersand electivePeers,.are
still common inthe
Second Chambers of the Continent ; they are found
in Prussia, in Bavaria, in
inCis-LeithanAustria,
many of the smaller German States, in Spain, and in
Portugal. There is much
reason to believe that the
British House of Lords would have been exclusively,
or at all events much more extensively, copied in the
Constitutions of the Continent, but for one remarkabledifficulty. This isnot in theleastany dislike
or distrust of’the hereditary principle, but the extremenumerousness
of thenobility in most Continental societies, andthe
consequent difficulty of
selectingaportion
of them to be exclusively privileged. Sikyks, in his famouspamphlet,observes
that in 1789 the higher French aristocracy was eager4
to havea House of Lords engrafted on thenew
FrenchConstitution ; andthisambition,asBurke
noticed, was the secret of the fervour-the suicidal
fervour, as it afterwardsturnedout-withwhicha
certain number of the noblest French families threw
in their
lot
with the
Revolutionary
movement.
Sidyks, however,pointed
outthefatal
obstacle to
these hopes. It was the number and the theoretical
equality of the nobles. His calculation mas that, in
Sit5y&s, Qu’est-ce q u e le T i e r s Etnt V chap. iv. ‘‘ Tout ce
qui tient aux quatre cents familleslesplusdistinguhes
soupire
apr&s l’htablissementd’une Chambrs Haute, semblable Q celle
d’hgleterre.”
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dl France,therewere no less than 110,000 noblemen ; therewere
10,000 inBrittany alone. The
proportions
which
this
difficulty
sometimes
still
assumes on the Continent may be inferred from one
curiousinstance.ThecombinedParliament
of' t,he
twosmallStatescalledrespectivelyMecklenburgSchweAand
Mecklenburg-Strelitzis
a medieval
Diet, very slightly changed,
It now consists of 731
members, of whom 684 are persons of knightly rank,
holdinglandbyknightlytenure.
As a rule,however, thisnumerousness of the nobility'causesthe
privilege of sitting in the Upper House to
be confined
tocomparatively few Peers of veryhighanduniversallyacknowledgedrank,andhereditaryPeers
areseldomfoundwithoutanintermixture
of Life
Peers. Life Peers also occur by themselves, but the
Crown is generallydirectedbytheConstitutionto
select t,hem from certain classes of distinguished men.
The best example of an Upper House formed by this
method is the Italian Senate.
In the French Republic and in mostof the Blonarchical European States, elective Senators are found,
either by themselves or together with Life Senators
or HereditaryPeers.Themode
of choosingthem
deservescarefulattention.SometimestheSenatorial
electorate is differentfrom thatwhich chooses the
LowerHouse ; where,forinstance,there
is a pruperty qualification, it is often higher in the case of
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Senatorial electors than in the case of electors for a
Chamber of Deputies. More often,however,as
in
theNetherthe case of France,Sweden,Denmark,
lands, and Belgium, the elective Senators are chosen
by an elect.orate which in principle is the same Kith
that which returnstheother
Chamber. Butthen
the electors are differently
grouped.
Provinces,
cities,
conlmunes,
elect
theSenators
; while the
Deputiesareassumedto
be chosenby thenation
at large. Nothing brings out so clearly as does this
class of contrivancesafundamental
doubt afflicting
the whole Democratic theory. I t is taken for granted
that apopularelectoratewill
be animated by a differentspiritaccording
as it isgrouped ; butwhy
should there be any connection between the grouping
of the People andthe Voice of thePeople ? The
truth is, that as soon as we begin to reflect seriously
on modes of practically applying the democratic principle, we find that some vital preliminary questions
have never been settled. Granting that the People is
entitled of right to govern, how is it to give its decisions andorders ? Rousseauanswers that all the
people must meetperiodically in assembly. Sidyks
replies that it may speak through representatives, but
hespent a life anddisplayedmarvels
of ingenuity
in devising systems of representation ; and the difficultiegwhich
henever
succeeded in solvingstill
perplexthe absolutetheorist.
VoxPopulimay be
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Vox Dei, but very little attention shows that there
never has been any agreement as to what Vox means
or as to what Populus means. Is the voice of the
People the voice
which
speaks
through swutin
&arrondissement or through scrutin de liste, by Plkbiscite or bytumultuary assembly ? Is it a sound
in which thenotestruckby
minoritiesis entirely
silent ? Is the Peoplewhichspeaks,
the People
according to houaeholdsuffrage, or the People according to universal suffrage, the People with all the
women excluded from it, or the People, men, women,
and children together, assembling casually in voluntary meeting ? None of thesequestionshavebeen
settled ; somehave hardly been thought about. In
reality, the devotee of Democracy is much in the
sameposition as the Greeks withtheir oracles. All
agreed that the voice of an oraclewas the voice of
a god ; but everybodyallowed that when he spoke
he was not as intelligible as might be desired, and
nobody was quite sure whether it was safer to go to
Delphi or to Dodona.
I t is needless to say that none of these difficulties
embarrass the saner political theorist who holds that,
in secular matters, it is better to walk by sight than
by faith. As regards popularly elected Chambers, he
mill be satisfied that, to Englishmen as to Greeks,
experience has shown the best Constitutions to be
those in which the popular element is large ; and he,
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will readily admitthat, as thestructure
of each
society of men slowly alters, it is well to alter
a.nd amend the organisationby which this element
makes itself felt. But, as regards the far more
difficult undertaking of reconstructing an Upper
House, he will hope that it will fall into the hands of
men who have thoroughlybrought home to themselves thetruth,that
only two SecondChambers
have as yethadanydurationto
speak of-the
American Senate, withallits
success a creation of
yesterday, and the ancient English House of Lords.
It is very difficult to obtain from the younger institution any lessons which can be of use in the reconstruction of the older. The Senate of theUnited
States is, in strictness, no more a democratic institutionthanthe
House of Lords. As I shall point
out in the following Essay, it is founded on inequality of representation, not on equality. But then,
of theStates
which
on theotherhand,thirteen
severallydepute the senators to Washington are of
older origin than the Federal Union ; they still retain
some portion of sovereignty ; and thus no artificial
Local Governmentcircles which may be created in this
country will have more than a superficial resemblance
to them. It is only, I am persuaded, by careful
examination of infirmities which experience has shown
to exist in the House of Lords, and by careful consideration of doubts which have actually arisen as to
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the principles proper for it to follow in exercising its
legal powers, that hints of any kind can be gathered
most comrespecting its possible improvement. The
petent reformers of the House of Lords will probably
bethosewhounderstand
it frombelongingto
it ;
anddoubtlesstherearetimeswhenthemaxim
of
Portalis applies, " I1 fautinnoverquandlaplus
funestedetouteslesinnovationsseraitdenepoint
innover."Meantime,there
does not seem to me t o
be anything in the thought and tendencies of our day
whichlendssupporttothevaguepropositionspowerfd, I admit,throughtheirveryvaguenesswhich suggest that the improvement of the House of
Lords is a desperate undertaking. One hears it said
that the House of Lords consists of great landowners,
andthatthehistory
of landedpropertyingreat
massesisnearlyended
; that the privileges of the
Peers are hereditary, and that an hereditary right to
share in government is absurd ; and that the age or"
aristocracies and of aristocraticascendency is gone
forever.Theseareverybroadgeneralities,against
which may beset
off othergeneralities,perhaps
equally broad, but much better supported by experience and
observation.
It certainlydoesappear
that, for themoment,landedpropertyisseriously
threatened. Yet it demands but little penetration of
mind to see that most of the current objections to it
are objections to all private property, and there may
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again be a time when it is recognised that the possession of a 'great estate, as is natural in Q form
of ownershipprobably descended from a form of
sovereignty,6 implies more administrative power and
kindlier relations with other classes having subordiany other kind of supenate interests than almost
riority founded on
wealth.Theassertion
of the
inherent absurdity of an hereditarylegislaturewill
seem itself absurd to those who can follow the course
of scientific thought in our day.Underallsystems
of government,underMonarchy,Aristocracy,and
Democracy alike, it is a merechancewhether
the
individual called to the direction of public affairs will
be qualified for the undertaking ; but the chance of
his competence, SO far from being less under Aristocracy than under the other two systems, is distinctly
greater. Ifthe qualitiesproperfor
theconduct of
government can be secured in a limited class or body
of men, there is a strong probability that they will
be transmitted to the corresponding class in the next
generation,althoughnoassertion
be possible as to
individuals. Whether-and
this is the last objection
-the age of aristocracies be over, I cannot take upon
myself to say. I have sometimes thought it one of
the chief drawbacks on modern democracy that, while
it gives birth to despotism with the greatest facility,
6 I have discussed this point in an earlierwork, 3arl.y Hicllory
ofIwtitutions, pp. 115 el seq. and pp. 130 et seq.
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it does not seem to
be capable of producing aristocracy, though from that form of political and social
ascendency all improvement has hithertosprung.
Butsome
of thekeenestobservers
of democratic
society in our day do not share this opinion. Noticing
is
thatthemodernmovementtowardsdemocracy
coupled with a movement towards scientific perfection,
they appear to be persuaded that the world will some
day fall underintellectualaristocracies.Society
is
to become the Church of a sort of political Calvinism,
inwhichtheElectare
to bethemenwithexceptionalbrains.Thisseems
to be the viewsuggested
by French democratic society to
M. Ernest Renan.6
MThethersuchanaristocracy,if
it wielded all the
powerwhichthecommand
of a l l scientific results
placed in its hands, would be exactly beneficent, may
possiblybedoubted.Thefaultstowhichtheolder
privileged orders are liable are plain enough and at
Renan, Dialogues
Philosophiques.
Third Dialo-aue. A
younger writer, M. Paul Bourget, expresses himself as follows in
aremarkable book called Essais de Psychologie contemporaim.
“ I 1 est possible, en effet, qu’une divergence 6clate entre ces deux
grandes forces des socihtbs modernes : la democratic e t la science.
I1 est certain que la premiere tend de plus en
plus B niveler,
tandis que la seconde tend de plus en plus B cr6er des differences.
‘ Savoir, c’est pouvoir,’ disait le philosophe de l’induction, savoir
dix fois plus qu’un autre homme, c’est pouvoir dixce fois
qu’il peut,
et commelachimered’uneinstruction6galementr6partie
sur
tous les individus est, sans aucun doute, irr&lisable, par suite de
l’ineplit6 des intelligences, l’antinomie se manifestera de plus cn
plus entre les tendances de la d6mocratie et les resultats sociaux
de la science ” (pp. 106, 107).
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timesvery
serious. Theyare in some characters
idleness,luxuriousness, insolence, andfrivolity ; in
others,andmoreparticularly
in our day,theyare
timidity,distrust
of the permanence of anything
a belief that
ancient and great, and (what is worse)
no reputation can be made by a member of an ancient
andgreatinstitutionexceptbyhelpingtopullit
down, But,
assuming
the
utmost
indulgence
in
thesefaults, I may be permitted to doubt whether
mankind would derive
unmixed
advantage
from
putting in their place an ascetic aristocracy of men
of science, with intellects perfected byunremitting
exercise, absolutely confident in themselves and abeolutely sure of their cooclusions. The question, however, will not long or deeply trouble those who, like
me, have the strongest suspicion that, if there really
arise B conflict betweenDemocracy
and Science,
Democracy,
which
is
already
taking
precautions
against the enemy, will certainly win.

NOTE A,?
Mr. Tylor has justly observed that the true
('lesson of the new science of Comparative Mythology
"

7 This Note is taken from my Early History of Institutions,
pp. 325-230.
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is the barrenness in primitive times of the faculty

"which we most associate with mental fertility, the
" Imagination.
Comparative Jurisprudence, as might
" be expected from the natural stability
of law and
6' custom, yet more strongly suggests the same infer'' ence, andpoints tothe fewness of ideas andthe
'' slowness of additions to the mental stock as among
'(the most general characteristics of mankind in its
" infancy."
'(The fact that thegeneration of new ideas doesnot
'I proceed in all states of society as rapidly as i
n that
'' to which webelong, is only notfamiliar to us through
'(our inveterate habit of confining our observation of
" human nature to a small portion of its phenomena.
" When we undertake to examine it, we are very apt
" to lcok exclusively at a part of Western Europe and
perhaps of the American Continent. We constantly
'(leave aside India, China, and the whole Mahometan
" East.
This limitation of our field of vision is per'(fectly justifiable when we are occupied withthe
" investigation of the laws of Progress. Prognss is, in
fact, the same thing as the continued production of
'(new ideas, and we can only discover the law of this
'(production by examining sequences of ideas where
" they are frequent and of considerable length.
But
" the primitive condition of the progressive societies is
" best ascertained from the observable condition of
L L those which are non-progressive ; and thus we leaye
((

((
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n serious gap in our knowledge when we put aside
the mental state
of the millions upon millions
of men
" who fill what we vaguely call the East as a pheno" menon of little interest and
of no instructiveness.
" The fact is not unknown to most of us that, among
" these multitudes, Literature, Religion, and Art-or
" what corresponds to them-move
always within a
" distinctly drawn circle of unchanging notions ; but
" the fact that this condition of thought is rather the
" infancy of the human mind prolonged than a
dif" ferent maturity from that most familiar to us, is
" very seldom brought home to us with a clearness
" rendering it fruitful of instruction.
" I do not, indeed, deny that the
difference between
'' the East and the West, in respect of the different
'' speed a t which new ideas are produced, is only
a
'' difference of degree. There were new ideas produced
'' in Indiaeven during the disastrousperiod just before
'' the English entered it, and in the earlier ages this
'' production must have been rapid. There must have
" been a series of ages during which the progress of
(' China was very steadily maintained, and doubtless
" our assumption of the absolute immobility
of the
" Chinese and other societies is in part the expression
" of our ignorance.
Conversely, I question whether
'' new ideas come into being in the West as rapidly
" asmodernliteratureandconversation
sometimes
1 c suggest.
It cannot, indeed, he doubted that causes,
"

"

t
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unknown to theancient world, leadamong us to the
' L multiplication of ideas.
Among them are the neverceasing discovery of new factsof nature, inventions
'(changing the circumstances and material conditions
'(oflife, and new rules of social conduct ; the chief of
'' this last class, and certainly the mostpowerful in the
'(domain of lam proper, I take tobe the famous maxim
that all institutions shouldbe adapted to produce the
'' greatest happiness of the greatest number. Never" theless, there are not a few signs that evenconscious
" efforts to increase the number of ideas have a very
'(limited success. Look at Poetry and Fiction. From
'' time to time one mind endowed with the assemblage
" of qualities called genius makes a great and sudden
('addition to the,combinations of thought, word, and
'' sound which it is the province of those arts to pro" duce ;yet as suddenly, after one
or a few such efforts,
'' the productive activityof both branchesof invention
" ceases, and they settle down into imitativeness for
" perhaps a century at a
time. An humbler example
" may be sought in rules of social habit.
We speak
" of the caprices of Fashion ; yet, on examining them
" historically, we find them singularly limited,
80 much
" so, that we are sometimes temptedto regard Fashion
" as passing through
cycles of form ever repeating
" themselves.
There are, in fact, more natural limita" tions on the fertility
of intellectthan we always
" admit to ourselves,andthese,
reflected in bodies
6'

((

0
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of men, translate themselves into that weariness of
" novelty which seems
at intervals to overtake whole
" Western societies, including minds of every degree
" of information and cultivation.
" My present object is to point out some
of the
'(results of mental sterility at a time when society in
is
'&
the stage which we have been considering. Then,
'' the relations between man and man were summed up
" in kinship. The fundamental assumption was that
" all men, not united with you by blood,
were your
" enemies or your slaves. Gradually
the assumption
" became untrue in fact, and men, who were not blood
'' relatives, became related to one another on terms of
" peace and mutual tolerance
or mutual advanta.ge.
P e t no new ideas came into being exactly harmonis" ing with the new relation, nor was any new phraseology inventedtoexpress it. Thenewmember
of
'' ewh groupwas spoken of as akin to it, was treated as
" akin to it, was thought of as akin to
it. So little
" were ideas changed that,
as we shall see, the very
;' affectionsandemotionswhichthenaturalbond
" evoked were called
forth in extraordinary strength
" by the artificial tie.
The clear apprehensionof these
'' facts throws lighton several historical problems, and
" amongthem
on some of Irish history.Yetthey
" ought not greatly to surprise us, since,
in a modified
'' form, they make part of our everyday experience.
' I Almost everybody can observe that, when new
cir"
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cumstances arise, we useour old ideas to bring them
I' home to us ; it is only afterwards, and sometimes
((long afterwards, that our ideas are found to have
'6 changed.
An English Court of Justice is in great
6' part an engine for working out this process.
New
combinations of circumstance are constantlyarising,
'(but in the first instance they are exclusively int,erl 1 preted according to old legal ideas.
A little later
lawyers admit that the old ideas are not quite what
('they were before the new circumstances arose.
" The slow generation of ideas in ancient times
may first be adduced as necessary to theexplanation
of that great family of Fictions which meet us on
"the threshold of historyand historical jurisprudence."
(6
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THE Constitution of theUnitedStates
of America
is much the most important
political instrument of
modern times. The country, whose destinies
it controls and directs, has this special characteristic, that
all theterritoriesintowhichitsalreadyteeming
populationoverflowsare
so placed, that political
institutions of the same type can
beestablished in
every part of them. The British Empire contains
a
much larger population, but its portions lie far apart
fromoneanother,dividedbylongstretches
of sea,
and it is impossible to apply the popular government
of the British Islands to all of them., and to none of
them can it be applied without considerable modifications.Russiahassomethinglikethecompactness
of the United States, and her population is at present
more numerous, although her numbers seem likely to
be overtaken in no long time by those included in the
All theRussianEmpire
is
AmericanFederation.
nominally governed through the sole authorityof the
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Emperor, but there are already great differences between the bureaucratic despotism of Western Russia
and the military autocracywhichpresidesover
the
East ; and, whenever the crisi8 comes through which
Russian institutions seem doomed to pass, the differencebetween the eastern and western systems of
Russian Government cannot fail to beaccentuated.
But the United States of America, from the Atlantic
to thePacific, from the Canadian lakes to theMexican
border, appear destined to remainfor an indefinite
time under the same political institutions ; and there
is no evidence that these will not continue to belong
to the popular type. Of these institutions, the most
important part is defined by the FederdConstitution.
The relative importance, indeed, of the Government
of the United States and of the State Governments
did not always appear to be as clearlysettled as it
appears atthe present moment. There was a time
at which the authority of the several States might be
thought to be gaining at theexpense of the authority
of the United States ; but the “Tar of Secession reversed this tendency, and the Federation is slowly but
decidedly gaining atthe cost of the States. Thus,
the life and fortunes of the most multitudinous and
homogeneous population in the world wil, on the
whole and in the main, be shaped by the constitution
of the United States.
The political liberty of the United States exercises
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more or less influence upon all forms of free government in the olderworld, But to us of the present
generation it has the greatestinterest for another
reason. The success of the UnitedStateshassustained the credit of Republics-a word which was
once used with a good ded of vagueness to signify a
government of my sortwithoutanhereditaryking
at its head, but which has lately come to have the
additionalmeaning of a governmentresting on a
widely extended suffrage. It is notat alleasy to
bring home to the men of the present day how low
the credit of Republics had sunk before the establishment of the United States. I called attention in my
first Essay to the language of contempt in which the
writers of thelastcentury speak of the Republics
then surviving. The authors of the famous American
collection of papers called the ‘LFederalist,” of which
I shall have muchto say presently, aredeeply troubled
by the ill-success and ill-repute of the only form of
government which was possible for them. The very
establishment of their independence had left them a
cluster of Republics in the old sense of theword,
and, as hereditary kingship was out of the question,
their Federal Constitutionwas necessarily Republican.
They tried to taketheir own Republicout of the class
as commonly understood. What they chiefly dreaded
was disorder, and they were much impressed by the
turbulence, the“fugitive and turbulentexistence,”
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of the ancient Republics. But these, they said,’ were
not Republics in the true sense of the name. They
were democracies,” commonwealths of the primitive
type, governed by the vote of the popular assembly,
which consisted of the whole mass of male citizens
met together in one place. The true Republic must
always be understood as a commonwealth saved from
disorder by representative institutions.
But soon after the emancipatkd Americans began
their great experiment, its credit had to be sustained
against a much more terrible exemplification
of the
weaknesses of republican institutions, for the French
of its
Republicwasestablished.Theblackshadow
crimes still hangs over the century, thoughit is fading
imperceptiblyintothedistance.Butwhathasnot
beensufficientlynoticed,isitsthoroughpolitical
miscarriage. It tried every expedient by which weak
governments, directed by unscrupulous men, attempt
tosavethemselvesfromopendiscomfiture.
It put
to death all who were likely to oppose it, and it conducted its executions on a scale which,
for the quantity
of blood spilt within narrow limits of time, had been
unknown since the Tartar invasions. It tried foreign
war, and it obtainedsuccess in the field beyond its
It triedmilitaryusurpation,and
it
mildesthopes.
sent the most distinguished and virtuous of the new
constitutional school of French politicians, which was
((

1

Federalist, Xo. 10 (Madison).
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beginning to control it, to perish in tropical swamps.
Yet it sank lower and lower into contempt, and died
without a struggle.Therearenotmany
of the
chargesbroughtagainst
Napoleon Bonapartewhich
are altogether unjust,but he must at any rate be
acquitted of havingdestroyed a Republic, if by a
Republicis
to be understood a fkee government.
What he destroyed was a military tyranny, for this
had been the character of theFrenchGovernment
since the September of 1797 ; and he substituted for
thismilitarytyrannyanotherstill
severerand infinitely more respected.
As a matter of fact, there is no doubt that the
credit of AmericanRepublicaninstitutions,and
of
such institutions generally,
did greatly decline,through
the miserableissue of the French experiment. The
hopes of political freedom, which the Continental communities were lothtosurrender,turned
in another
direction,andattachedthemselvesexclusively
to
ConstitutionalMonarchy.Americanpublicistsnote
the first fifteen years of the present century as the
period during which their country wa.s least respected
abroad and their Government treated with most contumelybyEuropean
diplomacy.2 Andjust when
was overcoming the low
theAmericanFederation

* See the languageemployedbyCanning, as lately a s 1821,
in conversationwith John Quincy Adams, then American Minister
in London (Morse’s &ye of J. Q.A&m8, p. 141).
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opinion of all Republics which had become common,
a set of events happened close to its doorswhich
might haveoverwhelmed it in general shame. The
America
Spanish Coloniesin North, Central, and South
revolted, and set up Republics in which the crimes
and disorders of the French Republic were repeated
in caricature. The Spanish American Republicans
mere totheFrenchwhatHQbertand
Anacharsis
Clootz had been to Dantonand Robespierre. This
absurd travesty of Republicanism lasted more than
fifty years, and evennow the curtain has not quite
fallen
upon
it. Independently, therefore,
of
the
history of the United States, it wouldhaveseemed
quite certain what the conclusion of political philosophy must have beenupon the various formsof
Government as observed under the glass of experience. If we clear our mental view by adopting the
Aristotelian analysis, and classify all governments as
governments of the One, governments of the Few,
and governments of the Many, we shall see that mankind had had much experience of government by the
One, and a good deal of governnlent by the Few, and
alsosome very valuable experience of attempts a t
combining these two forms of Government, but that
of government by the Many it had very slight experience, andthat whatever it had. was on the whole
decidedly
unfavourable.
The antecedent doubt,
whether government by the Many was really possible
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"whetherinany
intelligible sense, and upon any
theory of volition, a multitude of men could be said
to haveacommon
mill-would have seemed to be
strengthened by the fact that, whenever government
by the Many had been tried, it had ultimately produced monstrous and morbid formsof government by
the One, or of governmentbythe
Few. This conclusion would, in truth, have been inevitable, but for
the history of the United States, so far as they have
had a history. The Federal Constitution has survived
the mockery of itself inFranceand
in Spanish
America. Its success has been so great and striking,
that men have almost forgotten that, if the whole of
the known experiments of mankind in government be
looked at together, there has been no form of government so unsuccessful as the Republican.
The antecedents of a body of institutions like this,
and its mode of growth, manifestly deserve attentive
study ; and fortunately the materials for the inquiry
are full andgood. The papers called the " Federalist,"which
were published in 1787 and 1788 by
Hamilton, Madison, and Jay, but which were chiefly
from the pen of Hamilton, were originally written to
explainthe newConstitution of theUnitedStates,
then awaiting ratification, and to dispel misconstructions of it which had got abroad. They are thus,
undoubtedly, an ex post facto defence of the new
institutions, but they show us withmuch clearness

I
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either the route by which the strongest minds among
the American statesmen of that period had travelled
to the conclusions embodied in the Constitution, or
the arguments bywhich they hadbecome reconciled to
them. The “ Federalist” has generally excited something like enthusiasm in those who have studied
it,
andamongthesetherehave
been some notat all
given to excessive eulogy. Talleyrand
strongly
recommended it ; and Guizot said of it that, in the
application of the elementary principles of government
to practical administration, it was the greatest work
known to him, An early number of the (‘Edinburgh
Review” (No. 24) described it as a “work littleknown
in Europe, but which exhibits a profundity of research andan
acuteness of understandhig which
would have done honourtothemostillustrious
statesmen of modern times.” The American commendations of the “ Federalist ’’ are naturally even less
qualified. “ I know not,” wrote Chancellor Kent, “ of
any work on the principles of free government that is
to be compared in instruction and in intrinsic value
to this small and unpretending volume
of the ‘ Federalist ’ ; not ‘even if we resort to Aristotle, Cicero,
Machiavel,Montesquieu, Milton, Locke, or Burke.
It is equally admirable in the depth of its wisdom,
the comprehensiveness of its views, thesagacity of
its reflections, and the freshness, patriotism, candour,
simplicity, and eloquence, with which its truths are
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utteredand recommended.’’ Thosewhohaveattentivelyreadthesepapers
will notthinksuchpraise
pitched, on the whole,too high.Perhapsthepart
of it least thoroughly deserved is that given to their
of research.
There
are
few
supposed
profundity
traces in the(‘Federalist ” of familiarity with previous
speculations on politics, except those of Montesquieu
in the “ Esprit des Lois,” the popular book of that
day.Thewritersattachthegreatestimportanceto
all Montesquieu’sopinions.
They are much discomposedbyhisassertion,
that Republican government
is necessarilyassociatedwithasmallterritory,and
’ they are again comforted by his admission, that this
difficultymight be overcomebyaconfederateRepublic.Madisonindeedhad
the acuteness to see
that Montesquieu’s doctrine is as oftenpolemical as
philosophical, and that it is constantly founded on a
tacitcontrastbetweentheinstitutions
of hisomn
country, which he disliked, with, those
of England,
which he admired. But still his analysis, as we shall
hereafterpointout,hadmuchinfluenceuponthe
founders and defenders of the American Constitution.
On the whole, Guizot’s criticism of the ‘‘ Federalist ”
isthemostjudicious,
It isaninvaluablework
on
the application of the elementary’principles of governmentto practicaladministration.Nothingcan
be
more sagacious than its anticipation of the way in
whiih the new institutions would. ktually work, or

more conclusive than its exposure of the fallacies

-

which underlay the popular objections to
of
them.
It is not to be supposed that Hamilton, Jay, and
Madison were careless of historical experience. They
had made a careful study of many forms of govern.
ment, ancient and modern. Their observations on
the ancient Rep~blics,~
whichwere shortly afterwards to prove so terrible a snare to French political
theorists, are extremely just. The cluster of commonwealths woventogether in the'(United Netherlands " 4
is fullyexamined, and the weaknesses of this anomalous
confederacy are shrewdly
noted.
The remarkable
structure of the Romano-German Empire a is depicted,
and there is reason to suspect that these institutions,
now almost forgotten, influenced the framers of the
American Constitution, both by attraction and by
repulsion. But far the most important experience to
which they appealed was th3t of their own country,
at a very recentdate.
The earliest link had been
supplied tothe revoltedcolonies by the firstor
Federalist, No. 14 (Madison).
A i d . No. 20 (Hamilton and Madison).
B i d . No. 19 (Hamilton and Madison). Nos. 19 and 20 are
attributedto Hamilton and Madison in Mr. J. C. Hamilton'x
edition of the Feederalist, but Hamilton's share in them is not
acknowledged in the list left by Madison. See Bancroft, History
of t h Fomtion of the Constitution of the United States,. ii
p. 336.
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American “ Continental” Congress, which issued the
Declaration of Independence. There had subsequently
been the “ Articles of Confederation,” ratified in 178 1.
Theseearlierexperiments,
theirdemonstrablemiscarriage in many particulars, and the disappointments
to which they gave rise, are a storehouse of instances
and a plentifulsource of warningandreflectionto
the writers who have undertaken to show that their
vices are removed in the Constitution of 1787-89.
Nevertheless, thereis one h n d of political experience upon which the “ Federalist ” seldom draws,
and that is the political experience of Great Britain.
The scantiness of thesereferences isatfirstsight
inexplicable. The
writers
must have
understood
Great Britain better than any other country, except
their own. * They had been British subjects during
most of their lives. They had scarcely yet ceased to
breathe the atmosphere of the British Parliament and
to draw strength from its characteristic disturbances.
Next to their own stubborn valour, thechief secret of
the colonists’ successwas the incapacity of the English
generals, trained in the stiff Prussian sygtem soon to
perish at Jena, to adapt themselves to new conditions
of warfare, an incapacity which newer generals, full
of
admiration for a newer German system, were again to
6 Refer-s
to Great Britain occur in Federalist, No. 5 (Jay) ;
and (for the purpose of disproving a supposed analogy) in
PecEeraZist, No. 69 (Hamilton).
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manifest at Majuba Hillagainst a meaner foe. But
the colonists had also reaped signal advantage from
the encouragements of theBritishParliamentary
Opposition. If the King’of France gave
aid,” the
English Opposition gave perpetual ‘(comfort ” to the
enemies of the Eing of England. It was a fruit of
theEnglishparty
systemwhich was to reappear,
amid much greater public dangers, in the Peninsular
War ; and the revelation of domestic facts, the asserti.on of domestic weakness, were to assist the arms of
a military tyrant, as they had
assisted the colonists
fighting for
independence.
Various
observations
in the “ Federalist ” on the truculence of party spirit
may be suspected of having been promptedby the
recollection of what an Opposition caa do. But there
could be no open reference to this in its pages ; and,
on the whole, it cannotbut be suspected thatthe
fewness of the appeals to British historical examples
hadits cause in theirunpopularity.Theobject
of
Madison,Hamilton,and Jay was to persuadetheir
countrymen ; andthe appeal toBritish experience
would only haveprovokedprejudiceandrepulsion,
I hope, however, to show that the Constitution of the
UnitedStates is coloured throughoutby political
ideas of British origin, and that it is in reality a
version of the British Constitution, as it must have
((

r Pederalist, No. 70 (Hamilton).
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presented itself to an observer in the eecond half of
the last century.
It has to be carefully borne in mind that the construction of the American Constitution was extremely
d i k e that process of founding a new Constitution
which in our day may be witnessed at intervals of a
few years on the European Continent, and that it bore
even lessresembiance tothe foundation of a new
Republic, as the word is nom understood. Whatever
be the occasion of one of these new European Constitutions, be it ill success in war, or escapefrom
foreign dominion, or the overthrow of a government
by thearmy or the mob, the new institutionsare
always shaped in a spirit of bitter dissatisfaction with
the old, which, at the very beat, are put upon their
trial. But the enfranchised Americancolonistswere
more than satisfied with the bulk of their institutions,
which were those of the several coloniesto which they
belonged. And, although they had fought a successful war to get rid of the King of Great Britain and
of the British Parliament, they had no quarrel with
kings or parliament;as such. Their contention was
that the British Hing and the British Parliament had
forfeited by usurpation whatever rights they had, and
that they had been justly punished by dispossesyion.
Born free Englishmen, they were not likely to deny
the value of parliaments, and, even as to kings, it is
probable that many of them had at one time shared
.+i
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the ;vouthfd opinion of Alexander Hamilton, who,
whiletotallydenyingthe
claim of parliamentary
supremacy over the British colonies, except so far
they had conceded it, had argued that the “ connecting, pervading principle,” necessaryto unite a number
of individual communities under one common
head,
could only be found in the person and prerogative of
the King, who was “ King of America by virtue of a
compact between the colonists and the Kingsof Great
Britain.”When
once, however,thewarhad
been
fought out, and the connection with the Parliament
and the King alike had been broken, the business in
hand was to supply their
place. This new constitutional link had now to be forged from locd materials.Amongthese,therewerenoneformaking
an hereditary King, hardly any fop manufacturing an
of
hereditary Second Chamber ; but yet the means
enablingthenowseparatedportion
of theBritish
Empire to discharge the functions
of a fully organised
by
State, as completely as they had been performed
the kingdom from which it was severed, must somehowbefoundonthewest
of the Atlantic.The
Constitution of theUnitedStateswastheGuit
of
signal sagacity and prescience q p l i e d to these necessities.But,again,therewasalmostno
analogy
between the new undertaking and the establishment

*

See Preface to J.

C. Enmilton’s edition of the Federalist,

p. 10.
P
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of a modern Continental Republic. The commonwealth foundedin America was only called a Republic
because it hadno hereditary king, and it had no
hereditary king because there were no means of having
one. At that timeeverycommunitywithoutan
hereditary monarchywas considered to be republican,
There was a King of Poland elected for life, but his
kingdom was styled the Polish Republic. In the
style of the elective Romano-German Empire there
were still traces of the old Roman Republican Constitution.TheVenetianRepublic
was a stern oligarchy ; and, in fact, the electiveDoges of Venice
and Genoawere as much kings of the old type as
those ancient Kings of Rome who originally gave its
name to Royal authority. Many of the Swiss Cantons were Republics of the most primitive kind,
where the whole population met once a year in
assembly to legislate and elect public officers ; but
one section in some cantons severely governed the
others, and some cantons held their dependent territories in the hardest subjection. Now-a-days, however,
the establishment of a Republic means the substitution, in all the functions of government, of the Many
for the One or the Few-of the totality of the cornmunity for a determinate portion of it-an experiment
of trimendousandperhaps
insuperable difficulty,
which the colonists neverthought of undertaking.
The suffrage, 88 I shall have to show, was extremely
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limited in many of the States, and it is unnecessary
to state that about halfofthemwereslaveholding
communities.
I now propose to take in turn the great Federal
institutions' set up by the Americans-the President
of the United States, the Supreme Court, the Senate,
andtheHouse
of Representatives-and, in summarily considering them, to point out their relation
to pre-existing European, and especially British, institutions. What I may say will perhaps serve in some
degree as a corrective of the vague ideas betrayed,
not only in the loosephraseology of the English
platform, but by the historical commonplaces of the
Americans themselves.
On the h e of the Constitution of the United
States, the resemblance of the President of the United
States to the European King, and especially to the
King of Great Britain, is tooobviousformistake,
The President has, in various degrees, a number of
powerswhich those whoknow something of Kingship in its general history recognise at once as
peculiarly associated with it and with no other institution, The whole Executive power is vested in
him.g
He is Commander-in-Chief of theArmy and
Navy.' He makes treaties with the advice and consent of the Senate, andwith the sameadvice and
consent he appoints Ambassadors, Ministers, Judges,
c. of U.S. Art. 11.
fiid. 1, 2.
@

'
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and all highfunctionaries.Hehas
a quaWiedveto
on legislation. He convenes
Congress,
when
no
specialtime of meetinghasbeen
fixed, It isconceded in the ( ( Federalist” that the similarity of the
new President’s office to the functions of the British
King was one of the points on which the opponents
of the Constitutionfastened.Hamiltonreplies
to
their arguments, sometimes with great cogency, somelittle captiously. He
times, it must beowned,a
urges that the only alternative to a President was L
plural Executive, or Council,andheinsists on the
risk of a paralysis of Executive authority produced
by party opposition in such a body. But he mainly
relies on the points in which the President differs from
the King-on the terminability of the office, on the
participation of the Senate in the exercise of several of
powers, on the limited nature of his veto on Bills
passed by Congress. It is,however,tolerablyclear
that the mental operation through which the framers
of the American Constitution passed wa,s this : they
took the King of GreatBritain,wentthroughhis
powers, and restrained them whenever they appeared
to beexcessiveorunsuited
to the circumstances of
the UnitedStatIt isremarkable that the figure
they had before them was not a generalised
English
king nor an abstract Constitutional monarch ; it was
no anticipation of QueenVictoria, but George 111.
Federalist,No.69 (Hamilton),

his
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himself whom they took for their model. Fifly yeam
earlier, or a hundred years later, theEnglish king
would havestruckthem in quite a different light.
Therehad been a tacit compactbetween thefirst
two Georges and the Whig aristocracy, thatthe
King should govern Hanover and the Whig Ministry
Great Britain ; and such differences as arose between
theKingand his subjects were attributabletothe
fact that Europeanwars began in the Hmoverian
department. But George 111. cared nothing for
Hanoverand muchfor governingEngland.Heat
oncetook a new departure in policy bymaking peace,
and setting himself to conduct the government of
England in his ownway.Now,
the original of the
President of the United States is manifestly a treatymakingking,and
a king actively influencing the
ExecutiveGovernment. Mr. Bagehotinsisted that
the greatneglected fact in the Englishpolitical system
was the government of England. by a Committee
of the Legislature, calling themselves the Cabinet.
This is exactly the method of government to which
George 111. refused to submit, and the framers of the
American Constitution take George 111.’~viewof
thekingly office for granted. T
Executive Government to the P
Rot permit his Ministers tohave seat or speech in
either branch of the Legislature. They limit his
power and theirs, not, however, by my contrivance
4
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known to modern English constitutionalism, but by
making the office of President terminable at intervals
of four years.
If Hamilton had lived a hundred years later, his
comparison of thePresidentwiththeHingwould
have turned on very different points. He must have
conceded that the Republican functionary was much
the more powerful of the two. He must have noted
thatthe royalveto on legislation,notthought
in
1789 to be quitelost,wasirrevocablygone.
He
musthave
observed thatthe
powerswhich
the
President shared with the Senate had been altogether
takenawayfromthe
King. TheKingcouldmake
neither war nor treaty ; he couldappointneither
Ambassador nor Judge ; hecould notevenname
hisownMinisters.
He could do no executiveact.
Mr. Bagehot’s
All thesepowershadgoneoverto
Committee of Parliament.But,acentury
ago, the
only real andessential difference between t,he PresidentialandtheRoyal
office was thatthefirst
wasnothereditary.The
succession of President
to President
cannot
therefore
have
been copied
from
Great
Britain.
But thereis
no reason
to
of election was suddenly
supposethatthemethod
evolved
from
the
brain
of American
statesmen.
Twofeatures of the originalplanhaveverymuch
fallen out of sight. The President, though appointed
for four yea,rs only, was to be indefinitely re-
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eligible ; the practicallimitation
of theterm
of
office to a maximum period. of eightyears
was
finallysettled only theother day. And again, the
elaboratemachineryofelection
* provided in the
Constitutionwasintendedto
be a reality.Each
StatewastoappointElectors,
and the choice of a
President was tobe the mature fruitof an independent
exercise of judgment by theelectoral college. Knowingwhat
followed, knowinghowthoroughlythe
interposition of electors became a futile fiction, and
whatwasthe
effect on thecharacter of elections
to the Presidency, one cannot but
read withsome
melancholytheprediction
of Hamilton,that“this
process of election affords a moral certainty that the
office of President will seldom fall to the lot of any
man who is not in an eminent degree endowed with
therequisitequalifications.”Understanding,then,
thattherewastobearealelection,by
a selected
body, of a Presidentwhomightconceivablyserve
for life, we must recollect that elective Eings had not
before the War of
died out of Europe.Notlong
Independence, at the commencement of the troubles
abouttheAmericanStampAct,
a King of the
Romans-who, as Joseph II., turned out to be much
more of a Radical Reformer than ever was George
Washington-had
been
elected
by
the
Electoral
College of the Empire, and the unfortunate GovernPederalist, No. 69 (Hamilton).

* Bid. No. 68(Hamilton).
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ment called the Polish Republic had chosen its last
King, the luckless Stanislaus Poniatowski.
It seems
probable that the framers of the Constitution of the
United States deliberately rejected the last example,
but were to a considerable extent guided by the first.
The American RepublicanElectorsare
the German
Imperial Electors, except that they are chosen by the
several States. The writers in the " Federalist " had
made an attentivestudy
of theRomano-German
detail
by
Empire, which is analysed in much
Hamilton and Madison.b Theycondemn
it as a
government
which
can
only
issue
commands
to
governmentsthemselvessovereign,but
not for the
mode of electing its executive head. There
is some
Colleges of
interest in observing thattheElectoral
the United States and of the Empire failed in exactly
the same way. The electors fell under the absolute
control of the factions dominant in the country. The
Germanelectors came to belong totheFrench or
Austrian party, just as the American electorstook
sides with the Federalists, or with the
old Republicans, or with the Whigs, the new Republicans, or
$he Democrats.
a

5 B'eFederalist, No. 19 (Hamilton andMadison).
at p. 205.

But see note

6 The account of the intrigues, French and Austrian, which
preceded the election of a king of the Romans forms one of the
most amusing portions of the Duo de Broglie'a recent work,
._ ii'r%& JI. et Ha& !2''&2s~
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The Snpreme Court of the United States, which
is the American Federalinstitutionnext
claiming
a most interesting but a
our attention, is not only
vistunlly unique creation of the founders of the Constitution.Thefunctions
which theJudges of this
Courthave to discharge under provisions of the
Constitution arise primarily from its very nature.’
TheExecutiveandLegislativeauthorities
of the
UnitedStates have no powers, exceptsuch as are
expressly conferred on them by the Constitution itself; and, on the other hand, the several States are
forbidden by the Constitution to do certain acts
and to pass certain laws. What then is to be done
if theselimitations of power aretransgressedby
any State,orbytheUnitedStates
? The duty of
annulling such usurpations is confided by the Third
Article of the Constitution tothe Supreme Court,
and to suchinferiorCourts as Congress may from
time to time ordain and establish. But this remarkable pover is capable only of indirect exercise ; it is
called into activityby
cases,” by actualcontroversies,* to whichindividuals,
or States, or the
UnitedStates,areparties.Thepoint
of unconsti((

’

See on this subject the valuable remarks of Mr. A. V. Dicey
in a paper on ‘:Federal Government,” in the first number of the
h w Quarterly Review (Jan. 1885). Before the Revolution, the
British Privy Council had adjudicated on certain queationa
arising between Colony and Colony.
Conat. of U.S.
111. 8. 2.
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tutionality is raised by the arguments in such controversies ; and the decision of the Court follows the
view which it takes of the Constitution. A declaration of unconstitutionality, not provokedby a definite
dispute, is unknown to the Supreme Court.
The success of this experiment has blinded
men
toitsnovelty.Thereisnoexactprecedentfor
it,
either in theancientor
in the modernworld.The
builders of Constitutions have of course foreseen the
violation of constitutional rules, but they have generally sought for an exclusive remedy, notin the civil,
but in the criminal law, through the impeachment of
the offender. And, in populargovernments,fearor
jealousy of an authority not directly delegated by the
people has too often caused the difficulty to be left
for settlement to chance or to the arbitramentof arms.
“ J e nepensepas,”wrote
De Tocqueville, in his
“ DdmocratieenAmdrique,”
“ que jusqu’8 prksent
aucunenation
du mondeaitconstitublepouvoir
judiciaire de la mbme manikre que les Amdricains.”
Yet,novelas
was theFederalJudicatureestablished by the American Constitution as a
whole, it
neverthelesshaditsroots
in the Past, and most of
theirbeginningsmust
be sought in England. It
may be confidently laid down, that neither the institution of a Supreme Court, nor the entire structure
of theConstitution of theUnitedStates,weretheleast likely to occurto anybody’smind before the
publication of the “Esprit des
Lois.”
We have
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already observed that the “ Federalist” regards the
opinions of Montesquieu as of paramount authority,
and no opinion had more weightwith its writers
than that whichaflirmed the essential separation of
the Executive, Legislative, and
Judicial
powers.
The distinction is so familiar to us, that wefind it
hard to believe that even the different nature of the
Executive and Legislative powers was not recognised
till the fourteenth’ century ; but it was not till the
eighteenth thatthe (‘Esprit des Lois” made the
analysis of the various powersof the State part of
the accepted political doctrine of the civilised world.
Yet, as Madison saw, Montesquieu was really writing
of England and contrasting it with France.
TheBritish * ConstitutionwastoMontesquieuwhat
Homer has been to the didactic writers on Epic poetry. As
the latter have considered the works
of the immortal bard
the perfect model from which the principles and rules of the
epic art were to be drawn, and by which all similar works
were to be judged, so the great politicalcriticappears
to
have viewed the Constitution of England as the standard, or,
to use his own expression, as the mirror, of political liberty ;
and to have delivered, in the form of elementary truths, the
several characteristic principles of that particular system.

The fact was that, in the middle of the eighteenth
century, it was quite impossible to say where the
It occurs in the Defensor p U & 8 of the great Ghibelline
jurist, Marsilio da Padova (1327), with many other curious anticipations of modern political ideas.
* Federalist, No.47.
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respective provinces of the French Eing and of the
French Parliaments in legislation, and still more of
the same authorities in judicature,2 began and ended.
To this indistinctness of boundary Montesquieu opposed the considerable but yet incomplete separation
of the Executive, Legislative, and Judicial powers in
England ; and he founded on the contrast his famous
generalisation.
Montesquieu adds to his analysis the special proposition, ‘‘ There is no liberty, if the Judicial power
be not separated from the Legislative and the Executive ;” andhere we have, no doubt,theprincipal
source of the provisions of the American Constitution
respectingtheFederalJudicature.
It is impossible
to read the chapter (chap. vi. liv. xi.) of the ‘‘ Esprit
desLois,” in whichthewordsoccur,withoutperceiving that they must have
been suggested to the
writer by what was, on the whole, the English practice. There were,however,otherpractices
of their
English kinsmen which must have led the framers of
theAmericanConstitutiontothesameconclusion.
Theymusthave
been keenlyalive
tothe inconvenience of discussing questions of constitutional law
in legislative assemblies. The debates in both Houses
of Parliament, from the accession of George 111. to
the recognition of American Independence, are astoA good account of this confusion is given by M. Louis de
Lom6nie in the twelfth chapter of his Beaumarchais et Son Tenqs.

nishingly unlike those of the present day in one particular. They turn to a surprising extenton law,
and specially on Constitutional law. Everybody in
Parliamentis supposed to be acquainted with law,
and, above all, the Ministers. The servants of the
Crown may not plead the authorityof its Law officers
for their acts ; nay, even the Attorney- and SolicitorGeneral may not publicly admit that they have been
consulted beforehand, but have to pretend that they
are arguing the legal question before the House on
the spur of the moment. There is an apparent survival of these strange fictions in the doctrine which
still prevails, that the opinions of the Law Officers
of the Crown are strictly confidential. During the
whole period of the bitter controversies provoked by
the grievances of Wilkes and the discontent of the
colonies, it is hard to say whether Parliament or the
Courts of Justice are the proper judges of the points
of law constantly raised. Sometimes a Judge of great
eminence speaks with authority, as did Lord Camden
on general warrants, and Lord Mansfield on Wilkes’s
outlawry ; but Parliament is just as often the field to
which the perpetual strife is transferred. The confusion reaches its height when Lord Chatham in the
House of Lords declares the House of Commons to
be open to a civil action for not giving Wilkes a seat,
when Lord Mansfield coversthis opinion with ridicule,
and when Lord Camden to some extent supports

~
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Lord Chatham. These are the true causes
of the msatisfactory condition of English Constitutional law,
and of its many grave and dangerous uncertainties,
a
The impressionmade on Americanmindsby
system under which legal questions were debated with
the utmost 'acrimony, but hardly ever solved, must
have been deepened by their familiarity with the very
question at issue between the mother-country and the
colonies. On this question Englishmen, content as is
of success or failure
their wont with the rough rule
as the test of right or wrong in national undertakings,
have generally accepted the view which was, on the
whole,th8t of the Whig Opposition. And it must
be allowed that the statesmen of the most unpopular
country in Europe ought to have known thatit could
not attempt to subduea great and distant dependency,
without bringing its most powerful Europeanenemies
on its back. As forAmericanopinion,themerits
of the issue have been buried deep in the nauseous
grandiloquence of the American panegyrical historians.
Yet, in reality, the question was in the highest degree technical, in the highest degree difficult, in the
highest degree fitted for adjudication by an impartial'
Court, if such a tribunal could have been imagined.
TThat was the exact significance of the ancient constitutionalformula whichconnectedtaxation
with
representation ? When broadly stated by the colonists,
it must have struck many Englishmen of that day

H SAY
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mischievous paradox, since it seemed to deny the
right of Parliament to tax, not only Massachusetts,
but Manchester and Birmingham,whichwere
not
represented in any intelligible sense in the House of
Commons. On the other hand, the American contention is largely accounted for by the fact, that the local
assemblies in which the colonistswererepresented
‘‘ were not formally instituted, but grew up by themselves, because it was in the nature of Englishmen to
assemble.” a They were a natural product of soil
oncebecome British. The truth is that, from the
popular point of view, either the affirmation or the
denial of the moot point led straight to an absurdity ;
and when the dispute was over, its history must have
suggested to thoughtful men, who had once recovered
their calmness, the high expediency of judicial mediation in questionsbetween State and State acknowledging the same sovereignty.
Let me finally note that the Constitution of the
United States imposes (Art. 111. s. 2) on the Judges
of the Supreme Court a method of adjudication which
is essentially English. No general proposition is laid
down by the English tribunal, unless it arises on the
facts of the actual dispute submitted to it for adjudication. The success of the Supreme Court of the
8.6

a

a SeeSeeIey, The Expalzsion of England. Professor Seeley,
at p. 67 of this excellent book, quotes from Hutchinaon the
statement : ‘6 This year (1619) a House of Burgesses broh
in
Virginia.”

I
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United States largely results from its following this
mode of deciding questions of constitutionality and
unconstitutionality. The process is slower, but it is
freer from suspicion of pressure, and much less provocative of jealousy, thanthe submission of broad
and emergent political propositions to a judicial body ;
and this submission iswhat an European foreigner
thinks of whenhe contemplates a Court of Justice
deciding on alleged violations of a constitutional rule
or principle.
The Congress or Legislature of the Unit’ed States,
sharply separated &om the Executive in conformity
with Montesquieu’s principle, consists, I need
scarcely say, of the Senate and the House of Representatives. And here I follow Mr. Freeman innoting
this two-chambered legislature as a plain mark of the
descent of the American Federal Constitut’ion,as it was
at an earlier date of the descent of American Colonial
Constitutions, from a British original. If we could
conceive a political architect of the eighteenth century
endeavouring to build a new Constitution in ignorance
of the existence of the British Parliament, or with
the deliberate determination to neglect it, he might
besupposed to construct his Legislature with one
Chamber, or three, or four ; he would have been in
the highest degree unlikely to construct it with two.
The “ Federalist,” no doubt, seems to regard the
4

J’eederaliat, No. 63 (Hamilton).
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Senates of the ancient world as in some sense Second
Chambers of a Legislature, but these peculiar bodies,
originally consisting of the old menof the community,
would have been found on closer inspection to answer
veryslightlytothis
c~nception.~Thefirst
real
anticipation of a Second Chamber, armed with a veto
on the proposals of a separate authority, and representing a different interest, occws in that much-misunderstoodinstitution,theRomanTribunate,
In
the modern feudal world, thecommunitynaturally
distributed itself into classes or Estates, and there are
abundant traces of legislatures in which these classes
were represented according to various principles.
But the Estates of the Realmwere grouped in all
sorts of ways. In France, the States-General were
composedof three orders, the Clergy, the Nobility,
and the rest of the Nation as the Tiers Rtat. There
were three orders also in Spain. In Sweden there
were four, the Clergy, the Nobility, the Burghers,
andthe Peasants. The exceptional two Houses of
the British Constitution arose from. specialcauses.
The separate Parliamentary representation of the
Clergy came early to an end in England, except
so
far thegreat dignitaries of the Church were swnmoned to the House of Lords ; and the Knights of
the Shire, who representfed the great mass of landed
1

See Maine, Early Law and Custom, pp, 24, 25.
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proprietors, were disjoined horn the nobility, and sat
with the representatives of the towns in the House of
Commons.

TheSenate
of theUnitedStates,constituted
under section 3 of the First Article of the Federal
Constitution, is atthismomentone
of themost
in the world. In point of
powerfulpoliticalbodies
dignity and authority, it has in no wise disappointed
the sanguine expectations of its founders. As I have
already said, it is not possible t o compare the predictions of the " Federalist " with the actual history of
the Presidency of the United States, without being
forced to acknowledge that in thisparticularthe
hopes of Hamilton and his coadjutors have failed
of
fulfilment. But the Senate has, on the whole, justified the hopes of it which they expressed.
Through the medium of the State legislatures, which are
select bodies of men, and who are to appoint the members
of the National Senate, there
is reason to expect that this
branch will generallybe composed withpeculiarcareand
knowjudgment ; that these circumstances promise greater
ledgeandmorecomprehensiveinformation
in the national
annals; and that, on account of the extent of country from
drawn those to whose direction they will be
which will be
committed, they will be less apt
to be tainted by the spirit
of faction, and moreout
of thereach of thoseoccasional
ill-humours, or temporary prejudices and propensities, which
in smaller societies frequently contaminatethe public deliberations, beget injustice and oppression towards a
part of the
'
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community,
and
engender
schemes which,
though
they
gratifja
momentaryinclination
or desire, terminate in
general distress, dissatisfaction, and disgust?

We may not reasonably doubt that the Senate is
indebted for its power-a powerwhich has rather
increased t8handiminished since the Federal Constitution came into force-and for its hold on the public
respect, to the principlesuponwhich it wasdeliberately founded, to the mature age of the Senators, to
their comparatively long tenure of oEce, which is for
six years at least, and above all to the method of their
election by the Legislatures of the several States.
It is very remarkable that the mode of choosing
the Senate finally adopted did not commend itself to
someof the strongest minds employed on the construction of the Federal Constitution. Its First
Article provides (in s. 3) that “the Senate of the
United States shall be composed of two Senators from
each State, chosen by the Legislatures thereof, for six
years.”Hence it follows that the Senate is apolitical body,of which the basis is not equality, hut
inequality. Each State elects no more and no fewer
thantwo Senators. Rhode Island, Delaware, and
Maryland have the same representation in the Senate,
as the great and populous States ofNew York and
Pennsylvania. The Constitutional composition of
6

Federalist, No. 27 (Hamilton).
QB
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the Senate is therefore a negation of equality. Now,
the writer whose prediction I quoted above is Alexander Hamilton, and Hamilton himself had proposed
a very different mode of constituting a Senate. His
plan had been that the Senate should consistof “pergons to be chosen by Electors, elected for that purpose
by the citizens and inhabita,nts of the several States
who s h d have in their own right, orin right of their
wives, an estate in land for not less than life, or 3
term of yearswhereof, at the time
of giving their
votes, there shallbe at least fourteen years unexpired.”
The scheme further provided that each Senator should
of
be electedfrom a District, and that the number
Senators should be apportioned between the different
States according to a rule roughly representing population. The blended political and economical history
of Europe has now shown us that Hamilton’s plan
wouldnot, in all probability,haveproveddurable.
It is founded on inequality of property, and specially
on inequality of landed property. We itre now, however, in aposition tolay down,astheresult
of
experienceandobservation,that,althoughpopular
government has steadily extended itself in the Wesof
ternworld,andalthoughlibertyistheparent
inequalities in fortune, these inequalities are viewed
by democratic societies with a peculiar jealousy, and
that no form of property is so much menaced in such
societies a s propertyinland.
When the Federal
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Constitution was framed, there were property qualificationsforvoting
in thegreaternumber
of the
American States, and it will be seen that these limitations of the suffrage were allowed to have influence
in theHouse
of Representatives. Buttheyhave
given way almost everywhereto a suffrage very little
short of universal, and the foundation of Hamilton's
Senatewouldprobablyhaveundergone
a similar
change. Nevertheless, though inequalities
of fortune
are resented by modern democracy, historical inequalities do not appear to be resented in the same degree
-possibly to some extent because the consideration
which Science has finally secured for the heredity of
the individual has insensibly extended to the heredity
of commonwealths. Now the Senate of theUnited
Statesreflects thegreat fact of theirhistory,the
original political equality of the several States. Since
the War of Secession and its event in the triumph of
the North, this fact hasbecome purely historical ; but
it illustrates all the more an apparent inference from
modern Europea'n experiments in constitution-building-from the actual history in Europe of ConstitutionalKings,Presidents of aRepublic, and Second
Legislative Chambers-that nothing but an historical
principle can be successfully opposed to the principle
of making all publicpowersandallparliamentary
assemblies themerereflection of theaverageopinion
of the multitude. On all questionsconnected with

1
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the Federal Senate, Hamilton unconsciously took the
less Conservative side. Notonlywould
hehave
distinguished the electoral body choosing the Senate
fkom the electoral body choosing the House of Representatives by a property
q u a c a t i o n solely, but he
would have annulled fiom the first the self-government of theStatesby
giving theappointment of
the Governor or President of each separate State to
Federal authority.’
The House of Representatives, which shares with
the Senate thelegislative powers of the United States,
isunquestionablyareproduction
of theHouse of
Commons. No Constitution but theBritish could
have suggested section 7 of Article I. of the Federal
Constitution,which lays down aBritishprinciple,
and settles a dispute which had arisen upon it in a
particular way. “All Bills raisingRevenueshall
originate in the House of Representatives ; but the
Senate may propose or concur with amendments
as
in other Bills.” Thereis a common impression in
this country, that the American House of Representatives was somehow intended to be a more democraticassembly thanourHouse of Commons. But
this is a vulgar error. TheConstitutionalprovision
on the subject is contained in section 2 of the First
Article, which is to the effect that the House is to be
7 Alexander Hamilton’s scheme of a Constitution is printed
at page 31 of Mr. J. C. Hamilton’s edition of the Federalist.
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composed of memberschosen every secondyear by
the people of the several States, and that the electors
in each State are to ‘<have the qualifications requisite
forElectors of the mostnumerousbranch
of the
State Legislature.” The “ Federalist ” expressly
tells us that the differences in the qualXcation were
at that time “ very material.” “ In every State,” it
adds,* “ a certainproportion of theinhabitantsare
deprived of this rightby the Constitution
of the State.”
Nor had the provision for biennial electionsthe significancewhichwouldhavebeenattached
to it at a
laterdate.Ourpresentideashave
beenshapedby
the SeptennialAct, but it isquiteevident
that in
Hamilton’s day the Septennial Act was still regarded
as a gross usurpation, and that the proper English
system wasthought to be oneof triennial Parliaments.
Election every two years seems to have been taken as
a fair mean between the systems of the States which
made upthe
Federation.
There
were
septennial
elections Virginia, which had been one of the most
forward of the States in pressing on the ,Revolution ;
but in ConnecticutandRhode
Island there were
actually half-yearly elections, and annual elections in
South Carolina.
The House of Representatives is a muchmore
exclusively legislative body than either the Senate of

+
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the United States or than the present British House
of Commons. Xany of the Executive powers vested
in the President cannot be exercised save withthe
consent of the Senate. And, as the Congress has
not yet repealed the legislation by which it sought to
trammel the recalcitrant President, Andrew Johnson,
after the War of Secession, the Executive authority
of the Senate is nowprobhblywider
than it was
ever intended to be by the fiamers of the Constitution.TheHouse
of Representativeshas no similar
rights over the province of the Executive ; and this
restriction of power is itself a feature connecthg it
with theBritishHouse
of Commons, as knownto
the American statesmen of the Revolution. The farreaching and perpetual interference with
the Executive
Government, which is now exercised by the House of
Commons through the interrogation of the Ministers,
was then at most in its first feeble beginnings ; and
the
moreover theright of the Housetodesignate
public servants, who are nominally the Ministers of
the Crown, had for a considerable time been successfully disputed by the King. George I. and George 11.
had, on the whole, carried out the understfanding that
theirMinistersshould
be takenfrom a particular
class ; but George 111, hadconducted thestruggle
with the Colonists through servants of his own choosing, and, when the Americans were framingtheir
Constitution, he had established his right for the rest
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of his reign. It is to be observed that the Constitution of the United States settles the quarrel in the
sense contended for by the King of England.The
heads of the Executive Departments subordinated to
thePresident do notsit in the Senate or in the
House. They are excludedfrombothby
section 6
of Article I., which provides that “no person holding
any office under the Cnited States shall be a member
of either House during his continuance in office.”
We are here brought to one of the most interesting subjects whichcanengage the attention of the
Englishman of our day, the points of difference between the Government of theUnited States, as it
works under the provisions of the Federal Constitution, and the Government of Great Britain as it has
developed itself independently of any express controllinginstrument.
I n orderto bring outa certain
number of these differences clearly, I will first describe the manner in which the American House of
Representatives carries onits legislation, and its
method of regulating that occasional contact between
the Executive authorities and the Leg-islature, which
is inseparable. 6.om free government. I will then
contrast the system with that which
is followed by
the British House of Commons at this moment. The
difference will be found to bestriking, and, to an
Englishman, perhaps disquieting.
The House of Representatives distributes itself,
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under its Tenth Rule, into no less than forty Standing Committees, independently of Joint- Committees
of Senators and Representatives. Thesubjects over
whichtheseCommitteeshavejurisdictioncomprise
the whole business of Government, from Financial7
Foreign, and Military Affairs, to the Codification of
the Law and the Expenditure on Public Buildings.
The Eleventh Rule provides that ‘‘ all proposed legiaMion shall be referred to the Committees named in
theTenth Rule.” As thereareno
officials inthe
House, all Bills are necessarily introduced by private
please. I believe
members, who draftthemasthey
that, practically, every such Bill is allowed to go to
the appropriateCommittee,but
that the proportion
of them whichare “reported ” by the Committees
is extremely small.
and come back totheHouse
Lawyersabound in the House,and the Committee,
in fact, re-drams the Bill. Every measure,therefore,
has. its true beginninginthe
bosom of tt strictly
legislative body. How this contrasts with the early
stages of British legislationwill be seenpresently.
The differences in the mode of cont,act between the
HouseandtheExecutiveDepartments
differ still
more widely inthetwo
countries. Thiscontactis
governed in the United States by the Twenty-fourth
Rule of the House. First of all, if information be
of State
or
other
required
from
the
Secretary
Ministers,aresolution
of theHousemust
be ob-
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tained.Once
a week,undertheRule,and
on that
occasion only, “resolutions of inquiry directed to the
heads of the Executive Departments shallbe in order
for reference to appropriate Committees, which resolutionsshallbereportedtotheHousewithinone
week thereafter.”Somet,imes, I believe, the Minister
attendstheCommittee ; but, if hepleases,hemay
answertheresolutionby
a formalcommunication
addressedtotheSpeaker
of theHouse.Thiscarefullyguardedprocedureanswerstotheundefined
andirregularpractice
of puttingandanswering
questions in our own House of Commons.
The procedure of the American House of Representatives, both in respect of the origination of bills
and of theinterrogation of Ministers,isthat
of a
political body which considers that its proper functionsarenotexecutive,butlegislative.TheBritish
House of Commons, on theotherhand,whichthe
greatestpart of theworldregards
as a legislative
assembly(though it neverquiteansweredtothat
description), has? since 1789, taken under its supervision and control the entire Executive government
of Great Britain, and much of the government of her
colonies and dependencies.Thereare
no theoretical
limits to its claim for official information, not merely
concerninggenerallines
of policy, butconcerning
the minute details of administration. It giveseffect
to its claim by questions put publicly to Ministers on
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the Treasury Bench, and, independently of all other
results of this practice, the mere time consumed by
the multitude of questions and replies is beginning
to encroach very seriously on the time available for
legislation. A singularly
small
number
of these
questions appear to have their origin in the interest.
which B member of the House of Commons may
legitimately feel in foreign and domestic policy.
Some, nodoubt,spring
frominnocentcuriosity
;
some from pardonable vanity ; butnot a few are
deliberately intended to work public mischief. It is a
minor objection, that the number of questions which
are flagrantly argumentative is manifestlyincreasing.
All legislative proposals which have any serious
chance of becoming law, proceed in the United States
from Committees of the Senate or of the House of
Representatives. Where are we to place the birth of
an English legislative measure ? He who will give
his mind to thisquestion will find it one of the
obscurest which ever perplexed the political observer.
Some Bills undoubtedlyhave
their origin inthe
Executive Departments, where the vices of existing
laws or systems have been disclosed in the process of
actualadministration.Others
may be said to be
conceived in the House of Commom, having for their
embryoeither
theReport of a Committee of the
House or of a resolution passed by it which, according
to zt modern practice, suggested no doubt by the dif-
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ficulties of legislation, has takenthe place of the
private member’s Bill. But ifwe
may trustthe
most important
experience of 1883, byfarthe
measures, measures fraught with the gravest consequence tothe whole future of the nation, have a
much more remarkable beginning. Oneof the great
English political parties,andnaturallytheparty
supporting the Government in power, holds a Conference of gentlemen, to whom I hope I may without
offence applythe Americanname “ wire-pullers,”
and this Conference dictates to the Government, not
only the legislation which it is to submit tothe
House of Commons, but the order in which it is to
be submitted. Here we are introducedtothegreat
modern paradox of the British Constitution. While
the House of Commons has assumed the supervision
of the whole Executive Government, it has turned
over to the Executive Government the most important part of the business of legislation. For it is in
the Cabinet thatthe effective work of legislation
begins, The Ministers, hardly recruited from the
now very serious fatigues of a Session which lasts all
but to the commencement of September, assemble in
Cabinet in November, and in the course of a series of
meetings, extendingoverrathermorethan
a fortnight, determine what legislative proposals are to be
submitted to Parliament. These proposals, sketched,
we may believe, in not more than outline, are then
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placed in the hands of the Government draftsman ;
and, so much is there in all legislation which consists
in the manipulation of detail and in the adaptation of
vaguely conceived novelties to pre-existing law, that
we should not probably go far wrong if we attributed
four-fifths of everylegislativeenactment
to the accomplished lawyer who puts into shape the Government Bills. Fromthemeasureswhichcomefrom
of Bills to be announced in the
his hand, the tale
Queen’s Speech is made up, and at this point English
legislation enters upon another stage.
The American political parties of course support
and oppose particular legislative measures. They are
elated at the success of a particular Bill, and disappointed by its failure. But no particular consequences
beyond disappointment follow the rejection of a Bill.
The Government of the country goeson as before. In
England it is otherwise. Every
BilI introduced into
Parliament by the Ministry (and we have seen that
all thereallyimportantBillsarethusintroduced)
mustbecarriedthroughtheHouse
of Commons
withoutsubstantialalteration,ortheMinisters
will
resign,andconsequences
of thegravestkindmay
follow in the remotest parts of an empire extending
to the ends of the earth. Thus
a Government Bill
has to be forced through the House of Commons with
the whole strength of partyorganisation,and
in a
shapevery closely resembling that which the Executive
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Government gave to it. It should then in strictness
pass through a searching discussion in the House of
Lords ; but this stage of English legislation isbecoming merely nominal, and the judgment on it of the'
Crown has long since become a form. It is therefore
the Executive Government which should be credited
with the authorship of English legislation. We have
whose
thus an extraordinary result. The nation
constitutional practice suggested to Montesquieu his
memorable maxim concerning the Executive, Legislative, and Judicial powers,has in the course of a
century falsified it. The formal Executive is the true
source of legislation ; the formal Legislature is incessantly concerned with Executive Government.
After its first- bifth, nothing can be more equable
and nothing can bemoreplain to observation than
the course of an Americanlegislativemeasure.
A
Bill, both in the House of Representativesand the
Senate, goes through an identical number of stages of
about equal length. When it has passed both Houses,
it must s t i l l commend itself to the President of the
United States, who has
a veto on it which, though
qualified, is constantly used, and is very difficult to
overcome. An English Bill begins in petty rivulets
or stagnant pools. Then it runs undergroundfor
most of its course, withdrawn from the eyeby the
secrecy of the Cabinet. Emerging into the House of .
Commons, it can no moreescapefrom its embank-
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ments than the water of a canal ; but once dismissed
from that House, it overcomes all remainingobstacles
with the rushof a cataract, and mixes with the trackless ocean of British institutions.
The very grave dangers entailed on our country
by this eccentric method of legislation arise fkom its
being followed, not only in the enactment of ordinary
laws, but in the amendment of’ what, if it be still permitted to us to employ the’word, is called the British
Constitution. ‘<
E n Angleterre,” writes De Tocquevue, la Constitution peut changersans cesse ; ou
plut& elle n’existe pas.” There are doubtless strong
Conservative forces still surviving in England ; they
survive because, though our political institutions have
been transformed, the social conditions out of which
they originally; grew are not extinct. But of all the
infirmities of our Constitution in its decay, there is
none more serious than the absence of any special precautions to be observed in passing laws which touch
thevery foundations of our political system. The
nature of this weakness, and the character of the manifold and elaborate securities which are contrasted with
it in America, may be well illustrated by considering
two famous measures-the Reform of the London
Corporation, which is still unaccomplished,and the
County Franchise Bill, now becomelaw. The reconstruction of the London Municipality, though a very
difficult undertaking, would belong in America to the
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ordinary State Legislatures. The Legislature ofNew
York State has, in fact, several times attempted to remodel the municipality of New York City, which has
repeatedly shown itself to be corrupt, unmanageable,
and inefficient ; and these attempts call for no special
remark, except that they have hitherto met with only
the most moderate success. But a measure distantly
resembling the English County Franchise Bill would
be, both from the point of view of the several States
and from the point of viewof the United States, a
Constitutional amendment. In the least considerable,
the least advanced, andthe most remote American
State, its enactment would have to be coupled with
the carefully devised precautionary formalities which
I described in the latter part of the Second Essay. If
an dmerican County Franchise Bill were proposed to
be enforced by Federal authority, the designed difficulty of carrying it would be vastly greater. As a
rule, the Federal Constitution does not interfere with
the franchise ; it leaves the right of voting to be regum
d locally,
lated by the several States, gradually m
according to the varying circumstances of each, and
the political views prevailing in it. But the rule has
now been departed from in the new Article, securing
the suffrage to the negroes ; and there is no question
that, if a measure were contemplated in America,
bearing to the entirety of American institutions the
same relation which the County Franchise Bill bore
R
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to the entirety of ours-nay, even if a simple change
in the franchise had to be introduced into all the
States, or into thebulk of them, simultaneously-the
object could only be effected by an amendment ofthe
Constitution of the United States. It would therefore
have to be dealt with under the Fifth Article of the
Constitution. This article,which is the keystone of
the whole Federal fabric, runs as follows :The Congress, whenever two-thirds of both Houses shall
deem it necessary, shall propose Amendments to this Constitution ; or, on the application of the Legislatures of twothirds of the several States, shall call (t Convention for
proposing Amendments which, in either case, shall be valid
to all intents and purposes as part of this ConPtitution, when
ratified by the Legislatures of three-fourths of the several
Stat,es or by Conventions in three-fourths thereof, as one or
theother mode of ratification may be proposed by t'he
Congress.

The mode, therefore,of proceeding with a measure
requiring an amendment of the Constitution would be
this. First of all, the Senate of the United States and
the House of Representatives must resolve, by a twothirds majority of each Chamber, that the proposed
amendment is desirable. The amendment has then
to be ratified by the Legislatures of three-fourths OS
the several States. Now, there are at the present moment thirty-eight States in the American Union. The
number of Legislatwes which must join in the rat%-
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cation is therefore twenty-nine. I believe,however,
that there is no State in which the Legislature does
not consist of two Houses, and we arrive, therefore,
at the surprising result that, before a constitutional
measure of the gravity of the English County Franchise Bill could become law in the United States, it
must have at the very least in its favour the concurring vote of no less than fifty-eight separate legislative
chambers, independently of the Federal Legislature,
in which a double two-thirds majority must be obtained. The alternative course permitted by the Constitution, of callingseparate specid Conventions of
the UnitedStates and of the severalStates,would
prove probably in practice even lengthier and more
complicated.
Thegreatstrength
of thesesecuritiesagainst
hasty innovation has been shown beyond the possibility of mistake by the actual history of the Federal
Constitution. On March 4, 1789, the day fixedfor
commencing the operation of the new Federal Government, the Constitution had beenratifiedby all the
States then established, except three.One
of the
first acts of the new Congress was to propose to the
States, on September 25, 1789, a certain number of
amendments on comparatively unimportant points,
which had no doubt been suggested by the discussions
on the draft-Constitution, and the several States ratified these amendments k
t the course of the following
R 2
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year. An amendment of moreimportance, relating
tothe power of the Supreme Court, wm declared
to havebeenratified
on September 5 , 1794 ; and
another, remedying a singular inconvenience which
had discloseditself in the original rule regulating
the election of the Presidentand
of the VicePresident, had its ratification
completed
in September 1804. After these early amendments, which
werecomparativelyeasyof
adoption throughthe
small number of the original States, there was no
change in the Federal Constitution for sixty years.
TheThirteenth,Fourteenth,and
Fifteenth Amendments, which became part of the Constitution in the
period between the beginning of 1865 and the beginning of 1870, were the fruits of the conquest of the
SouthbytheNorth.They
abolish slavery, provide
against its revival,forbid the abridgment of the right
to vote on the ground of race or colour, impose penalties on the vanquished adherents of the seceding States,
and incidentally give a constitutional guarantee to
the Public Debt of the Federation. But they could
not have been either proposed or ratified, if the South
had not lain underthe heel of the North. The military
forces of the United States controlled the Executive
Governments of the Southern States, and virtually no
class of the population, except the negroes, was represented in the Southern Legislatures. The War of
Secession, which vas itself a war of Revolution, mns
in fact succeeded by a Revolutionary period of several
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years,g during which not only the institutions of the
Southern States, but the greater part of the Federal
institutions weremore or less violently distorted to
objects not contemplated by the fkamers of the Constitution. But theform of the Federal institutions was
always preserved, and they gradually recovered their
reality, until at the present moment the working of the
Constitution of the United States does not, save for
the
disappearance of negro slavery, differfrom the mode of
its operation before the civil convulsion of 1861-65.
The powers
and
disabilities
attached
to
the
United States and to the several States bythe Federal
Constitution, and placed under the protection of the
deliberatelycontrivedsecurities
we havedescribed,
have determined the whole course of American history. That history began, as all its recordsabundantly show, in a condition of societyproducedby
war and revolution,which might havecondemned
the great Northern Republic to a fate not unlike that
of her disorderly sisters in South America. But the
provisions of the Constitution have acted on her like
those dams and dykeswhich strike the eye of the
traveller along the Rhine, controlling the course of a
mighty river which begins amidmountaintorrents,
and turning it into one of the most equable watery A strikingaccount of the perversion of theConstitution
during this revolutionary interval, now brought to a close, may
be found in the work ofMr. Louis J. Jennings, RepdZicala
G m w n m d i m the United Statea.
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TheEnglish Constitution, on
the other hand, like the great river of England, may
perhaps seem to the observer to be now-a-days always
more or less in flood, owing to the crumbling of the
banksand the waterpoured into it from millions
of drain-pipes. Theobservationis, however, worth
making, that the provisions of the Constitution of the
UnitedStates which havemost influenced the destinies of the American people are not always those
which the superficial student of it would first notice.
Attention is easily attracted by Article IV. section 4,
which makes the UnitedStatesguarantee
to every
State in theUnion a Republican form of government,
and, on the other hand, protection against
domestic
violence; and again, by sections 9 and 10 of Article I.,
which prohibit the United Statesandthe
several
States from granting titles of Eobility. KO man can
mistake the importance of the portions of the First
Article which forbid the several States to enter into
any treaty, alliance, or confederation, t o make anything but gold or silver coin a tender in payment of
debts, and (without the consent of Congress) to keep
troops or 'ships of war in time of peace. But a hasty
reader might under-estimate the practical effectsof
the provisions in Article I. whichempower
the
United States " to promote the progress ofscience
and the useful arts, by securing for limited times to
authors and inventorsthe exclusive right to their
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respective writings and discoveries
;"and, again, of
theparts of the sameArticlewhichprohibitthe
United States and the several States from laying any
tax or duty on articles exported fiom any State
; and,
lastly, of theremarkableprovisionwhichforbidsa
of
Statetopassanylawimpairingtheobligation
contracts.ThepowertograntpatentsbyFederal
people
authority has, however,madetheAmerican
the first in the world for the number and ingenuity
of theinventionsbywhich
it haspromotedthe
" useful arts" ; while, on the other hand, the neglect
to exercise this power for the advantage
of foreign
writershascondemnedthewholeAmericancommunitytoaliteraryservitude
unparalleled inthe
history of thought. The prohibition against levying
duties on commodities passing from State to State is
again the secret both of American Free-trade and of
American Protection. It secures to the producer the
command of a free market over an enormous territory
of vast natural wealth, and thus it secondarily reconciles the American people to a tariff on foreign importations as oppressive as ever a nation has submitted
to. I have seen the rule which denies to the several
Statesthepowertomakeanylawsimpairingthe
obligation of contracts criticised as if it were a mere
politico-economical flourish ;but in point of fact there
is no more importantprovision in the wholeConstitution. I t s principle was much extended by a decision of
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the Supreme Court:owhich ought now to interest a
large number of Englishmen, since it is the basis of
the credit of many of the great American Railway Incorporations. But it is this prohibition which has in
reality secured full play to the economical forces by
which the achievement of cultivating the soil of the
North American Continent has been performed ; it is
the bulwark of American individualism against democratic impatience and Socialistic fantasy. We may
usefully bear in mind that, until this prohibition, as
interpreted by theFederal Courts, is got rid of, certa'in
communistic schemesofAmerican origin, which are
said to have become attractive to the English labouring classes because they are supposed to proceed from
the bosom of a democratic community, have about
as much prospect of obtaining practical realisation in
the United States as the vision of a Cloud-Cuckooborough to be built by the birds between earth and
eky.
It was not to be expected that all thehopes of the
founders of the American Constitution would be fulfilled. They do not seem to have been prepared for
the rapid development of party, chiefly under the influence of Thomas Jefferson, nor for thethorough
organisation with which the American parties before
long providedthemselves. They may have expected
lo In Dartmouth College v. Woodward, a case argued by Daniel
Webster in 1818.
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the House
of
Representatives, which is directly
elected by the people, to fall under the dominion of
faction, but the failure of their mechanismfor the
choice of a President was a serious disappointment.
I need hardly my that thebody intended to be a true
Electoral College has come to consist of mere deputies
of the two greatcontending parties, and that a Presidential Elector has no more active part in choosing a
President than has a balloting paper. The miscarriage has told upon the qualities of Americm Presidents. An Electoral Collegemaycommita blunder,
but a candidate for the Presidency, nominated for
election by the whole people, will, as a rule, be a man
selected because he is not open to obvious criticism,
and will therefore in all probability be a mediocrity.
But, although the President of the United States has
not been all which Washington and Hamilton, Madison and Jay, intended him to be, nothing has
occurred in America to be compared mith the distortion which the Presidency has suffered at the hands
of its copyists on the European Continent. It is probable that no foreigner but an Englishman can fully
understand the Constitution of the United States,
though even an Englishman is apt to assume it to
have been much more of 8 new political departure
than it really was, and to forget to compare it with
theEnglishinstitutions
of a century since. But, f
while it has made the deepest possible impression OR
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Continental European opinion, it has been hardly evey
comprehended. Its imitatorshavesometimesmade
the historical mistake of confounding the later work.
ing of some of its parts with that originally intended
byits foundern. And sometimes theyhave fallen
into the practical error of attempting to combine its
characteristicswith some of the moderncharacteristics of theBritish Constitution. ThePresident of
the Second French Republic was directly elected by
theFrench people in conformitywith the modern
practice of the Americans, and the result was that,
confident in the personal authority witnessed to by
the number of his supporters, he overthrew the Republicand established a military despotism. The
Republic is elected
President of theThirdFrench
in a different and a safer way ; butthe Ministers
whom he appoints have seats in the French Legislature, mix in its debates, and are responsible to the
Lower House, just as are the members of an English
Cabinet. The effect is, that there is no living functionary mho occupies a more pitiable position than a
French President. The
old Kings of France reigned
and governed. TheConstitutionalHing, according
to M. Thiers, reigns, but does not govern. The President of the United States governs, but he does not
reign. It has been reserved for the President of the
French Republic neither to reign nor yet to govern.
The Senate has proved a most successful institu.

tionexcept
in oneparticular.Congressincludes
many honourable as well a8 very many able men, but
it wouldbeaffectationtoclaimforthe
America
FederalLegislatureasawholethatitshandsare
quite clean. It is unnecessary to appeal on this point
to satire or fiction; the truth is, that too many Englishmen ha,ve been of late years concerned with Congressionalbusinessforthere
to beanywant
of
evidence that much money is spent in forwarding it
which is not legitimatelyexpended.Oneprovision
of theConstitutionhashere defeated another.One
portion of the 6th section of the First Article proon thepart of
videssecuritiesagainstcorruption
Senators and Representatives, but the portion immediately preceding provides that ‘‘ Senators and Representatives shall havea compensation for their services,
to be ascertained by law and paid outof the Treasury
of the United States.” This system
of payment for
legislativeservices,whichprevailsthroughoutthe
whole of the Union, has produced a class
of professionalpoliticians,whoseprobity
in somecases has
provedunequaltothestrainput
upon itbythe
power of deztling withthepublicmoneyandthe
public possessions of what will soon be the wealthiest
communityinthe world. It is a point of marked
inferiority to the British political system, even in its
decline.
It may be thought that rt great American institu-

tion failed on one occasion conspicuously and disastrously.TheSupremeCourt
of theUnitedStates
didnotsucceedinpreventingbyitsmediationthe
War of Secession. Butthe inferenceisnotjust.
The framers of the Constitution of the United States,
likesucceedinggenerations
of Americanstatesmen,
deliberatelythrustthesubject
of Slaveryasfar
as
theycouldout
of theirownsight.
It barelydisclosesitself inthemethod
of countingpopulation
for thepurpose of fixing the electoralbasis of the
House of Representatives,and in thesubsequently
famous provision ,of the Fourth Article, that persons
“bound to service or labour in one State” shall
be
delivered up if theyescapeintoanother.But,on
the whole, the makers of the Constitution pass by on
the other side.Theyhavenotthecourage
of their
opinions, whatever they were. They neither guarantee Slavery on the one hand, nor attempt to regulate
it on the other, or to provide for its gradual extinction. Whenthen,aboutseventyyearsafterwards,
the Supreme Court was asked to decide whether the
owner of slaves taking them into one
of the territories of theUnion,notyetorganisedas
a State,
retained his right of ownership, it had not in reality
sufficientmaterials for a decision. Thegrounds of
its judgment in the Dred Scott case may have been
perhapssatisfactorytolawyers,but
in themselves
+*

they
satisfied
nobody

else.

It is
extremely
sign%-
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cant that, in the one instance in which the authors
of the Constitution declined of set purpose to apply
their political wisdom to a subject which they knew
to be all-important, the result was the bloodiest and
costliest war of modern times.
Let me repeat thepointswhich I trmt I have
donesomethingtowards
establishing. The Constitution of the United States is a madified version of
theBritish Constitution ; buttheBritish Constitution which served as its original was that which was
in existence between 1760 and 1787. The modifications introduced were those, and those only,which
were suggested bythe new circumstances of the
American Colonies,nowbecome independent. These
circumstances excluded an hereditary king, and virtually excluded an hereditary nobility. Whenthe
American Constitution was framed, there was no
such sacredness to be expected for it as before 1789
was supposed toattachto
all parts of the British
Constitution. There was every prospect of political
mobility, if not of political disorder. Thesignal
success of the Constitution, of the United States in
stemming these tendencies is, nodoubt,owingin
part to the great portion
of the British institutions
which were preserved in it ; but it is also attributable to the sagacity with which the American statesmen filled up the interstices left by the inapplicability
of certain of thethenexistingBritishinstitutionsto

;
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the emancipated colonies. This sagacity stands out in
every part of the “Federalist,” and it may be tracked
of subsequentAmericanhistory.
It
ineverypage
may well fill the Englishmen who now live im fmce
Romuli with wonder and envy.
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18; Government.of, 18, 211; stability of, 18; universal
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in, 34, 51 ; results of industry in,
6 0 ; oppression of theweak, 61 ;
cbrruptionin, 103; party system
dependent on corruption, 104 ;
democracy tolerable in,
110 ; characteristics
of,
196; extent
and
population, 1 9 6 ; jeslousy of Great
206;
Britain 1n bygone
years,
British King and his relations to,
209, 211; War of Secession, 111.
a war of Revolution, 18, 244 ; influence of Parent laws,247 ; railway
incorporations, 248
AmericanConstitution,Englishorigin, 11, 60,207,218,.224,230,263;
compared
with
Bntish,
54; its
characteristics. 67,202 ; safeguards
of, 110, 120, 218,235, 240, 242;
Articles of the Constitution of New
York, 121 ; and of Ohio, 122 ; and
of Massachusetts, 122; origin of
the
Senate,
179, 186, 211, 226
sqp., 250 ;its importance, 196,
226
;
prospects of, 197 ; its rise and progress, 199, 205; its success, 202;
itsframers,
205, 216, 249; ita
institutions described, 211 ; Ministers have no seat in the Legislature,
213 ( ~ P r a s i d e n t ) Supreme
;
Court,
217 ; its mccess, 223; Congress,
224; House of Representatives,
21 1, 230 ; differs from British, 233,
245 ; itsfortyStandingCommittees, 234 : amendments of, 242 spp. ;
a h l i t i o n of &very, 244, 252
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Arana, referred to, 19 ~t
Aristocracy, influenceof, 42; Austin's
opinion of, 56 ; comparedwith
democracy, 61, 66, 79, 188; and
party disputes, 101 ; does not exist
In Russia and Turkey, 181
Armies, their relation to popnlar g+
vernmnnts, 22; theircontrol
of
governments, 23; tyrannyof,in
France, 200
Athens,democracy in, 9 ; reallyan
aristocracy, 42, 74
Auatin, John, his plea for the Constitution, 56,164; on democracy, 70 ;
a follower of Bentham, 165
ACON, Church's Life
+tad, 77
B
Bagehot, Mr., on
Cabinet, 21 3
Ballot, 106
of,

the

Bitncroft on democracy, 68, 77, 79
Belgium, electoral experiment in, 109
Bentham, J.,on the Turkish Goverument, 48 ; criticised by Austin, 56 ;
admirer of democracy, 82; his
school, 84, 152,165; flawsin hin
theory, 84; hisviews of humau
nature, 85; ignommce of history,
86; schema of law-reform, 146,
162, 167 ; influence on Parliament,
148; his Radicalism, 152, 162 ;
compared with Rousseau, 163
Blaine, Mr., referred to, 104
BOliFia, Republic of, 19
Bonapartes,
the,
15, 147; as reformers, 65; destroyed
military
tyranny, 200
Bourgat,Paul,
on modern
Brekch
society, 189 n
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Bright, hb., nwrow view of history
19
Brlssot on property, 75
British Constitutick, the, duration of
53, 81 ; envied by other nations, 54
136 ; Alexander Hamilton'sidea
102,209 ; contrxdxtory opinions
of, 112; chnnges in, 119, 149, 240;
violence of discussion about, 124;
Bentham'sviews, 162, 165 ; Austin's, 166 n ; pattern of the American (9. u.), 207 sqq. ; Mmtesquieu's
and Madison'sviews,219 ; difference
from
American,
233,
245;
legislation under, its dangers, 240
Broglie, Due de, quoted, 216
Broughton.. Lord.. memoirs of. referred
to,-l I ;i n
Burke, Edmund, change in his views
on the Constitution, 172
ABINET, British, power and functmns
114,
149,
237; Mr.
CBagehot's
' of,Tiews
of, 213
Canning quoted, 200
Carlyle cited, 2
CMUCUS,
the, 93, 102, 106
Chambers, Firstand
Second,
176
sqq., 209; Mr. Freeman'sviews,
224
Change,passion for, 132; a modern
growth, 134 ; limited to Politics,
136; not inherent in women, 139;
or mankind generally, 132,146,
170
Charles the Great, a great reformer,
66
Charles X. and the Revolution, 72
Chesterfields Letter on French Rerolution, 1
Chinese, their hatred of change. 132 ;
progress of, 192
Olvilisation, Western, 134,143
Commons, House of,, powers, 118,
221 ; compared m t h House of
Representatives, 230 ; ita executive
power, 232, 235
Community,the,theoriesof,
8 ; its
relation to government,9,83.86,
179, 210 ; insecurity of its power,
21 ; belief in the enlightenment of,
36; in theEast and West, 145 ;
formation and powers of, according
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toRousseau, 155,158,166; affected
by Reform, 169, 171
Congress in United States, 224
Conserratism, a mischievous form of,
produced by Radicalism, 35 ; inherent in large portion of the human
mea, 133 ; in women, 140
Constitution (vide also British ; American), historical and bp~iori,171;
350 seid to have sprung up in present century, 174 ; dangers and difficulties, 175; popular element in,
178, 184; the brench, 220
" Contrat Social," the, of Rousseau,
155
in
Corruption, influence of, 102;
America, 104; in France, 105;
comp;trativefreedom of Enqland,
105 ; in Senate of United States,
251
Corsica,Rousseau's saving
" - concerning. 167
Gromwell, referred to, 26, SI, 135
Crown, British, power of, 113, 11,
213. 282:rieht of. 173: relation
to American colonies, 209; 212

D.

ELEGATES
and
Representatlves, 94 ; idea of, repud~atedin
Russia, 8
Democracy,ascendency
of, 5: definition of the word, 6, 59, 76 ; iustances of instability, 20, 71 ; chief
rights of, 22; political power in,
29 ; influence of party feeling (p. e.)
in,33; opposition to science, 37,
190;inSwitzerland,39; 5Ir.Grote's
theories, 39; the Athenian, 42, 5 4 ;
Austin's opinion of, 56 ; in France,
M. Scherer's book, 57 ; a particular
87;
form of Government,59,70,
compared with monarchy, 60, 66,
83,86, 188; its virtues andvices,
64, 87, 109; fdse ideasof, 68 epp.;
opinion of Bancroft. 68; of Sir W.
Lawaon, 69 ; conflicting ideas of,
72; in England.81 ; principal
argument against, 86; adjudicating,
91; not progressive
a
form
of
government, 97 ; its inherent difficulties,98,
184; powerofgeneralitiesin,
108; expecations of,
129; regarded 88 heritable, 131,
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1 6 9 ; Ronssesu’s views of natural
rights, 158 844.; distinct fromrepublic, 199

Democraticlegisletion,how
will it
affect human motives
? 60
opinion, opposedto scientific truth,
37 ; in America and England, 248
Democrats, the, in America, 216
Despotism, in Spain, 15 ; in France,
40,163,175;
effects of, 4 9 ; In
Italy, 59; of Jacobins, 73; at Rome,
80 : of the people,l56, 159 ; arises
fromdemocracy, 1 8 8 ; in Russia,
197 ; military, 200
Dicey, Mr. A. V., referred to, 217 pb
Dickens influenced by Bentham, 153
Dictatorship in France, 14
Droa, M. Numa, referred to, 96 B

E

DUCATION, Popular, tendency to
diffusecommonplaces, 38
Enclosure of
commons,
Bentham’s
views on, 86 IZ
England,
sovereigns,
10 ; political
institutions, 11 ; her Constitution
adapted to America, 11 ; duration
of herConstitution, 63, 81 ;political
ehslracter of Englishmenheld on
the Continent, 5 8 ; survival of
Parliamentary institutions,92 ;her
greatness the work of minorities,
97 : apening wayto democracy, 111,
1 2 5 ; refom in, 135; enviedby
foreigners, 136 ; her dangers, 140 ;
her Revolution compared with the
French, 151, 173 ; relative population of British Empire, 196
Equality, political, and liberty, irreconcileable, 29; insepamble, according to Rousseau, 166 ; not identical
with equalityof representation,186;
not the basis of Senate of United
States, 227 ;in American States,229
Executive powers distinct from legislative, 218; powers of American
President and British House of
Commons, 232 8qq.
ASHION, characteristics
FFederal
. of,
apneas
Conetitution
American

of, 141 ;

193
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Costitution)

“ Federaliet,”

the, 198, 202 ; scanty
reference to BritishEmpire, 206;

on Montesquieu, 204, 219

Fortnightly Review, 44
France (ses Revolution, Monarchy,
Popular &vernment),vicissitudea
of her Governments, 14 ; influence
of mobs, 2 4 ; universalsuffrage
abandoned, 34; working of the
Government, 67, 147; origin of
monarchy, 60; Rousseau’sinfluence,
75 ; influenceonEngland, 136,164;
compared with England in recent
years, 151 ; origins of the National
Assembly, 161 ; her numerous Constitutions, 174; her numerous nobility, 182 ; democratic society in,
189; Republic of, 199, 250; StatesGeneral, 228 ; old Kings of, 260
Franchiseagitation
in England in
1884,176
Bill, 240, 241
Franklin, Benjamin, 12

Free Trade and Protectionin America,
36, 247; in England, 147
Freedom, false ideas of, 5 8 ; not the
tirst requisite instates, 63 ; Hobbes’
defhition, 70 ; hopes of, clinging to
monarchy, 200

ENERALISATION, power of, in
politics, 107
German
..~ influence on France. 3
Qermany, Popular Government in,17 ;
Government compared withItalian.
21 ; compared with American, 216
Girondins, their phraseology, 74, 75
Government, forms of, 6 (see Popular
Government); J. S. Mill and Mr.
Justice Stephen
quoted,
7 ; of
RussiaandTurkey,
8 ; of other
EuropeanStates, 8, 210; British
model followed throughout Europe,
13; of Spain, 15 ;of Germany, 17;
dangerfromIrreconcileables, 26 :
theory that it can increase human
happiness, 45 ; Sohem on France,
5 7 ; democracy, a form of, 5 9 ; ita
chief duties, 63, 64; by the Many,
73,201 ; byRepresentation, 92 ;
Party, 98 ; dficultiei of, in India,
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tudinons ” difficulties of, 179 ; RXpedients of weak, 199 ; classification of, 201
Grote, George, on democraoies,39,74;
a follower of Bentham, 82, 165
Guizot, M., criticism of the “Federalist,” 203

Johnson, Andrew, and Congress, 232
Jury, the, a relic of papular justice,
89 ; its functions, 90
Justice, popular, surviving in the
jury, 89 899. ; administration of, in
United States, 217
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ABIT, force of, in politics, 23,63,
70; characteristics of, 137
Hamilton, Alexander, on British Con; his ideas on restitution, 102, 208
publics, 205 ; on colonies, 209 ; on
the powers of the President, 214;
failure of bis anticipations, 226 ;
his scheme of a Constitution, 230 n
History, a sound aristocrat, 42 ; experiences of, 65, 70, 143, 160,
229 ; narrow views about, 78
Hobbes, on political liberty, 29, 70
;
anticipates Rousseau, 157
Hume,David, on the French monarchy, 4; on republics of Europe,
9
Hungary, Government of, 181
“ Hypothetics,” 4

1

DEAS,generation of, more rapid
in the West than the East, 191 ;
development of, 194
Impenelism, opposed to Radicalism,
23; the Roman, 65
India,the natives naturally dislike
chsnge, 133;Mutiny, 133;progress
of ideas in, 192
Inventions, number and ingenuity of,
in America, 247
Irish, the, in America, 62
Ereconcileables, 25 ; their characteristics, 26
Italy, Kingdom of, 8, 21
; tyranny in,
60 ; commonwealths of, 50 ;’toxicologi!3ts, 94
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ACKSON, Andrew, an corruption,
104
Jacobins, tyranny of, 73, 176; their
phraseology, 74
Jay, Mr., his ideas on republics, 205 ;
ution of United

GS,anddemocrats, 77; popuI(Crown),
INlarity
of, 83; powers of
149 ; impossible in United
(see

States, 198, 210; jealousy of the
British, in United Stat-, 207 ;
resemblance of the President of
United States to, 21 1 ; elective, in
Europe, 215, 216; constitutional,
M. Thiers’ view, 250
Kinship, origins of, 193
201,
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ABOUCHERE, Mr., on demow ,41, 43
Labour, productive, suppressionof by
Governments, 45 ; motiveswhich
impel mankind to, 50; experiences
of America, 51
Laws, as enforced by states, 63 ; reform of (see Bentham) administration of, 221
Legislation,
power
of, in United
States, 67, 218, sqp.
232: i n Switzerland, 68; inBritish
Cabinet,
114; in House of Commons, 118;
distinctions in, 126; nature of, and
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continuous in England, 135;modern
sourcesof, 146 ; in Popular Governmenta, 147 ; increase of, in England
since Reform Bill, 148, 151
; Bentham’s views, 162; Roussean’s, 166 ;
powers of, distinct from executive,
219,2328pq.; power of, in House of
Representatives, 230 ; in England
and America compared, 235 spp.
Liberty, political, in France, 14 ; defined by Hobbes, 29 ; and equality,
156 ; in the United States, 197 ; in
England, Nontesquieu’s view, 219 ;
parent of inequality in fortunes,
228
Lieber cited, 174
Lombuie, Mr., cited, 220 ~t
Lords, House of, ita powers and functions, 116 ; differences of opinion,
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n ; on the
Revolution of 1688, 172, 173
Machiavelli, quoted, 86, 99
Madison’sopinion
of Montesquieu,
204, 219 ; and the American Constitution,.216
Mallet du Pan, correspondence of, 72
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Massachusetts, Constitution of, 122
Melbourne, Lord, referred to, 114
Mill, J. S., on Government, 7 ; on the
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Minorities, influence of, 97, 130, 170
Mobs, their influence, 23, 36,77 ; their
ignorance, 86 ; irrational desire for
Reform, 130
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English, 9, 10, 207
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origin of, 60 ; ita history, 70
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219
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mankind, 140, 153
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liamentary decay, 95
Ohio, Constitution of, 122
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land,93; its decay,94, 236; influence of Bentham, 148; asingle
Chamber advocated. by Mill, 177;
American jealousy of, 208 ; change8
in spirit of, 221 ; duration of, 231 ;
Party feeling, force of, 31, 236; tendency to assimilate parties, 33; desire
to “dish” adversaries, 34; influence
on democratic Government, 98,2?8 ;
affinity with religion, 100; ongm
of, 101 ; in ancient states, 106; the
“ Federalist,” 207
Party heroes, imaginary, 100
Peel, Sir R.,refemed to, 114
Peers in European States, 181
People, the, soume of power, 1 0 ;
sovereigntyof, 67,128,152,156,157;
their prejudices, 67 ; “ t h e will of,“
88, 8 9 ; cannot make up ita mind,
88; incapable of volition, 89; the
voice of, 108, 166, 178, 184; di5oulties of voting, 184
Plhbiscite, in France, 40, 95, 184; in
Switzerland, 40,96
Polish Republic, the, 216
Political economy, theories of, 37, 58,
153 ; Ricardo’s, 146
equilibrium, loas of, in modern
times, 21
Politics, the chiefsphere of love of
change, 136,144; majority of mankind keep aloof from, 139
Popular Government,absence of, in
France, 2 ; of Englishorigin,9
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admiredinFrance,
11 ; influences
of French Revolution, 12 ;principle
of, 13, 20; prospects of d m t i o n ,
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states, 66; affinity toparty, 100 ;
history of, 129
Renan, E., 42 n ; on French democratic
society, 183
Representation,Governmentby,
92,
93 ; Rousseau’sviews, 155, 159;
SibyBs’ views,161,
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and
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representative
bodies,161, 198; equality of, 186;
and taxation, 222
Reuresentatives, House of, in America.
i l l , 230, 249Republican party,the,
in America,
216
Republics, of Europe, 9, 199, 250; of
America, 12, 18, 198,201 ;of Rome
and Athens, 80; universalsuffrage
in, 33 ; modern,formation of, 59;
demoemtic, not reforming, 67; false
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by UnitedStates, 198; dehition of,
199; most unsuccessful form of
Government, 202
Revolution, characteristics Oe, 127 ; in
Fashion, its probable effds,142;
in ideas more prevalent in the East
than the West, 146
- French, blindness of privileged
classes, 1; causes of, 2; influence
on Popular Government, 12, 127,
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103 ; its results, 66; suspicions of
democracy, 71;discreditedbyitsown
ACE and language, theories of, 27
crimes, 71, 200; oratory and literaRadicalism in Europe, 21, 160;
ture of, 74 ; hindmiwe t o progress,
associated with universal suffrage,
82; influence on %gland, 103,128;
35; of Bentham and hi, pupils, 56,
influenced by SieyW pamphlet, 160;
82, 84, 152; subserviency to mobs,
compared with the English of 1688
77
by Macaulay, 172
*‘Referendum,” the, of Swiss Govern- - of 1830, 72, 128
ment, 41, 67, 96
- of 1848, 40
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out bymonRicardo, theories of poIiticel.wonomy,
archies, 65,214; not bydemocracies,
146
Riego, General, m i l i q +-tion
14, 20, 52; adopted in France, 14 ;
in Spain, 15 ; in Germany, 17 ; experienceof, in Europe, 18; armies
of, 22 ; overturned by armiesand
mobs, 23 ; danger to, from Irreconcileables, 25 ; power of wire-pullers,
30 ; danger of subdivision of power,
SO; inherent infirmities of, 41,43,
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in Roman State, 80; originally
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not necessarily Egislative, 135 ; attractions of, 147 ; Rousseau’s theories, 156; prospects of, in United
States, 197;its extension inthe
West, 228 ; parent of inequality of
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Population, theory of, 37; unpopularity of, in France andAmerica,37 ;
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President, the, of United States, 211 ;
duration ofoffice,
214; mode of
election,215,244,
249; executive
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Privilege, opposed to democracy, 66;
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CRABBE. (Rm. Qnosom). Life & Poetical Works Illutrationa
Boy.1 8vo. 7;.

CRAIK (HENRY). Lifeof Jonathan Swift. Portrait. 8 ~ 0 . 188.
CBIPPS (WILBRICD).Old English Plate : Ecclesiretioal, Decorative,
and Domestic, Ita Mnkern and Marks. With a Complete Tableof Date
Lettarn Qc. New Edition. With 70 Illlutrations. Medium 8vo. 1Ba.
*.* Tables of the Uate Letters and Mark8 sold separately. 6s.

OldFrench

Plate;With

PariB Dab Lettera,and

OtherMarks. With Illustrations. 800. En.&I.

CROKER (HT. HON. J. W.).

Correspondence aad Diaries,

comDriaingLetters,Memoranda,and
Journals relatingto the chief
Poliriwl and 8oolrl Eveu*l ol the lirst half of the present oentnry.
Editedby LOUIS J. JENNINGB. With Purtrait. 3 vds. 6vo. 468.

-- ProgressiveGeographyforChildren.
c _ _

18mo. 1s. 6d.
Boawell’sLife of Johnson.Including the Tour to the

Historical h a y the Quillotine.Fcap.8vo.
CRO
CAVALCASELLE.Livesof
theEarlyFlemish
8d.;
-History of Painting NorthItaly, 14th to
Hebrides. Luenth Edition. Portraitn.8vo.

12s.

la.

on

WE

ARD

Painters. Woodcuts. Post Bvo, la.

or Large Paper avo, 166.

from

in

-

16th Century.

With Illustrations. 2 Vds. 8ro. 42r.
LifeandTimes of Titian.withsomeAccoant of hie
Family. cilielg from new and unpubiished records. With Portrrit and
Illustrations. a vola. 8vo. %la.

- Hgphael;HirLifeand

Work@,withParticularRefer-

eneeto reiantlv discovered Reo rds. and an.exh*untiva Btudv of Extant
Drawings andPioturea Vol. I. 8vo. 15s. Yo1 11. (isthe pres^.)

CUMMINC? (E. Qomor). FiveYears of aHunter‘sLite
Fu Interior of loutb dfricl. Wdcutn. Post Wo. 68.

in the

CURRIE (C. L,), An Argument for the Divinity of Jesus Christ.
Trauslated from the French of the A B B Ex.
~ BOUGAUD.
Pout 8vo.

68.

CURTIUS’ (Paosmssoa) Student’s Qreek Qrammar, for the Upper
Forms. Edited by DE.WY. 8 Y I m Pont 8vo. 81.
Elucidations of the above Qrammar. Translated by
EVELYN
ABBOT. Post UYO. 78.

tid.

smallerQreekQrarnmarfor

the Middleand Lower

Forms. Abridgedfrom the larger work. 12mo. 8,. Bd

Accidenceof

tbe QreekLanguage.Extractedfrom

the above work. 12mo.

2r. 8d.

-Principles of QreekEtymology.Tranelated

by A. 1.

WILKIN~.
Y.A., and E. B. EUQLAND,
M.A. 2 vola. 8vo.

The Qreek Verb, its StructureandDevelopment.
Translated by A. 8. WIJXIU~,
and E. B. EXOLAND.
.8vo. 12r.

CURZON (HOB.ROB~ET). Vieits to the Monanteries of the Levant,,
Illustrations. Post Bvo. 7 r . M .

CUST ( Q ~ ~ s B A L ) . Warriors of the17th Century-CivilWarn

of

France and England. 2 Vois. I&. Commanders of Fleet8 m d Arrnles.

svola.
‘

16r.

Annals of the Wars-18th & 19th Century.

.
.
A V Y (Sm HUYPHBT).Consolatione in Travel; or, I
&

Wttb Mrps. P Vold. Poet 8vo. 68.each.

of aphtlolopher. Wwdcuts. F ~ p . 8 ~ 081.M.
.

B
a
m
l o
n
s
i; or, Day8 of Fly Biehing.

Fcsp. b o . &.

6d.

Dsgr,

Woodoata,

PUBLISHED B Y M I < .

#

MURRAY.

DARWIN'S (CEABLES)WORKS :JOUFLNAL
OF A NATURALIST
DURING A VOYAGE BOUND TEE
Wosm. Crown8vo. 98.
ORIQIR O F SPECIES BY MEANSO F NATURALSELEOTIOIK ; Or, the

Preservation of Favoured Raws in the Btruggle for Llfe. Woodcuts.
CN>WU
8vn. Is. 6d

VARIATION
OF ANIXALEAND PLANTS
UNDER DOXESTICATION.
Woodcure.

2

Vola. Crown 8vo. 1%

DESCENTOF MAN, AND SELECTIONIN RELATIONTO SEX.
Woodcuts: Cmwn 8vo.

9s.

EXPRESSIONS
OF THE EMOTIONS
IR MAN AND ANIXALB.With
Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 1 1 .
VARIOUSCONTRIVANCES
BY WEIGH ORCHIDS
M E FESTILIEED
BY INSECTS.

Wo,sdcuLs. Cruwn STO. 9s.

YOPEMENTE AND
Crown Svo. 6s.

HABITS

OF

L'ZIXBING

PLANTS.

Woodcuts.

TWWXIVOROIIS PLANTS.
Woodcuts.
C r o w 8 ~ 0 . 14s.
XFFECTSOF Cnoss A N D SELF-FERTILIZATIOI
IN THE VEGETABLE
KINQDOM.Cmwn 6vo. 12%

DIFFERENTYORXS OP FLOWERS
OR PLANTE
OF THE ~ b y n
SPECIES.Crown 8vo. 10s. Rd.

Powan OF MOVEXENTI N PLANTS. Woodcuts. cr. 8vo. 168.
TEE FORDLATION
OF VEQETABLE MOULD
'PHRUUQH CFIE ACTIOR
OP
WOEME.With Illustrations.

Post TO. 9s.

LIFE OF ERASXUSDABWIU. With a Stady of his Works by
EanrsT KXAUSE. Portnit. ClVWn 8 V O . 7a.w.

F A ~AND
T ~ARQUYERTS

DARWIN. By F B I T E
WodcutS. Post 890.

FOR

Trmslatad by W. 8. DALLAS.

D E COSSoN (E. A.).

through Abyssinia and Soudan.Map
STO.

6..

&fUUSE

TheCradle of the Bluu Nile; a Journey
and IilustrationS. 2 v o l a Post

21s.

D E N N I S (GEOEQE). The Cities and Cemeteries of Etrurh

N e v Edition. 30 Planr aud 800 Illustratious. a vols. Med. 8vo.
21s.
DmBY ( a m OB). Iliid of Homerrendered
into English
Blank Verne. Wlth Portrait. 2 Vot. Poat 8vO. 101.
DERRY (BISHOP OF). Witness of the P d m s to Christ and Chrietisalty. The Bampton Lectures for
1676. 890. 148.

DEUTSCH (EXANUEL). Talmud, Islam, TheTsrgums and other
Literary Remains. With a brief Memoir.

D I L K E (SIR C. W.).
C E A B L E ~DILKE..

Papersfromthe

a vola.

zlvn.

Ira.

Writiugs of the late

248.
HUTCEINEON.]
BVO.

DOQ-BPEAKINQ. [gee
DOIJQLAS'S (SIB HOWABD)
TheoryandPractice

of Gunnery.
Plates. Svo. 21a.
D R A K E " (SIR FRAROIE)
Life, Voyageg end Exploits, by &a and
m d . By JOE. BARBOW. Pout 8vo. a.
D l U N K W A T m (JOEIK). HiRtory of t h e Siege of Qibraltsr,
17?9-1783. Wt+

DO CEAILLU

Deeorlption of that

Guriann.

Post 67'0.

4..

( P a m B,). Land of theMidnight, Sun; l l l n s

DUNCAN
(COL.)
History

of thg Bop1 Artillery.

piled from the Orlnnal Records. Portraits. 2 Vole.

-'Englie.h

'in Spain;or,The

aession, 1634-1840, WithIiIuntratione.

PortraitandIllustrationn.

Com1%.

Story of the War of Suc.
8vo.

DultIht (ALBERT)
; his Life and Work.
Translntad from the German.Edited

8vo.

16s.

By

DB. THA~EINQ.
With

by F. A. EATOX,
M.A.

2 vols.Medium8vo.

428.

EASTLAKE (SIBCEARLW). Contributions to the Literature of

tiy Fine Arb. With Memoir by LADYEASTLAKE.ZVols. 8vo.
26.

EDWARUS

(W.H.).Voyageaa.np the River Amrrzon, including a

VisittOPara. POst8vO.

.

ELDON'S (Low) Public and PrivateLife,withSelectionsfrom
his Diuies,

&a. By HORAOR
Twalss. Portrait.

ELGIN (LORD).Letters and Journals.
'

2 Vole.

' P o ~8vo.
t

21s.

Edited by TEEODORE

WXLROXD. WithPreface by Dean Btanley. 8vo. 14s.

ELmSMIRE (Lorn). TwoSieges

of Vienna by the Tnrke.

Translated fmm the Qerman. Post 8vo. 28.

ELLIS (W.). Madagascar
Revisited.
The
Persecutions
and

HeroicSufferings of theNativeChristians.Illnstrations.

16s.

&n.

Memoir. By HIB SON. Portrait. 8vo. 10s. 6d.
-(ROBINSOR).
Poems and Fragments of Catullus. 16mo. 66.
ELPHINSTONE (NOR.M.), Hiutory of India-theHindoo and
Periodn. Edited by PROFESSOR
COWELL. Map. Svo. I&.
- Yahomedan Life
of.COLEBROOEE.]
[See
(H.W.). Patternsand in~t~mctions
for orna_
I
_

mentalTnrning.With

70 IIIustrwions.Small

4to.

16s.

ELTON (CAPT.) and H. B. COTTERILL. Adventures and

Disooveries Among the Lakes and Mountains of Eastern and Central
Africa. With Map andIllestmtioos.8vo.
218.

ENGLAND. [ ~ ~ ~ ~ R T E U R - ~ B E ~ E P . - C C R O H E R - H V ~ E - ~ A R K B A Y
"8MITH"andSTANHOPE.]

ESSAYS ON CATHEDRALS.Edited,with
By DEANHOWRON.
8vo. 1%.

an Introduction.

FELTOE (HEv. J. LEFT). Memoriala of John Flint South, twice
President of the R o ~College
R ~ of Burgeons and Surgeon to SI. Thomas's
Crown 8vo. 'in. 613.
Hospitul(1841-63).WithPortrait.

FEBOUSSON (JAYEE). History of Architecturein all Countries
fmm the Erhieet Times. Widl,!300 Illustrations. 4 Vola. Medium 8vo.

Vole. I. k 11. Ancient and Mediwal. Bye.
111.Indian &
428. IV. Nodern. ale. 6d.
RudeStone Monumente in all Conntries;their

&&ern.

Age and Uses. With 190 Illustrations. Medium 8vo. 24r.
Holy Sepulchreand the Temple at Jerusalem.
Woodcnts.
800.
7a.M.
Temples of the Jews and other buildings in
the Haram Area at Jerusalem.With Illuatratlons. 4to. 4%.

TheParthenon.

A n Eseay on theconstruction of

Greek and Roman Tamplenwithespecialreference tn the mode in
whfob light wau Intmdu~d&to thelr interior& 4to. 21s.

FITZOERALD (the late Bishop). Lectures on Ecclesimtical
History indinding the origin add progress of the English HeformaCian,
fmm WhYe to De Qreat Xebelliou. 2 Vds. 8vo.
FLEMING ( P B o m n ) . Btudent'a b u d of Moral Philosophy.
With Quhtlons md Referenoas. Poet 8vo. 71. &1.

"

FMWEB OAEDEN. By bsv.T ~ oJAM=
a
Fcap. 810. la.
FORBES (CAP%.), British Bnrma sod ita People;
Native
Xannen, Customs, and Religion. Crown 890. 108. a.

PUBLISHW

BY MR. MURRAY.

11

FORD (X.I~A&D).Gatherings from Spain.Post
avo. a.6d.
FORSTER (JOZR). The Early Life of Jonathan Swift. 1667-1711.
I

W i t hP o r t r a i t

Bvo. 168.

FOBSYTH (WILLIAM). Hortensius; an Historical Esplay on &e
Office i n d Duties of an Advocate. Illustrations.

Novel8andNovelists

FUN

8vo.

7a.w.

of the 18th Century,in

Illustrntfon of the Manners and Morals ofthe Age. Post Bvo. 108. a.
0 1 '(HISTORY
OF).
[&e ARTHUR M A R 6 E A X -SIITH
~TnDENTS"TOOPuxv.I~.]

-

m N C H IN ALGIEHS; The Soldier

and the Prisoners sfAbd-el-Krdir. Post

-

of the Foreign LegionBvo. 28.

F R E R l ( S I B B A B T ~). IndianMissfons.Small
Svo. 2s. 6d.
Missionary Labour i n Eastern Africa Crown 8vo. 5s.
BengalFamine.How
i r will be Metand How to
Prevent Future Famines in Indi8. With Maps. Crown 8vo. 68.
(MABX). OldDeccanDays,
or HindooFairyLegends

-

current in Southern Iudia, with Introduction by
With 60 Illustrations.Post Bvo. 78. 6d.

Sir BABTLLL
Fapxe.

QALTON (F.). A r t of Travel ; or, Hints on the Shihs and Contrivances available in Wild Countries. Woodcuts. Post

Svo. 78. M.

[See BUHBUEY-CCROKEB-RRIOHARDBOI
-SXITR

GEOGRAPHY.
--6TnDENTS'.]

GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY'S JOURNAL.

(1848 t o 1881.)

-Supplementary Papers (i), Travels and Reeearchea in
WesternChina.
By E. COLBURNEBABEE.Maps. Royal Bpo. 68.
(ii) I . Notes on theRecentGeography

"

Asia; from Rusrian Sources.

B y E. DELMAB
MUXGAN.

of Central

(ii) 2. Progress of Diecovery on tbe Cossts of New

Guinea. By C. E. MAREH~AI.WithBihliographiosl
E. C. Rye.Map&
Xopal Bvo. 68.

Appndir. by

QEORQE (E~xsT). The Mosel; Twenty
Etchin@. Imperjallto. 428.
Loire and South of France; Twenty etchings. Folio. 428.
QERMANY (HIBTOBY
08). [See MARKHAY.]
GIBBON(EDWABD). History of theDeclineand
Fall Of the
Roman Empire
Edlted

Wx. 8x1~8. Maps.
(See STUDENTS').

with notes by MIWUN, OUIZOT,
Dr.
avo. 60s. Student's E d i t i m s
i 6&

8 Vole.

Q I F F A R D (EDWAXD). Deeds of Naval Dsring ; or, A n d o t e e Of
the British Navy. Fcap. Bvo. 8s.

6d.

GILBERT (Josraa). Landscape in Art : before the days of Claude
and Balvator. W i t h 160 Illustrationr.Medium
SvO. 50%
QILL (CAPT.). TheRiver of QoldenSand.ANarrative
of a
Journey through China to Burmah An Abridged Edition, by E. cob
BABXB. With M E M O Ia~n i Introductory Essay, by Colonel H.
YULE, C.8. W i t h P m r a t t , Map, andIllustrations. l'*t 8Vo. 76.6d.
BOXIE

- (?dm.).of
wunt

Yix Monthsin

Ascension.

a ScientiiaEslIed)tion.Yap.

QLADBTONE (W.E.).

Rome
and

Belldon. ThreeTraots. avo. 7s. a.

An Unscientific Ac-

Crown BVO. 9s.

the Newest

IbhiOnS

Gleanings of Past Years, 1843-78.. 7 vola.

Q-IG

in

Small

Bvo. L.ad.each. I The Throne the Rinca Conlorf tbe Cabinet
Constitution. 11. Pksnnal and h r a r y . 111. I(iHt0fi-land S F u .lafive. IV. Foreign. V. and VI. Ecclesicetid. VII. M i ~ ' . n e o u s (43.It). Campaigns of t h e British ArmY at Wsshington
snd N e w O r h e . P o a t h . P
I.

-NStory
of t h e Battle of Waterloo. Post 8 ~ 0 . 38. ad*
m t i v e of Sale's Brigade in Affgkmistsn. post 8 ~ 2.9--

'

LIBT OF WOBKS

12
~

GLEIG (G. R) Life of Lord Clive. Post 8vo. 8s 6d
Life of Sir Thomab Ynnro. Poet 8vo. 8s. 6d.
GLYNNE (SIB STEPHEX).
Notes on the Churchen of Kent.

With
W. E.Gladstone, Y.P. Illnstntiona. 81.0. 128.
GOLDSMITH’S (OUVEB) Works. Edited with Nota by Pam
C m n n o ~ ~Vignettes.
.
4 Vols. e o . 801.
QOHM (F.H. SIB WH,). HisLetteraand
J o u d s . 1799 to
1815. Edited by F. C. Carr Gomm. With Portrait 8m. 1%.
GORDON (SIB ALEX.). Sketches of German Life, and Scenes
&om the War of Liberation. Post Bvo.
6d.
(LADY Durr), Amber-Witch: A Trid for WitehPrafm.9 by

&.

an% Post 8vo.

9..

1. The Soldier of the Foreign
9..
CRAMMILES. [See C U B T I U ~ H A L ~ H U T T O NEDWAFSJ-KK~~~
French in Algiern.

Legion.

1. The Prinonen of AM-el-Kadlr. Poat 8vo.

LEATE~S-MAST~NSB-MATTBI&-SYIT~.]

amECE (HISZORYOF). [bee QBOTeHITH-STUDEXTS’.]
GROTE’S (G~OROE)
WORKS :HIETORY
OF GREECE.
From the Ewliest T i m ~to the close

of the generation contemporaty with the Death of Alexander the Great.
Library hdi(ion. Portrait Yaps and Plans. 10 Vob. e o . l a .
~ b 6 - 6 mitton. Portrait ‘and P&s. 12 vola. Post SVO. IS.

er~h.

Socrate.

PLATO,
and other Companions of
8 Vole. avo. 4%.
ARIBTOTLE.
With additional Eesaya 8vo. 128.
MIXOB WOBKS. POI%l’&. 8ro. 148.
LETTERS
ON SWITZERLAND
IN 1847. 68.
PERSONAL
LIFE. Portrait. 8vo. 128.
GROTE (MRS.). A Sketch. By LADY EAETLAKE.Crown8vo. 68.
HALL’S
D.) SchoolManual of EnglishGrammar.With

(T.

Illustrations and PracticalExercises.

--

l2ma

8s. 6d.

Primary English Qrsmmar for ElementarySchools.
With uumemus Exercises, and grndoafed Parsing Lessons. 16mo. l e .
Manual of English Composition, With Copious
I
l
l
n
e
h
12mo. 8r. Sd.
Child‘s First Latin Book, comprising

tions and PracticalExercises.

noun^, Pronouns, and Adjectives, with

B full P m t i c e of
the Aotlve Verbs. 1Smo. 28.

HALLAWS (HEFIBI) WORKS :THECONSTITUTIOXALHISTORY
OB EIGLAXD,
from the Acoeaeion of Heury the Beventh to the Death of Georm the Bemud. Library
EStiOR, 3 Vols. 8vo. 801. OabiMc &tition, 8 Vols. Post avo. 1%. Pu
denl’s Edition, Past avo. 78. 6d.

HISTORYor EUIWPEDUBIRQ TEE MIDDLEAGES. Library
Ipdicion, 8 Vole. 8vo. 80s. Cabins( &&ion, 3 Vole. Post BVO. 148.
&(Uude#rt’sE d i t h , Post avo. 7s.

1

6d.

LITEBABY HIETOBYOF EUROPEDDBINQ TEE 1 6 ~ l ~6, ~ U~ D,
1‘Im C m m m s . IAbrarU Edition, a Vola, 8vo.
&bin& &id*lon.
4 V&.
Post e o . 168.
(ABTELTB)
Litersrg Remaina; in Verne end

gsl.

Portrait; F u p . 8 ~ 0 . 8s. 6d.

HAMILTON (ARDREW).

h.

flheinsberg :Hemorlala of Frederick the

PUBLISHED BY MR.MURRAY.

1s

HATHERLEY (LORD). The Continuity of Bcripture, 8s Declared
by the Testimony of our Lordand of the EvuyeUata and apostles.
P a t avo. b. w.

BAY (SIB J. H. DRUXMOXD). WesternBarbary, its Wild Tribe8
.nd 8.mAnimala. Poet Svo.

4..

HAYWARD (A.). Sketches of Eminent Statesmen and Writem.
Coatents. ThlereBismarckCnvoor
Metterntob Montaiernbert Mel.
bourne Wellesie; Byron a& Tennbson Venice' RC Simnn Be&,&,
Du Dshnd, Holls[nd House, Slrarherry'Hill. P'Vois. Rvd. 25,.

The Art of Dining, or ffastronomy and Gastronomere.
Post
avo.

28.

HEADS (SIB FXANQIE)
WORKS :THXROYALERQINEER.Illustrationa 8vo. 128.
LIFE OF BIB JOHN
BURQOYNB.
Post 80.0. 18.
RAPIDJOVRNEYB
ACROSS TEN PAXPAR Post 8vo. 28.
BUBBLES
snon THE BRUNNEN.Illnstrations.Poat 8vo. 7s. Od.
SVOKERS
AND POKEBS;or, the London and North Western
RaIlnay.Post

Rvo.

38.

HEBER'S (BISHOP)Journals in India. 2 Yols. Post 8vo.
Poetical W o r k Portrait. Fcap. 810. 8s. 6d

78.

HERODOTUS. A New English Version: Edited, with Notes

and Essays Historicnl,Ethnograpbicsl, and Glengraphical by CAaon
Fuw~mison'BmII. RAWLINSOS
and Bre J. G. WILKIRBOS.'l a p s and
wood ant^. ' 4 VOIE. avo. 45%.

HEBRIES (RT. HOR.
JOEIT).
Yemoir

of his Public Life.

Founded an his Letters and ofher UnpublishedDocuments.
809, Edward Herries, C.B. 2 Vola. avo. 24s.

HERSCHEL'S
(CAROLIRE)
PBB.
JOEN

HEB8GEsG.

By hia

Memoir and Correspondence.
By
Wifh POrtl'ait. Cmwn 8VO. 78.

&E.

FOREIGN HAND-BOOKS.
Enplish, French, German, and

HAND-BOOK-TRAVELTALK.

lam.

New m d ReviaedEdition.

18mo. 88.6d.

DICTIONARY: Eoalish, French,and

German.

Containing a11 the words and idiomatic I'hrpsss likely to be required by
a tmveller. Bound in leafher. 18mo. B
s.

HOLLANDAND

Postrn.

68.

BELGIUM. Map and Plans.

NORTH GERMANY and THE
RHINE,-

Tbe Black Forest. the Harts. Thilriugerrald. 8axon Switzerland,
RQen the GiantMonnWns,Taunns.Odenwdd,
Ehaaa, and Lothringen: map and P1.n~. Post Svo. 10s.

SOUTHGERMANY,

-Wnrtembarg,

BavDllq

Styrih Bslrbug the Alps, Tyml Hunm d the D M U ~
horn Ulm b the Blmk E&. Maps and Plka. Poet &o. 101.

AI"%

SWITZERLAND, Alp8 of Savoy, and Piedmont

In lo Puts. maw and Plus. Poet 8vo. 101.

FRANCE, Part I. Normandy, Brittany, the French

A l m the Loire. Belue., Quonae, and P p n w .

Maps a d PlaDh

LIST OF WORKS

14

HAND-BOOK-M.EDFB&RANEAN-its

Principal Islanda,

citles Seaports Harhourn, and Border L%ndR. For Trnvellera and

Yach&men, with nearly 60 Maps and Plans. Post 8vo. 2Oa.

ALBERTA AND
TUNIS.

Algiers, Conatantine,

O m , the Atlas Fange. Maps andPlans. Post Eva 108.

PARIS, and Environs. Mapsand Plans. 39. 6d.
SPAIN, Madrid, The Caetiles, The Basque Provinces,

Leon The AsturiaS, Qalicin, Estremadura, Andalnsin, Rondn Granada,
Modis, Valrncia, Catalonia, Arsaon, Navarre. The Balearic Islands,
&.&c. In TwoPsrtB.Maps and Plana. Post 8Vo. Bo$.
PORTUGAL,LIBEON, Oporto, Cintra, Xdafra, &e.
Map &d Plan. Post 8VO. 1%.

NORTH
ITALY,
Turin,

Milan, Cremona, the

Italian Lnkns, Bergarnn, Brescis, Vemna.Mantua,VicenzaPadus,
Ferrars, Bologna,Ravenns,Rimini,Piacenza.
Genon, the'Rivirrn.
Veace, Parma, Modena, and Romagns. Maps and Plans. Post 8vo. 10s.

CENTRAL ITALY, Florence, Lucca, Tu~cany,The
Mushes,Umbria,

ROME

&C.

Maps and Pbn.9.Post

AXD IPB

8vo. 108.

EavInom

With 60 Maps and

PlanR. Post 8VO. 108.

S0UT.HITALY,Naples.Pompeii,Herculeneum,

Vewvius. Maps and Plans.Post8vo.

101.

NORWAY,Christiania,Bergen,Trondhjem.

Fjelds and Fjords. hfaps and Plans.Post8vo.

The

9a.

SWEDEN, Stockholm, Upsala, Gothenburg, the
S h o w of the Baltic, &% Maps and Plan. Po& 8vn.

DENMARK,Sleewig,
land,Iceland.

(I#.

Holstein, Copenhagen, Jub.

Maps and Plans.Poet

81'0.

61.

RUSSIA, ST. PETBWBUBQ,
MO~WW,
POLAND,
and

FI.XLAXD.Maps and Plans.Post

8vo.

188.

GREECE, the Ionian Islands, Athens, the Peloponnesus, the Inlands of the danan Sen. Albania, Thermly, Macedonia,
$0.
In Two Parts. Mapn, Plans, and Views. Post 8vo. 248.

TURKEY IN ASIA-COX~AXTIXOPLE,
the Bos-

phomsDardanelles,Brnusn,Plain
of Troy,Crete, Cyprus, Smyrna,
Ephe.q;s, the SevenChurches,Coasts
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& by E.8. CBOOLE.
12mo.

6.

YAUBEL’SCharacter,Actione,

at King’a

With Introduction by

by Bmmmma.

‘

and Writings of Welliigton.

Fcap. e o . 1r.M.

YAY0 (LORD). Sport in Abyssinia; or, the Mareb and Tackazzee. With Illustrations. Crownavo.

1%.

MELVILLE (HIRHARH). Marauem and South Sea
Islands.
~~

a vola.

Poet 8VO.

7.;

MEREDITH (MRS. CHAUES). Notee and Sketahea of New butb
wsles. Post avo.

2r.

MEXICO.rSee
BROOKLEHURST.~
MICHAEL BNGELO, Sculptor,-Painter, and Architect. His Life
and Works. By C. HEATEWILSON. With Portrait, Illnatretions, and

Index.
8vo.

16s.

MIDDLETON (CHAS. H.) A Descriptive
Catalogue

of the

Etched Work of Bembrandt,withLifeandIntroductions.
With
Explanatory Cuts. Medium8vo. 81r. Bd.
MILLER (WY.). A Dictionary of English Names of Plants
applied in England and among English-speaking People to Cultivated
and Wild Plants, Trees, and Shrubs. In Two Parts. Latin-English
and English-Latin. Mediumavo. 1%.

MILLINGTON (REV.T. S.). Signs and Wonders in the Land of
Ham or the Ten Plagues of Egypt, with Anoient and Modern Illwtl”
tians: Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 7s. M.
NILNAN’S (DEAR) WORKS :-

HISTORY
OF%
IZ

JEWS,

from the earliest Perioddown to Modern

Times. 3 Vols. Post Svo.

128.

from the Birth of Chriat to the AboliEARLYCHRIBTIAHXTY,
tion of Paganism in the Rspran Empire. 8 Voh. Post 8vO. 128.

LATIH
CHRISTIABIFY,
including

,

that of the Popea to the

Pontificate of Nicholas V. 9 Vole. Post 8vo. 359.
HAHDBOOK
TO ST. PAUL’SCATHEDRAL.
Woodcuts.
Crown
avo. 108.6d.

Q ~ THORATII
I
FLACCI
OPERA.Woodcuts. Sm. 8vo. 78. 6d.
FALL
01 JERUSALEX.
Fcap. 8vo. 18.
(CAP%.E. A.) WayaideCross. Post 8vo. 2e.
(BISHOP,D.D.,)Life.
With a Selection ,from hie

-

Correspondence and Journals.

By his Sister.Map.

e o . 12s.

MIVAKT
(ST.GEOBGEL Lessons from Nature : 88 manifested in
.

”

Mind &d Matter. ‘ 8 ~ 0 . 16s.

~

The Cat. An Introduction to the Study of Backboned

Animals,especiallyMammals.With200Illnstrstions. MedinmSvo. 808.

MOGGRIDGE (M. W.). Method in Almsgiving.AHandbook
forHelpers.

Post avo. 3s. Bd.

YONTEFIORE (SIRMOSES).

A CentennialBiography.
With
By L U C I ~WOLF. Wlth

Selections from Letters andJournals.

Portrait. Crown8vo.

108.

6d.

YOOBE (TEOXAB). Life and Letters of LordBpron.
mition. With Plate#. 6 VOlS. F-D.
with-portrrits, aoyal e o . 78.

Bd. -

I&*; POP*
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MOTLEY (J.- L.). Histom of the United Netherlands : from t h e
Deatbof William the Siientto theTwelveYeers’Trnc8,lBOB. Portraits.
4 Vols.Poet ma. &.each.
Life Death
and
of John of Bameveld.
With a View of the Primary Causes and Movements
of the ThirtyYews’
War. Illustrations. 2 Vols. Post8vo.12s.
YOZLEY (CANON). Treatise on the Augustinian
doctrine
Of
Predestination, with an Analysis of the Contents. Crown Bvo. Os.
MUIRHEAD (JAB.).
The Vaux-de-Tire of Maistre Jean Le Hoax.
With Portraitand 111uEtratioM.8vo.21s.
MUNROS (G~NERAL)
Life andLettera.
By REV. G). R. QLEIO.
Post BO. as. w.
MURCHISON (SIR RODERIOX). Siluria; or, aHistory of the
Oldeat Roeks containing Organic Remains. Map and Plates. STO. 18s.
Memoirs. With Netices of hisContemporaries,
GEIKIE.
and Rise and Progress of PalaozoicGeology. By AROEIRALD
Portraits. 2 Vola. 8vo. 90s.
MURRAY(A.
S.). A History of GreekSculpturefromthe
Earliest Times. With IBO Illuahtions. 2 Vols. Royal 8vo. 12s. 6d.
MUSTERS’ (CAPT.) Patagonians;
a
Year’s Wanderings
over
UntmddenGroundfrom the Straits of Magellanto the Rio Negro.
Illustrrtions.Post 8vo. 78. 6d.
NADAILLAC (MARQUIE
DX). Prehistoric
America.
Translated
by N.D’ANYERS. With Illustrations. avo.
NAPIER (GENL. SIB GEORQET.). Passages in
his
Early
Military Life written by bimself.Edited by his Son, GEXEEALWnr.
C. E.NAPIER. With Portrait. Crown800. 12s.
(SIZWM.).English Battles and Sieges of the Peninsular
War. Portrait. Post&o. 9s.
NAPOLEON AT FONTAINEBLEAU
AND ELBA. Journals.
Notes
of Conversations. By 818 NEILCAXPBBLL Portrait. Bvo. 16s.
NASMYTH (JAPES). An Autobiography.
Edited
by Samuel
Smiles, LL.D., with Portrait, and 70 Illustrations. Crown 8vO. 16s.
NAUTICAL
ALMANAC
(THE). (Ba,A u t l d y . ) 28. 6d.
NAVY LIST.(MonthlyandQuarterly.)Post
8 ~ 0 .
NEW
TESTAMENT.
With
Short
Explanatory
Commentary.
By ABCHDEACOI
CHWTON
M.A
and the BIEHOPOF ST.DAVID’S.
21s. hound.
With 110 authentic Views, kc.2’iTols.Crown8vo.
NEWTH (SAXUEL).First Book of Natural Philosophy ; an Introduction to the Study of Statics. Dynamics, Hgdroetatics, Light, Heat,
and Sound.withnumerousExamples.Small
Bvo. 98. 6d.
Elements of Mechanics, including Hydroststics,
withnumerousExamples.Small8vo. 8e. Bd.
MathematicalExamples.AGraduatedSeries
of Elementary Examples in Arithmetic, Algebra, Lkarithms, Trigonometry,andMechanics.Bmnll8vo.
8s. 6d.
of England. Exhi.
NICOLAS (SIRHARRIS). HistoricPeerage
biting the Origin, Descent, and Present State of every Title of Peersge whioh has existed in thinCountry
since the Conquest. By
WILLIAM COIlRTEOPr. 8VO. 908.
NIMROD; On the Chace-Turf-and
Road. With Portreit and
Plates. Crown8vo. 6s. Or with Colonred Plates, ‘Is.Bd.
I O R D H O F F (CHAS.). Communistic
Societies
of the
United
States.With 40 Illustrations.Svo.
16s.
NORTHCOTE’S (SIR JOEN)Notebook in the Long Parliament.
containing Proceedings during ita First Session, 1640. Edited, with
a Memoir, by A. H. A. Hailton. Crown Svo. 9s.
QRNBBY (PBOB.R.). Memoirs of J. HopeScott,
Q. C. (of
Abhtsford). With Belectionsfrom his Comspondenoe. 2 vols. 8vo. 24s.
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M R "URRAT.

PUBLISHED
BY

OTTER (R H.). WintersAbroad : Some Informationrespecting

Placen visited by the Author on account of hie Health. Intended for
the Use and Guidance of Invalids. In. 6d.

[See WIHTLE.]
OWEN (LIEuT.-COL.). Principles and Practice of Modern Artillerg,

OVID LEBSONS.

inclnding Artillerg MaterialGunnery and Organisstion e&
Artillery in Warlare.With'Illustrations.
80.0. 1.58.

use of

OXENHAM (REV.W.). English Notes for Latii Elegiacs * with
pref.torp Bules of Composition in Elegiac Metre. l h o .

PAQET (LORDQEORQE).

TheLight

Crimea.
Map.
Crown
avo.

Cavalry
Brigade

8s. d.

in the

10s. 6d.

PALGRAVE (R. H. I.). Local Taxation of Great Britain and
Ireland. 8vo. 6s.

PALLISER

(Ma). Mottoes for Monuments, or Epitaphs selected

for Qeneral Use and Study. WithIlluatrations. Crown 80.0. Is. Bd,

PALMER (PROFESSOR),Lifeof. [See BEEANT.]
PARIS (DR.), Philosophy in Sport madeScience

in Earneat;

or the First Principles of Natural Philosophy inculcated by aid of the
TAys andSports of Youth. Woodcnte. Post 8vo. 78.M.

PARKYFS' (NANSFIELD)Three Years'Residence
with Travels in that Country.WithIllustrations.Post

in Abyssinia;
8vo. 7s. gb

PEEL'S (SIB ROBERF)Memoirs. 2 Vols. Post Bvo. E a ,
PENN (RIOHARD).M.s;rim~and Hinta for an Angler and Chew
player. Woodcute. Fcap.8vo. Is.

-

PERCY (JOHN,M.D.).
Charcoal,
Coke,

METALLUROY.Fuel, Wood, Peat, Coal,

Fireclays. Illustrations. 8vo.

906.

Lead, including part of Silver. Illustrations. 8vo. 808:
Part I. Illustrations. 8vo. 30s.
PERRY (RET."CANON). Life of St. Hugh of avalon, Bishop of
Silver and Gold.

Lincoln. Poat 8vo. 10s. 6d.

-History of the EngliahChurch.

See STUDENTS'
Manuals.
PHILLIPS (SAYWL).
Literary Essays from '' The Thee." With

.
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RAE(QEORGE).TheConntvBanker;His

ClienC, Cares, and

Work, from the Experience of Forty Years. Crown avo.

6d.

RAMBLES in the Syrian Deaerta Post 8vo. 108.
M S S A M (HOILXUZD).
British Mimion tu Abyssinib
tiona

a VOl8.

BVO.

Illustrs-

zed.

A BewEnglishVersion.

RA.wLINSON’I(CANON)Herodotas.

EditedwithNotesavdEs~ays.Mapsand W d n u t s . 4Vols. &o.

&.

Five Qreat Monarchiesof Chaldea, Amyria, Media,

4%.

Babylonia, and Persia. With Maps and Iliustrations. 8 Vols. Eve,.

(SIR HERBY) England and Russia in the East ; a

Series of Papers on the Condition of Central Asia. Map.

8vo.

1%.

REED (Sir E. J.) Iron-Clad Ships ; their Qualities, Performances,
and Cost. With Chapters on Turret Ships, Iron-Clad Rams.&&
Illustrations. 8vo. 128.
Letters from Russia in 1875. avo. 68.

-

With

Japan : Its Hiatory, Traditions,andBeligions.With

Narrative of a Visit in 187% Illustrations. 2 Vols.8vo.

2U%

A Practical Treatiee on bhipboilding in Iron and Steel.

Secondand revised edition with Plans end Woodcuts. 8vo.

REJECTED ADDRESSES

(THBI). By JAMES
AND H O U O SYlTH.
~

Woodcuts. Post avo. as. 6 d . ; or pbpuhr

mition,FWP.

avo.

18.

EEMBRANDT. [See MIDDLETON.
REVISED VERSlON 0.F N. T. !seeBECKEFT-%RGOX-COOH]
REYNOLDS’ (SIB JOSHUA)Life andTimes.
By 0. R LEBLIB,
R.A. and Ton TAPLOB.Portraits. 2 VOlS. 8VO. 428.
RICARDO’S(DAVID) Works. With a Notice of his Life and
8vo. 16s.

Writings.ByJ.R.M’CmWoa.

RIpA PATHER).Residence at the Court of Peking. Poet 8vo. 28.
ROBERTSON (CANON). Historyof the Christian Church, from the
Apostolic Age to the Reformation, 1617. 8 Vols. Post 8vo. 61. each.
’

ROBINSON (REV. DR.). Biblical Besearches in Palestine and the
Adjaeent R e g i o n s , l W % . Maps. BVols.

(?x.) AlpineFlower8

BVO.

42s.

for EnglishQardens.With

70 Illustrations. Crown 8ro. 78. Bd.

English
Flower
Garden.

Its Style
and
Posi-

tion. With un Illklstrated Dictionary of allthePlants
used, and
Directions
for
theirCulture
and Arrangement With numerous
Illustrations. Medium 8vo. 168.

Sub-TropicalQarden.Illustrations.Small
8vo. 68.
Parks
and
Gardens
of Paris,
considered
in

Relation to theWants of other Cities and of Public andPrivate
Gardens. With 860 Illustrations. avo. 18s.

.Wild

Garden;

or,

Our Qroves
and
Gardens

made Beautiful by the Naturalization of Hmdy Exotic Plants. Being
onewayonwardsfrom
the Dark Ages of Flower Gardening,with
Suggestions for the Regeneration of BareBorders of the London
Parks. With90 Illustrations. 8vo. 108. %

Hardy Flowers.

Descriptions of upwards of 1800

of the most Ornamental Species. with Directions for their An%ng+
ment, Culture, Qc. Post 8v0. Si. 6d.

God’s AcreBeautiful;
Future.With

BOBSON (E. R.).

or, the Cemeteries of the

8 Illuetrations. 8vo. 78. Bd.

SCHOOL
AROHIFEOTURE.
Remarks

on the

Plmning, Designing,Building,
and Furnishing of School-hoases.
Illuslrations. Medium Svo. 18s.
IM)YE (HISTOBY OF). [See ~ I B B O l r - L I D D E L ~ ~ Y I T H - ~ ~ U D ~ l r ~ ~ ’ . ]

eb

PUBLISHED BY ME. MURRAY.
ROYAL SOCIETY CATALOGUE
8 vole.

8vo.

OF SCIENTIFIC PAPEBB.

!20&eaoh. Half momEoo.28.. each.

BUXTON (Qmo. F.). ’havela inlllexico; with Adventurea
among Wild
Tribea bnd Animals nfthe l’cniriea and Rocky Mountoina. Past 8vo. &.W.

ST. EUGE OF AVALON, Bishop of Lincoln; his Life by G. 0.

PEERY Canon of Lincalo. Post 80.0. 10.. 6d.
ST. JOHN )(CHABLEB). Wild Sports andNaturatHistory of the
Hllihlmds of Swtland. Illustrated Edition. Crown 8vo. 16a. C7W5p

-cia, P06t 8VO. 88.

6d.

(BAYLE) Adventures
in the Libyan DeRert. Post 8vo. 2.9.
S A L D A N H A ( D U X E OW). [See CAIU70TA.1
S A L E S (81sR O B ~ T Brigade
)
in Affghanistan. With an Account of
the Defence of Jellalahad. By REV. ct.R. QLXIC~. Post

800.

8..

SCEPTICISM IN GEOLOGY; and the Reasons for It. A n

assemblage of facts from Nature wmbining to refute the theory of

“ CauSes now in Action.”
ByVEBtFIEB. WOCdCUt& Crown 6 V O . 88.
S C H L I E M A N N (DR. HENRY).
Ancient
Mycenle.
With
600
Illustrations.Medium
800. 60s.
-~
Tlios. the City andCountry
of the. Trojans
~

inelndlngall R e c h DlscoveriesandResearches
made on theSite
of Troyand the Troad.WithanAutobiography.With
a000 Illustrations. Imperial8vo. Wr.
Troja : Result8 of theLatestResearches
and
Diacoveries on the site of Homer‘s Troy and in the Heroic Tumuli
and other sites made in 1882. With &ps, Plans,and Illustrations.
Medium avo. 428.

The Prehiatoric Palace of the Kinga of T i m :

I t s Primeval Wall Paintings and Works of Art Nxcrrvated and

Described.
With Ccloured
Lithographs,
Woodcuts, Plans,
kc.,
from Drawings taken o n the spot. Mediuu 8vo.

SCHOMBEHG (GENEnaL). The Odyssey of Homer,rendered
Into English verse. 2 vols. 8vo. 24s.
SCOTT (SIB GILBERT).The Ri8e and Development of Medieval
Architaoture.With

SCRUTTON (T. E.).

400 Illustrations.

2 Vols.

The Laws of Copyright.

Medium 8vo.

421.

An Examination

of the Principles which should Regulste Literary and Artistic Pr*
perty in Eugland and other Countries.
810. 108.

6d.

SEEBOHM (HENRY). SiberiainAsia. A visit t o the Valley of the
Yenesar in Eastern Siberia. With Descriptionsof the Natural History,
Migrations of Birds, Qc. Illustrations. Crown avo. 14s.

S E L B O P N l (LoBD). Notes on somePaasages in the Liturgical
History of the Reformed English Church. 8Vo.

SHADOWS OF A SICK ROOM.
16mo. 2s.

133.

68.

Preface by Canon LIDDON.

S H A H OF PEHSIA’S Diary during his Tour through Europe in
1673.

WithPortrait.

Crownavo.

12s.

S H A W (T. B.). Manual of Engliah Literature. Post 8vo. 78. 6d.
Specimens of English Literatare.
Selected
from the

-

-

Chief Writers.

Post 8vo. 7 8 . a .

(ROBERT). Visit to High Ta&ry, Yarkand, and gashgar,

andReturnJourneyover
Illustrations. avo. 16s.

the KareAomm Pass. With Map and

S I E R R A L E O N E ; Described in ljettera to Friende at Home. BY
A LADY. Past 800. 8s. 6d.
SIMMONS (CAPE).ConstitutionandPractice
of C0UFta”artia1.

800.

16..

SYILES’ (SAYWE% LL.D.) WORKS :BBITISEEAGINESFS
; from the Earliest Period i o the death of
the Stephenaona. Illuetrstione. 6 Yols. Cmwn 8VO.

‘78.w.
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SMILES’ (SAMU~L,
LL.D.) WORKS :GEOBQESTEPHEASON.
PoBt ~ Y O . 28.6d.
JAXEE
NASXYTH. Portrait and Illustration& Or. 8vo. 16s.
SCOTOH
NATURALIST
(Taos.EnwAaD). Illustrations. Post8vo. 6s.
SWTCHGEOLOQIST
(ROBEBT
DICK). Illustrations. Cr. 8~0.12s.
HUQUENOTS
I N ENQLAND
AND IRELAND. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.
SELF-HELP.WithIllustrations
of ConductandPerseveranoe. Post 8vo. 6s.

CHARACTER. ABook of NobleCharacteristics. Post 8~0.6s.
THXIFT. A Book of Domestic Counsel. Post 8vo. 6s.
Dmn. With Illustrationsof Conrage, Patience,and Endurance.
Post 8vo. 6s.

INDUSTRIAL
BIOQRAPHY
; or, Iron Workera and Tool Makers.
.~
Post 8vo. 6s.
kY’8

VOYAQEROUND
THE WORLD. IlluStratiOns. Post 8vo. 6s.

lvfm OF INVENTION
AND INDUSTRY.Post89.0. 6s. .
BYITH (DR GEORQE) Student’sManual
of the Geography of Britfah

-

India. Physical and Political. With Maps. Post 8vo.

--

Philauthropist. Portrait. Post 8vo.

Life of

,Wm.Carey,

Bd.

98.

DD., 1761-1834.

Missionary.Profensor
of Sanscrit
Calcutta. Crown Svo.

78.

Missionary and

Life of John Wilson, D.D. (Bombay),
Et

Shoemakerand

the College of Fort William,

--- (PHILIP).
History of the Ancient World, from the Creation
the Fall of the Roman Empire,
3 Vols. Svo, 31s. 6d.
to

A.D. 476.

SMITE’B (DR. WM.) DICTIONARIES:DICTIONARY OP THE BIBLE; ita Antiquities,
Biography,
Qeography,and Natural History. Illastrations. 3 Vole. 8vo. 1068.
CONCISE
BIBLEDICTIONARY.Illustrations. 8vo. 21s.
SMALLER
BIBLEDIOTIONARY.Illustrations.Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.
CHRISTIANANTIQUITIES. Comprising the History,
Insti.
tutions, and Antiquities of the Christian Church. IllustrationR. 2 Vols.
Medium Bvo. 31. 13s. 6d.

CHRISTIAN
BIOQRAPHY,LITERATURE,SECTS,
AND DOCTRINES;
from the Time8 of the Apostles tothe Age of Charlemagne. Medium 8vo.

Vols. I. 11. & 111. 31s.Bd. eaoh. (To be completed in 4 Vols.)
Medium
GREXIKAND ROXAN ANTIQUITIES.Illustrations.
8vo.
I

18s.

BIOQRAPHY
AND
O ~ E AND
K ROMAN

HPTHOLOQY.
Illustrations.

3 Vols. Medium 8vo. 42. 48.
GREEK AND ROMAN
GEOGRAPHY.
Medium 8vo. 66a.
~~

2 Vole.

Illustrations.

ATLASor ANCIENTOEOQRAPHF-BIBLICAL
AND CLASSICAL.
Folio. 61. 6 8 .

CLAWICAL
DICTIONARYOF MYTHOLOGY,
BIOQRAPHY,AND
GEOQEAPRY.1.Vol. With 750 Woodcuts. 8vo. 18a.

SKALLER
CLASEIOAL
DICT. Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 7s. Sd.
SMALLERGREEK
AND ROXAN
ANTIQUITIES.Woodcuts. Crown
8vo.

78.&1.

COMPLETELATIN-ENGLISHDICTIONARY.WithTablesof the
RomanCalendar, MeasUmE, Weights, and Money.

800.

21s.

SXALLEBLATISENQLISHDIOTIONARY.Newandtboroughly

Bevised Edition. lamo. 7s.

€d.

COPIOUS AND CRIZIOAL ENQLI~H-LATIN
DICTIONABY. 8vo. 218.
SMALLER
ENQLISH-LATIR DIOTIONARY.
12mo. 78. 6d.
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PUBLISHED BY MIL MTJBBAY.

SMITH’S (DL Wn.) ENGLISH COURSE:OF ENQLISE
and Appendices.Post avo.

SCJHOOL?&U’WAL
PRInABY

QRAnmAR,WITH COPIOIJB
Exgltc~~~~

8s. 6d.

ENGLISH
GRAMMAR, for Elemenbry

carefullygraduatedparsing
~ A N W A LOF

lessons.16mo.

Schools, with

IS.

&i.

ENQLISHCOMPOSITION.WithCopions

Illn&a-

tions and Practiosl Exercises. 12mo. 3..
HISTORY
OF BRITAIN. 12mO. 28. 6d.
SCHOOL
MANUALOF MODERN
GEOGRAPEY,-PHYSIOAG
AND
Political. Post Svo. 68.
A SMALLER
MANUAL
OB MODERNGEOGRAPHY.
16mo. 2s. 6d.
PRIXARY

SMITH’S (DR. Wn.) FRENCH
COURSE:FRENCH
PRINCIPIA.P a r t I. A Fmt Course,containinga
Grammar, Delectus, Exercises, and Vocabularies.

12mo. 88.

APPENDIXTO FRENCH
PRINCIPII.P a r t I.
ditional Exercises, with Examination Papers.

FRENCH
PRINCIPIA.
Part 11. AReading

Bd.

Containingad-

12mo. 2s. 6c3.

Book containing

Fables Stories and Anecdotes, Natural History, and d e n e s from the
Histor+ of FrLnce. With Grammatical Queationa, Notes and wplons
EtymologicalDictionary.
lama. 4s. a.

FBENCH
PRIBCIPIA.Part111. ProseComposition,containing

a Bystamatic Course of Exercises on the Spntpx, with .the Principal
[In (As
Rules of Syntax. 12mo.

A.M.

STUDENT’S
FRENCH
GRAniuAR By C. HIBON-WALL.
With
Introduction by Y.Littrb. Post 8vo. 68.
SnaLmR ORAMMAR
OB THE FRENOH
LANGIJAGXI. Abridged
fromtheabove.

12mo.

3s.

Bd.

SMITH’S (DR. Wn.) GERMAN COURSE :GERMAN PRINOIPIA. P a r t I. A First German Course, containing a Grammar, Deleotns, Exercise
Book, and Vocabularies. 12mo.

GERXANPRIXCIPIA.Part 11.

3..&E.

AReading Book ; containing

Fables Stories and A n ~ d ~ t aNatural
s
History and SCenW trom the
Histo& of QeAany. W i t h G;ammatical Quashom, Notes, and Dietionary. 12mo.
6d.

3s.

GERXAN a R A l l X A R POSt 8VO. 38. 6d.
S M I T H S (DR. Wn.) ITALIAN COURSE :ITALIAN
PRINCIPIA.P a r t I. AnItalianCourse,containinga
PRACTICAL

Grammar, Delectus, Exerdse Book, with Vocabularies, and Matarids
for1talian.Conversation.
12mo. 3s. 6d.

ITALIAN
PRIBCIPIA.
Part 11. A First Italian Reading Book,

containingFablesAnecdotee
History and Passage#from the best
Italian Authors, $ith Grsmdatieal Q&stions, Notes. and a Copions
EtymologicalDictionary.
12mo. 311.

tid.

S M I T H S (DR. War.) LATIN COURSE :THE YOUNG BEGINNER’S
FIRSTLATIN BOOK
: Containing the

Rndiments of Grammar Easy Grammatical Queations and Exercises
with Vocabularies. Be& a Btapping-stone to principis Latins, Part 1:
forYoungChildren.
12mo. 2:.

THEYOUNGBEOINNER’B
SEOOND
LATINBOOK: Containing an
easy Latin Reading Book with an Analyais of the BentenW. Nohe,
and a Dictionary. Being B’ stepping-stone to Pdncipia Latins, P u t 11.
for Young Childreu. lamo.

P..

PRINCIPU
LATIBA. P a r t I. First Latin Course, contaibg a
Grammar Delectus and Exewiee Book, WithVOMbnlarieE. i 2 m O 38 W.
*,* In :his Editi’on the Cases of the Nouns, AdjeOhVES, and €‘~Ondms
are amanged bath

as in the O B D ~ U B Y GBAAU~ABSand 88 in the m
-a

SCHOOL PBIYES, together with the corresponding EXm9M.
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SMITH'S (UPWY.)LATIN Couaau-continued.
APPENDIX
TO PXINCIPIALATIAA, Part I.; beingAdditional
Exeretses, with Examination Papers.12mo.

38.

Bd.

Pmcxpu LATIAA. Part 11. A Reading-book of Mythology,
Qeognphy, Bomau Antiquities, aud History. With Notee and Dietionary. 14mo. &.Me

PIUXOIPIA
LATIAA. . P A 111. APoetry Book. Hexametera
and Pentunetern; &log. Ovidianm; Latin Prosody. 121~0. 88.M

PBIBOIPIA
LA~INA.Part IT. ProseComposition.Rules
Pyntar with Examples,Explanations
on the
12mo. 86.

Bd.

byntax.

of

of Synonyms, and Exercises

PRINOIPIA
LATIAA.Part V. Short"alesandAnecdotes

for

Translation into Latin. 14mo. &.

LATIN-EBOLISH
VOCABULAXY
AND FIRST LATIN-ENQLIBH
DIUTIONABY
FOB PHZDBKIN, COBNELIUS NEPOS, ANDCZMAB. 12mO.

TUD DE^'^ LATINQRAMMAPFortheHigherForms.Post

mo. 66.

SYALLER
LA~IB
GRAMMAR.12mo.

38.

k8d.

6d.

SMITH'S (DX.WM.) GREEKCOURSE:IAITIA
GRECA.Part I. A First Qreek Course, containinga Grammnr, .Delectus,and Exerfise-book.WithVocabalaries.

l a m . &.

6d.

APPENDIX
TO INITIA
GRECA. Part I. Containingadditional
Exercires. With ExanlinationPayers.

IAITIA
QRXCA.

Post SYO. 2s. Bd.

Part 11. A Reading Book. Containing

Short Tales, Anecdotes, Fables, Mytholegy, and Grecian History.

IlmO. 8s.M.

INITIA
QRECA.Part 111. ProseComposition. Containing the
Rules of Syntax, with copious Examples and Exercises. l2mo. Ss. 8d.
Smn~se'aGREEKGRAMXAE.For theHigherForms.
By
CUBTIUS.Poat 8vo. 6s.

SMALLERQBEEXQRAXMAE.
121x10. 39. 6d.
GREEKACCIDEAOE.12mo.2s. 6d.
PUTO,Apology of Socrates, &c. WithNotes.12mo.

SMITH'S (DL WX.) SMALLER RISTORIES
S~IPTUR
HISTORY.
E
WithColoured

3s. 6d.

:-

Maps and Woodcub.

16mo. 3r. 66.

ANCIENTHImow.Woodcuts.16mo.
3s. 6d.
AACIENTQEOORAPHY.Woodcuta.16mo. 38. 6d.
MODERN
aROQRAPHY. 16mo. %.6d
GREEOE.WithColouredMapandWoodcuts.16mo.
3s. 6d.
ROYE.WithColouredMapsandWoodcuts.
16mo. 38.6d.
CLASRICALMYTHOLOQY.woodcuts.16mo.
38.6d.
EAQLAND.WithColouredMapsandWoodcuts.16mo. 38. 6d.
EAQLISH
LITERATURE.
16mo. %.6d.
SPEOIMENS
OP EXOLISHLITERATURE.
16mo. 3s.6d.
SOMEBVILLE(MARY).Personal&collections

from EarlyLife

to Old Age. Portrslt. Crown 8vo. 12f.

PhysicalGeography.Portrait.Post
8vo. 98.
Comexion of the Physical Science& Post8vo. 98.
Zdolecular & Microscopic
Science.
Illustration@.
4 ?ob. Polt8vo. ala.
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Household Surgery ; or, Hints for &ergen.

S O U T H (JOH~I
F.).

Memoirs of. [see FELTOE.]
SOUTHEY
Uvea of Banyan and Gromwell. Post avo. 2s.
des.

With Woodcots.
Fcap.
800,

Bp.

Bd

(&ST.).

S T A N H O P E S (EABL)WORKS :HISTORY
01 ENQLAND
P R O ~THE REIQX OB QUEENA m TO
TEE -Am
OF VEBSAILLES, 1701-83. 9 VOlS. P a t 8VO. a.a h .
LIFEOF WILLIAMPITT. Portraits. 3 Vole. 8vo. 3Be.
MISOELLAXIES.
2 Vola Poet 8vo. 1%.
BRITISH
INDIA, FROM ITS ORIGIN TO 1788. Post 8VO.
6d.
HISTORY
OB " FORTY-FIVL"
Post avo, 8s.
HISTORICAL
AND CRITICALESSAYS. Post 800. 88. 6d.
THERETREAT
FROM &fOSOOW,AND OTHEB ESSAYS. Post 8PO. 78.6d.
LIFE or BELISARIUS.Post avo. 108. 6d.,
LIFEOB CORDE. Post 8vo. 88. 6d.
STORY
OF JOAX
OF Ana.
Fcap. 8vo. la.
ADDRESSES
ON VARIOUS
Oooasro~s. 16mo. la.
S T A N L E Y ' S (DXAX)WORKS :SINAIAND PALESTINE.
Coloured Maps. 8vo. 1%.
BIBLEIN THE HOLY LAND; Extracted from the above Work.

8s.

Woodouts.Fcap.8vo.
9r. Bd.
EASTERN
CHUROH. Plans. Crown 8vo.

JEWISH

6s.

CMetian

CHURCH.FromtheEarlieetTimestothe

Era.Portrait

and Naps. 8 Vols. Crown avo. 1%.

CHUROH
OF SOOTLAND.
avo. 78. 6d.
EPISTLES
OB ST. PAUL
TO THE CORINTHIARS. 8vo. 188.
LIFEOF DR. ARNOLD.Portrait.
2 Yols. or. 8vo. 128.
CANTERBURY.
Illustrations. C r o w n 8vo. 6s.
Wmsrrras~xrc
ABBEY.
Illustrations.
8vo. 158.
SERMONS
DURING A TOURIN THE EAST. 8ro. 98.
ON SPECIAI, OOOASIOXS,Preachedin Westminster

-

Abbey. 8vo. 12r.

MBXOIR OF EDWARD, CATHERINE,ANDSTAXLEY.
MARY Cr.8vo. 98.
CHRISTIAXINSTITUTIOHS. Essays on EcclesiasticalSubjects.

avo. 128. Or Crown 8vo. 68.

E~SAYS.
Chiefly on Questions of Church sod State; from 1860
t.
o
.1x70.
.
"

RevisedEdition.

[See also B~ADLEY.]
S T E P H E N S (REV. W. R

Crown avo. 6s.

W.).

of St. John

LifeandTimes

Chrysostom. A Sketch of the Church and the Empire in the Fonrth
Century.
Portrnit.
890. '78. 8d.

STBATFORD

DBI

R E D C L I F F E (LORD). TheEasternQueetion.

Being a Selection from his Writings during the last Five Yearsof his
Life. Witha Prefaee by Dean Stanley. With Map. avo. 9b.

S T R E E T (0.E.). Gothic Architecture in Spain.
Bay&

%Po.
'

Illnstratione.

808.

Gothic Architecture in Brick and Marble. Kith

Notes on North of Italy. Illustrations. Royal 8vo.

S T U A R T (VILLIERS). Egypt after t h e Wsr.

p(lr.

Being the Narrative

of a Tonr of Inspection, inolndinp Experiences amoneat the Natives.
with Descriptions of their H o m e s and Habits: to which are added
Notea of the latest Archseologicol Discoveries and a revieed Account of
the Funeral Canopy of an EWptian Queen With interesting ndditions.
Coloured Illustratlons and Woodouts. E o h avo. 81s.

6d.

.

.

8% LIST OF WORKS PWBPHED BY ,MR. MURRAY.
~~~

WESTCOTT (CAROR
B.F.) The Gospel according t o St. John, w-ith
Notes and Diasertatiolu (&printed from the Speaker's Comrnentsry).
10s. Sd.

eo.

WHARTON (CAPT.W. J. L.),

R B . ,Hydrographical Surveying :

being a desdptlonof tile m m a n d methods employedlnmnstructing
Marine C h u t a With Illustratioas. 8vo. 168.

(W.

WHEELER (G.). Choice of aDwelling.
P o s t ~ v o . 76.8d.
WHITE
H,). Xmnal of Naval Architecture, fOr: the use of
'

N s v d Oflieers, SLipownexn,ShiphuPderu,
Ums. svo. 34s.

. h d Y.Chtamen IHpStra-

WHYMPER (EDWARD). ',jrPhe
Ament of 'the Matterhorn. With

63.

100 Illustrations.

WILBERFORCE'S

---

crow 8FO.

Medium Svo. 1%
(BXSEOP) Life of W i i a m

Wilberforce. Portrait.

6
&
'

(SAXUEL,LL.D.), Lord Bishop of Oxford and

Winchester- his Life. By Canon AB-L
D.D., and R. G. WILBXBW i t i Portraits and Woodcuts. 8 V h . Svo. 168. each.

FOBOI.

WILKINYON (SIB J. G,). Manners and Customs of the Ancient

E m t i a n s , their Privata Life, Lawas, Arts, Religion, %c. A new edition.
Edited
SAMUELBIBOH,LL.D. Illustrations. 3 Vnls. avo. 8 4 8 .

Popular Account of the Ancient Egyptians. With
tiW Woodcuts.

ZVola. PostBvo. Ifla.

(HUGH). SunDy Lands
and

'seas: d

Cruise

Round the World in the 8.8. "CeyloiL" India, the Btrita Settlemenre,
Manila, China, Japan, the Sandwich Islandr,aud California. With
Illustrations. c m avo. 12s.

WILLIAMS (MORIER). ReligiousLife and Thought in India. An
Account of the Religions cf the Indian Peoples. Based on a Life'sStudy
of their Literature and on personal investigations in their o m country.
3 VOIS. 8VO.
Part I.-Vedim, Bmbmanism, and Hinduism. Secoud Edition. 18.3.
Part II.-Boddhlmn, Jainism, Zorosstrianidm, Ialnm, andIndian
[ I n preparation.
cbrirtianity.

WILSON(JOHN, D.D.). [ b e SMITH,(3~0.1
WINTLE (H. Q.). OvidLemons,beiug
Yasy Passagesselected

from the Elegiac Poems of Ovid and Tihullua, with Explanatory Notes

(in uw at Eton College). Third Edition. 12mo. 2s. 8d.
WOOD'S (CAPSAIR)Source of the OXUS. With the Geography

of theValley of the Oxus. By COL.YULX. Map.Svo.

WORDS OF HUMAN WISDOM.

12..

Collected andArranged

E. 8. With a Preface by C4NOn LIDDON. Fcap. Svo.

&.Bd.

WORDSWORTH'S (BISHOP) Greeoe ; Pictorial,Descriptive,

by,
and

Historical. With an introduchion on the Characteristics of Greek Art.
by C X O .SCEARF.New Edition revised by the Rev. H.F.TOZEB,M.A.
With 400 Illustrations. Royal 8ro. 31r. 6d.
YORK (ARCHBISHOP
OF). Collected Eesap Contents.-S)noptic
Goapela. D a t h of Christ, God Exi,ts. Worth of Life. Design in
Nature. Bports and Pastimes. Emotions in Preaching. Defects i n
Missionarg Work. Limits of Pbilosopllioal Enquiry. Crown avo. U8.

YULE (COLOREL).
Book of Marco Polo.

-

Illnstrated by the Light

of Oriental Wrifsrs and Modem Travels. With Maps and 80 Plates.
3 Vola. Mediitm 8vo. 631:

A G l o s s s ~of Peculiar Anglo-Indian Colloquial Words

and Phrases Etgmologlcal Historical and Geographical. By Colonel
YULXand d e late ABTBUB) BUBNXLL,
Ph. D. SVO.

-(A.2a.F.)
Bro.

A Little Light on Cretan Insurrection.

6d.

BSADBUBY, AGONEW,
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Post

